FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting # 9
January 19. 1989

CALL TO ORDER: 4:10 pm in the Riggle Room of ADUe.

SENATORS PRESENT'
John

Alcorn.

Russell

Brengelman.

James

Dahlberg.

Lynne

Carolyn Flatt. Marc Glasser.
James Gotsick. John
Gl:"aham,
Dale Greer.
Janet Gross.
Betty Gurley. Jerry HowelL
Joyce LeMaster. Robert Lindahl.
Beverly McCormick. Barbara
Fitzge~ald.

Moore. Wayne Morella. Kenneth Musser, Elizabeth Nesbitt. Barbara
Jack Peters. Robert Prickett. James Quisenberry. Scott
Rundell. Tom Scott. Ron Tucker. and Don Young.

Nie~eyer.

SENATORS ABSENT'
Lola Crosthwaite. Colleta Grindstaff. and Larry Keenan.

(]

MINUTES'
Minut"es of
December 15.
1988. were
approved wi th the follow-lng
corree t ions: second sen tence under Chair's Repor t
the word 'h is'

should be deleted:
page 3
third line under Academic Policles
Committee should read 'Search Committee for
the Graduate Dean,'
next to last Iln8
in' the same paragraph accumulation should be
'acclamation'; and on page 4 under
the Vice-President's report
Merrick should be 'Marwick.~

CHA
IR' S REPORT'
-- -._--- '-'

-

'-~-

.

Chairperson Quisenberry reported that Dr. Scott Rundell had been
, ·elected from the Department of Agrictll.ture and Natural Resources
. to replace Robert Wolfe. ",
__ '__ __
-------::: - ------,---,..- --~.,

.'--~-'".--~

~~

~'_"""4_.

___ ~.

,~.

The chair

reported he

had receIved

-his

o

a letter from Senator Scott

-fo'r -th 15-,-- sem'esteY- aue_ 'CQ-.._ unIversity 'responsibilitles.
The chaii"noted that Gordon
'
'
Nolen also from the College of Arts & Sciences had been apPOinted
--to -compLete'-this -;semester's' ,-term in Senator Scotts abse'nce;'<
- -.. Chair- Quisenberry dra~ n-ote·· tn-a-t' the . ~SEma te heeded' '(o'-dec fde :'h-ow.--·
to Lep lace Sena tOL , Sea t t on th.e. Execut i ve CouncJ.l." Sena torMar-ella moved that the Senate allow the Vice-Chair of the
Educational Standards
Committee to serve on the Executive
Council. Senator Dahlberg seconded the motion which passed.

-·-re(;Cues.t iD9 --leave ot" -absence

:as'-sena tor-

Next.

-::he

cha lr

announced

that

the

Senate

off !.ce

had been

relocated to 309 BrecJ<inridge Hall. Office !10urs are: !1onday10:30 am - 11:30 am; Tuesday - 2:30 pm 4:30 pm; Wednesday8:00 am - 9:00 am & 10:30 am - 11:30 ami Thursday - 10:15 am12:00 & 1:00 pm - 4:30 pm; and Friday - 8:00 am - 12:00 & 1:00 pm
-

4:30 pm.

The

chair noted

that the

telepho,ne number for

the

Senate had not changed.
Chair r,eported that a draft of the Peat

received and would be
GrossI review.

Marwick Report

had been

placed in t118 Senate office after Senator

Chair reported that an ad hoc committee to review the Senate
Consti tution and By-laws had been appointed. 1:1embers of this
committee are:
Janet GLOSS. chair; Betty Gu:::-leYi
Wayne Morella;
Larry Keenan; and James Dahlberg.

The cha ir r-epor- ted tha t a curr-en t copy of the Per-sonne 1 Ros terhad been placed in the Senate Office.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:

(]

Regent Wheeler repor-ted
the following:
Gover-nor-s NUTIn and
Br-ea thi t t had resigned fr-om Morehead S ta te Un 1 vecs i ty' s Board of
Regents and had accepted Regent positions with Ky State Univecsity,
Alan Lansing had also accepted a posltlon on the Ky
S ta te Board. Wal ter Carr and Char les tV'hee 1 er had been reappo in ted
to the Board at Morehead State. Mr. Hart and Mr. Howell had been
appo in ted to the Morehead Board. Mt:". Wi lilam Sea ton had been
reappointed and was now the chair of the Morehead Board of
Regents. Ms. Barbara Curry has been appointed to· the Ky State
Board.
Regent Wheeler noted that two appointments were still to
be made to the Morehead Board.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
" •••••. ',\.!u

Academic Policies Committee

.....

-

---,---:--Gh.atrper son" Morel i.a .moved on ~ beharf., _.o=---.J.i.iss_£CJJo.m.m.i.t_t.ea~: f.o.c the ~ __ ...
. --",-,- adopt-ion of. the proposal "Pr~vilege in Rank':''' The motion pas.s~d •.

. ."*Report,

~ttached.
"

.

Educational Standards Committee
No report.

o

Fiscal Affairs Committee
No. repor t.

Professional Policies Committee
Chairperson McCormick reported
that
her
sUbmitting PAc 29 for a second reading
meet ing.

committee would be
at the next Senate

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-President Taylor reported on
the following:
budget ins and
estimating rev?nue for the bUdget process; strategic planning;
the Peat Marwick report;
standing committee handbooks;
and
Graduate Dean Search Committee.

Vice-Presi.dent T,aylor stated that he would like to have the three
(3) college deans, and the chair or their designee of each Senate
Committee to serve on an ad hoc commlttee to study work loads
across the campus.
Taylor also stated he would be having Friday morning meetings in
the Red Room.
The meets would start approximately 7:30 am and
meet about every two weeks.
NEW BUSINESS:
Senator Morella moved that a letter to commend Senator Scott for
his efforts on the Senate be sent.
with copies going
to the
department chair.
the dean. and his personnel file.
The motion
was seconded and passed.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 pm.

-~

Fa "1 ty Senate Secretary

_.-

.
"----""

o

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting # 9

January 19. 1989
CALL TO ORDER: 4:10 pm in the Riggle Room of ADue.

SENATORS PRESENT'
John

Russell'~

Alcorn.

Fitzgerald. Carolyn

Gt:"aham.

Dale

Brengelman.

Flatt.

Greer.' Janet

Marc

James

Glasser.

Gross.

Dahlberg.

James

Gotsick.

Lynne

John

Betty Gurley. Jerry HowelL

Joyce LeMaster.
Robert Lindahl.
Beverly McCormick. Barbara
Moore. Wayne Morella. Kenneth Nusser. Elizabeth Nesbitt. Barbara
Niemeyer. Jack Peters. Robert Prickett. James QUIsenberry. Scott
Rundell. Tom Scott. Ron Tucker. and Don Young.
SENATORS ABSENT:
Lola Crosthwaite. Colleta Grindstaff. and Larry Keenan.

o

MINUTES'
Ninutes of December 15.
1988. were approved with the following
corrections: second sentence under Chair's Report
the word ihisi
should be deleted:
page 3
third line under Academic Policies
Camm i t tee should read 'Search Comm 1 t tee for
the Gradua te Dean.'
next to last line
in the same paragraph accumUlation should be
'acclamation'; and on page 4 under
the Vice-President's report
Merrick should be 'Marwick.'

CHAIR'S REPORT'
Chairperson Quisenberry reported that Dr. Scott Rundell had been
elected from the Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources
to replace Robert Wolfe.

o

The chair reported he had receIved a letter from Senator Scott
requesting leave of absence as senator
for this semester due to
his
university responsibilitIes..
The chair noted that Gordon
Nolen also from the College of Arts & Sciences had been appOinted
to complete
this semester's
term
in Senator Scotts absence.
Chair Quisenberry dId note that the Senate needed
to decide how
to replace Senator Scott on
the Executive Council.
Senator
Morella moved
that
the Senate allow
the Vice-Chair of the
Educational Standards
Committee
to serve on
the Executive
Council.
Senator Dahlberg seconded the motion which passed.

o
Nex t;.
the
cha ir
announced
tha t
the Senate office had been
relocated to 309 Breckinridge Hall.
Office hours are:
Monday10:30 am - 11:30 am; Tuesday - 2:30 pm 4:30 pm; Wednesday8:00 am - 9:00 am & 10:30 am - 11:30 am: Thursday - 10:15 am12:00 & 1:,00 pm - 4:30 pm; and Friday - 8:00 am - 12:00 & 1:00 pm
- 4:30 pm. The chair noted that the telephone number for the
Senate had not changed.

Chair reported that a draft of the Peat Mar~ick Report had been
received and would be placed 1n
the Senate offlce after Senator
Gross' review.
Chair

reported

~

that

an

ad

hoc committee to review the Senate

Constitution and By-laws had been appointed.
Members of thls
committee are:
Janet Gross. chair; Betty Gurley; Wayne Morella:
Larry Keenan; and James Dahlberg.
The chair reported that a current copy of
had been placed in the Senate Office.

o

FACULTY

REGENT~S

the Personnel Roster

REPORT:

Regen t
Wheel er repor ted
the fo 11 ow ing:
Governor s. Nunn and
Breathitt had resigned from Morehead·State University~s Board of
Regents and had accepted Regent positions with Ky State University. Alan Lansing had also accepted a
position on
the Ky
State Board. WalteJ: Carr and ChaJ:'les Wheeler ha"d been J:eapPointed
to the BoaJ:d at Morehead State. Mr. Hart and MJ:.
Howell had been
apPointed
to
the Morehead Board.
Mr. William Seaton had been
reapPoInted and was now
the chair of
the Morehead Board of
Regents. Ms.
Barbara Curry has been apPointed to
the Ky state
Board.
Regent Wheeler noted that two apPointments were still to
be made to the Morehead Board.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies Committee
Chairperson Morella moved on behalf of his committee for the
adoption of the proposal "Privilege in Rank." The motion passed.
*Report attached.
Educational Standards Committee

o

No report.

Ft3cal Affairs Comm1ttee
No repor t.

o
Professional Policies Committee
tha t
her
Chairperson McCormick reported
submitting PAc 29 for a second reading
meeting.

commlttee would be
at
the next Senate

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-President Taylor reported an
the following:
budgeting and
• for the budget process; strategiC planning;
estimating revenue
the Peat Harwick report;
standing committee handbooks;
and
Graduate Dean Search Committee.
Vice-President Taylor stated that he would like to have the three
(3) college deans. and the chair or their designee of each Senate
Committee to serve on an ad hoc committee to study work loads

across the campus.

o

~

Taylor also· stated he would be having Friday morning meetings in
the Red Room.
The meets would start approximately 7:30 am and
meet about every two weeks.

NEil BUSINESS:
Senator Morella moved that a letter to commend Senator Scott for
his efforts on the Senate be sent.
with copies going
to the
department chair.
the dean. and his personnel file.
The motion
was seconded and passed.
•
The meeting was adjourned at 5=20 pm.

,

o

Judy'
'./

ter.

Fa~~'

ty Senate Secretary
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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES

Mee t ing » 10
February 2. 1989

~egula~

CALL TO OenER: 4:1 0 pm in Rigg l e Room of ADUC.
SENATORS PRESENT:

John
Alcorn.
Russell
Brengelman. Lola Crosthwaite.
James
Dahlberg. Lynne Fitzgerald. Mar c Glasser.
James Gotslck. Dale
Greer.
Ca l leta Grindstaff.
Janet Gross.
Betty Gur l ey. Jerry
Howell. Larry Keenan.
Joyce LeMaster . Robert Lindahl . Beverly
McCormick. Barbara Moore.
Wayne Norella. Ken Musser. Elizabeth
Nesbit t . Barbara

Niemeyer.

Gordon

Nolen.

Jack

Peters. Robert

Pricke t t. James Qu i senberry. Scott Rundell. and Don Yb ung.
SENATORS ABSENT:

Carolyn Flatt. John Graham. and Ron Tucker.
MINUTES:
Minutes were approved as distributed.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

The president reported on
enrollmen t prOjection; and

the following:
II enrollment; 2 > the
t he HSU Board o f Regen ts.

3)

CHAIR'S REPORT:

Chairper-son Quisenberr-y reported SAc-s I and 2 had been returned
wi th minor editorial Changes and would be sent back to the
Educational Standards Committee.
Next. the chair reported that Dr ,
speaking about the S t ratic Plan
meeting.

Virginia Wheeless would be
Design at the next Senate

The chair reported that AAUP r-epresentatlves would be meeting
with inte~ested part i es Monday. February 27th at 3: 00 pm in the
Ri gg l e Room.

o
REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Wheeler stated the next Board of Regents meet 109 would be
February 24th and that there was no news of the board vacancies.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies Committee
Chairperson Morella reported his committee was in the process of
sending committee survey forms to the faculty.
Educational Standards Committee

No report.
Fiscal Affa·1rs ComA! ttee

No report.

o

Professional Policies Committee

Chairperson McCormick moved on behalf of her committee for the
adoption of PAc-29.
Senator Gotsick moved to refer PAc-29 back
to the committee and advise them to consult with the university
lawyer for clarification.

The motion was seconded and passed.

Ad-Hoc Committee on Sales Tax
Senator Morella reported all non-students are to be charged sales
tax.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Undergraduate Dean Rogers
Marw ick repor t.

reported

on

the

draft

of

the Peat

Dr. Richard Daniels reported that he would be working with VicePresident Taylor to track down and bring up-to-date outstanding
policies that have been passed by the senate that still require
action.
NEW BUSINESS:
It was decided that a Faculty Senate Newletter would be published
on a monthly basis.

o

Neeting adJourned at 6:00 pm.

nter, Fac

ty Senate Secretary

?

-~

Professional Policies Committee:
. Vice-chair Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing with
PAc-28:
Overload Pay.
Senator Dahlberg moved to table the
motion which was seconded and passed.
Senator Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing with
The motion was seconded and passed.
the Peat-Marwick Report.
<See Attachment A)
Senator Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing wi th
(See
faculty salaries.
The motion was seconded and passed.
attacJ;lment B)
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-President Taylor
reported ,on the following:
1)
the
budgeting ,process; 2) PAc-28;
and 3)
national consultant Lee
Knoll's upcoming visit
to Morehead State to discuss student
retention.
NEW BUSINESS:
Sena tor Go ts i ck moved to meet March 23, 1989.
the Thursday after
spring break.
This meeting is to be held in place of the regular
th ird Thursday meeting.
The motion was seconded and passed.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Senator Gotsick asked that members of
the Fiscal Affairs Committee to meet immediately following the Senate meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:

J

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting #
February 2. 1989

10

CALL TO ORDER: 4:10 pm in Riggle Room of ADue.
SENATORS PRESENT:
John
Alcorn.
Russell
Be-engelman.
Lola crosthwaite.
James
Dahlb,erg. Lynne Fitzgerald.
Marc Glasser.
Ja:ues Gotsick. Dale

Greer. Colleta Grindstaff.
Howell. Larry Keenan.
Joyce
McCormick.

Barbara

Nesbitt. Barbara

Janet Gross.
Betty Gurley. Jerry
LeMaster. Robert Lindahl. Beverly

Moore.

Wayne Morella. Ken Musser. Elizabeth

Niemeyer.

Gordon

Nolen.

Jack

Peters; Robert

Prickett. James Quisenberry. Scott Rundell. and Don Young.
SENATORS ABSENT:

o

Carolyn Flatt. John Graham. and Ron Tucker.
MINUTES:
Minutes were approved as distributed.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
The president

reported on

_enrollment projection; and

1) enrollment; 2)
the following:
the MSU Board of Regents.

the

3)

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chairperson Quisenberry reported SAc-s 1 and 2 had been returned
with minor edItorial
changes and would be sent back to the
Educa t ional Standards Committee.
Next. the chair repor ted
tha t Dr-.
speaking about
the Stratic Plan
meetIng.

Virginia Wheeless would be
the nex t Sen a te
Deslgn at

The chaIr reported that AAUP representatives would be meeting
with interested parties Monday.
February 27th at 3:00 pm in the
Riggle Room.

o

o
REPORT:

REG~NT'S

Regent Wheeler stated the next Board of Regents meeting would be
February 24th and that there was no news of the board vacanc ies.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies Committee
Chairperson Norella re~orted his committee was in the process of
sending committ~ survey forms to the faculty.
Educational Standards Committee

No repor t.
Fiscal Affairs Committee
No repor

t:"

Professional Policies Committee

o

Chairperson McCormick moved on
adoption of

PAc-2Q.

behalf of

her committee

for the

Senator Gotsick moved .to refer PAc-Z9 back

to the committee and advise them
to consult with the university
lawyer for clarification.
The motion was seconded and passed.
Ad-Hoc Committee on Sales Tax
Senator Morella reported all non-stUdents are to be charged sales
tax.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Undergraduate Dean Rogers
Marw ick repor t.

reported

on

the

draft

of

the Peat

Dr. Richard Daniels reported that he would be working wlth VicePresident Taylor to track down and bring up-to-date outstandlng
pollcies that have been passed by the sen~te that still require
action.
NEW BUSINESS:
It was declded that a Faculty Senate Newletter would'be published
on a monthly basis.

o

Meeting adjourned at 6:00 pm.

-I--
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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting # 11
February 16, 1989

SENATE MEMBERS:
John Alcorn

Russell Brengelman
Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg

Lynne Fi tzgerald
CarOlyn Flatt
Marc Glasser
James Gotsick
John Graham
Dale Greer

Kenneth MUsser

Coletta Grindstaff
Janet Gross
Betty Gurley
Jerry Howell

Elizabeth Nesbitt

Barbara NiemeyerGordon Nolen
Jack Peters

Larry Keenan

Joyce LeMaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick

Scott Rundell

Barbara Moore
'Wayne Morella

Ronald Tucker""
Don Young

Rober- t

Pr 1eke t t

James Quisenberry

*Absen t

CALL TO ORDER;

4;10 pm in the Riggle Room of ADUC.

MINUTES;
Senator Keenan moved to defer the approval of the minutes of the
February 2. 1989. meeting to the next meeting since all senators
had not received a copy of the minutes.
The motion was seconded
and passed.

CHAIR'S REPORT;
Chairperson Quisenberry reported tha t new senate hours would take
effect on Monday. February 20. 1989.
Cop ies of the new hours
were placed for distribution.
The chair noted that
in the mai 1.

University Standing

Next the chair reported
administrative positions.

on

the

·Committee surveys were

salaries

and

raises of. the

Vice-Chair's Report:

D

Vice-Chair Gross spOke concerning
the CQSFL meeting she had
attended
in Bardstown on February 11.
She reported on the
following:
1) membership to COSFL;
2) annual
COSFL conference;
3)
COSFL1s position on athletics being seli-supporting;
4)
medical insurance in state universities; and 5) an overview of a
COSFL paper
on
faculty
participation in decision making.
Handouts were available.

PRESIDENT~S

REPORT:

President Grote spoke on
administrators.

the

reasoning

behind

raises

for two

President Grote
introduced Dr.
Virginia Wheelis5. Director of
Institutional Research Planning and Evaluation.

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PLANNING & EVALUATION REPORT:
Dr. Wheel iss discussed the process to be used
to develop a
strategic plan.
Current members of
the University Planning
Council are:
Ed Reeves,
Mike Hooper. Russell Brengelman.
Vincente Cana. Dan Thomas. and Robert Lindahl.
She noted the
entire'council would consist of 13 members to include two (2)
students and herself as a non-voting ex-officio member.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-President Taylor reported that Dr. Wheeless would be at the
Friday morning meeting in the Eagle Room if anyone cared to use
the opportunity for further diSCUssion.
The Vice-president reported
that Privilege in Rank statements
sent to the Academic Council had references to PAc-2 and that the
Academic Council had decided to table until promotion process of
PAc-2 had been completed.
Also discussed were:
the review of the Graduate program: PAc-10
(the section concerning telecourses);
summer programs: MSU 101;
and the construction work taking place on campus.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Wheeler noted that the vacancies on
Regents had not been filled at
this time.
Regents meeting will be the 24th.

the
The

MSU Board of
next Board of

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies ComIittee
Chairperson Morella repor ted on:
the
and the structure of these committees.

Faculty Committee Survey

A flow chart was presented to the senate for review.

o
•

A motion
passed •

to place

Thom Yancy

on the

Internation Committee was

-,

Educational Standards

Com~ittee

Chairperson Niemeyer stated that both

SAc-s

1

and

2

had been
6. t

approved by her committee and would be presented to the Sena te
the next meeting.
Fiscal kffairs Committee
Chairperson Gotsick reported on

the Employee

Bene=its Committee

meeting.
Gotsick

moved

the

adoption

of

a resolution to be sent to the

President. Vice-President for Academic Affairs. and the MSU Board
of Regents.
The motion passed.
<See attachment A}
Professional Policies Committee
Chairperson McCormick reported that the Educational Leave Policy
had been sent to the university attorney.
She ask for any
suggestions on either this policy or the sabbatical Leave Policy.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Vice-President Taylor noted that
the IDEA reports were back and
would be sent to the faculty shortly.
Chair Quisenberry reported that the AAUP
meet NondaYJ February 27, 1989. at 3:00 pm.

ADJOURNMENT:

OhCL=

The meeting adjoUrned at 5:17 pm

(/~-Q;:'t>,

JUd~~arpl?ter, CPac~ Senate Secretary

o

in teres t

group would

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting # 11
February 16. 1989
S ENA TE MEMBERS:

John Alcorn
Russell Brengelman
Lola Cros"thwal te
J?-mes __ Dahlberg

Lynne Fitzgerald
Carolyn Flatt

Kenneth Musser
Elizabeth Nesbitt

Coletta Grindstaff
Janet Gross
Betty Gurley
Jerry Howell

Bat"bara Niemeyer
Gordon Nolen

Jack Peters
Robert Prickett
James Quisenberry
Scott Rundell

LarTY Keenan

Joyce LeMaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick

Mar-c Glasser
James Gats ickJohn "Graham

Dale Greer

B.3;rbara-Moore

Ronald Tucker'''''

wayne Morella

Don Young

""Absen t

CALL TO O.IlDEll:

o

4: 10 pm in the Riggle Roam of· ADUC.

MINUTES:

Senator Keenan moved to defer the approval of the minutes of the
February 2. 19S9. meeting to the next meeting since all senators
had not received a copy of the minutes. The motion waS seconded
and passed.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chairpe~son Quisenberry reported that new senate hours would take
effect on Monday. February 20. 1989.
Copies of the new hours
were placed for distribution.

The chair noted that
in the mail.

University Standing

Next the chair reported
administrative positions.

on

the

Committee surveys were

salaries

and.

raises ,of the

Vice-Chair's Reoort:

o

Vice-Chair Gross spoke concerning the COSFL meeting she had
attended in Bardstown on February 11.
She reported on the
following:
1) membership to COSFL;
2) annual COSFL conference;
3) COSFL's position on athletics being self-supporting; 4)
medical insurance in state universities; and 5) an overview of a
COSFL paper
on faculty
participation in decision making.
Handouts were available.

o
PRESIDENT~S

REPORT:

President Grote spake on
administrators.

the

rea~oning

behInd

raises

for

t~o

President
Grote
intrOduced Dr.
Virginia \,'heeliss. Director of
Institutional Research Plannlng and EvaluatIon.

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PLANNING

& EVALUATION REPORT:

Dr. Wheel iss discussed
the process
strategic ..P.J_~.
Current _members
Council
ar-e:" --::.
Vincente Cano.-

Ed
Reeves.
Dan Thomas.

entire"council

would consist

to
of

be used
to develop a
the UniversIty Planning

Mike
Hooper.
Rus::;.ell
Brengelman.
and Robert
Lindahl.
She noted the

of 13

members to

include two (2)

studen.ts aIJ.d. herself as a non-voting eX-offlCi-o member.
VICE~PRESIDENT'S

REPORT:

Vice-President Taylor reported that Dr. Wheele~s would be at the
Friday morning meeting in the Eagle Room if anyone cared
to use
the opportunity far further discussion.

o

The vice-president reported
that privilege in Rank statements
sent to the Academic Council had· referen::es. to PAc-2 and that the
Academic Council had decided to table until promotion process of
PAc-2 had been completed.
Also discussed were:
the review 0= the GradUate program; PAc-IO
(the section concerning telecourses) ~
summer pr'ograms: MSU loi:
and the construction work takIng place on campus.
FACULTY REGENT·S REPORT:
Regent Wheeler noted that
the vacancies
on
Regents had not been
fillec at this time.
Regents meeting wlll be the 24th.

the

The

0=

MSU Board
next Board of

COMMITTEE REPORTS:

,
Chairpe~son Norella
reported on=
the
and the structu=e 0-: these co~~ittees.

A flow

o

cha~t

A motion
passed •

•

Faculty

Com~ittee

Survey

Was p=esented to the senate for review.

to place

Thom Yancy

on the

Inte=nation Committee was

o
Educationa!

Standa~~~

Co~~ittee

SA:::-s
1
and 2 haC. be-en
ChaIrperson Niem~yer state~ that both
approved by her COC~l:tee and ~ocld be presented ;:0 the Senate o.t

the next meeting.
Fiscal Affairs

Co~~ittee

Chairperson Gotsick repartee. on

meeting.

•

~

the Employee

Benefjts Commlttee

~.

Gotsick mcved
the
~~6~tlon
of
a iesol utlon to be sent to the
PresIdent. Vlce-?re51~erit for AcademIc bffalrs. and the tlSU Board
of Regen ts.
<See attachment A)
The motlon passed.

Professional Policles Comm:i ttee
Chairperson McCormick
had been sent to the

suggestions

o

on

reported that the Educational Leave policy
university attorney.
She a~k for any
either this policy or the Sa~batlcal Leave Policy.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Vice-PL"'esident Taylor
noted that
the IDEA ::-.eports were back and
would be sent t~ the =aculty sho::-tly.
Chair Quisenbe~ty repo::-ted that
the bAU?
meet Monday. February 27. 1989. at 3:00 pm.

ADJOURNMENT:

,

o

interest

The mee:ing adjourned at 5:17 pm

g::-oup

~.. ould

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting #
March 2.

12

1989

SENATE MEMBERS:

John Alcorn

Coletta Grindstaff*

Kenneth HUsser

Russell Brengelman
Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg

Janet Gross

Elizabeth Nesbitt

Lynne Fit::gerald

Barbara Niemeyer

Je!:"ry HoYeIl
Larry Keenan

Gordon Nolen
Jack Peter's
Robe!:"t PriCkett
James Quisenberry
Scott Rundell

Joyce LeMastel:'"'"

Carolyn F·l.att*
Marc Glas'se!."'

Rober t Lindah 1
Beverly McCormick*

James Gatsick
John Graham""

Barbara Moore

Ronald Tucker

Dale GLeeI."'

Wayne Morella

Don Young _

~Senators

absent.

CALL TO ORDER:"

o

Betty Gurley

"

4:10 pm in the Riggle Room of ADUe.

MINUTES:

Minutes of
approved.

February

2.

1989.

and

February

16.

1989.

were

CHAIll'S REPORT:
Chairperson Quisenberry reported on
the univeJ:sity'S operational
budget and possible reallocation of funds.
Senator Gross
moved that
the Senate purchase a S10.00 copy card
for each of the four main committees.
The motion passed.
Senator Morella moved the adoption of the
Privilege in Rank.

~olloYing

resolution on

Whereas:
1.

The NSU Fac:!lty Senate passed Privilege in Rank State!:lent on
January 19. 1989.

and !Jhe!:"eas!

o

2.

Since January 19. 1989. the admini::lt::;"atlon has failed either
to
take action
an
the privilege in Eank Statement or to
J:e tur:1 the s ta temen t to the Facul,ty Sena te t.," i th sugges ted
["e'l is :cons.

o

Ther"e:fore:

The Faculty Senate moves
the administration return
by Marc!l 23.

to rescind
t~e

the statement and requests
s~ate~ent with
~ritten suggestlons

1989.

The motion passed.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Wheeler

reported the president had indicated that faculty

salaries wet'e a major Goncer-n but could not commlt to a pay raise
of more than 5% at this
time.
The regent also noted that a
draft of the SAc's reoort on athletics had been sent to Mr.
Seaton. chair of the' Board of Regents.
The regent also noted
that the board had voted to contract out the food se~vices.

Senator

Gotsic~

moved to request a copy of
the SAc's report on
be made availabe to the Senate at the earliest
available date.
The motion was seconded and passed.

ath~etics

o

COMMITTEE REPORT?:.
Acade~ic

Policies Committee:

Elizabeth Cooley
Chairperson Morella moved to place Dr.
Concert and Lecture Series. The motion passed.

on· the

Senator Morella placed a proposal entitled "Establishment of
Standing University Committee Entitled
'Provisional Studies
Committee' .. for a firs~ reading.
Senator Morella moved for approval of a flow chart. Senator
Gross moved to refer back to committee.
Senator Dahlberg moved
to refer back to committee with instructions.
The motions were
adop ted.
c.
Educational Standards Committee:

,

Chairperson Niemeyer moved for approval of SAc-I: Admissions of
Undergraduate Students.
The motion passed.
Senator Niemeyer
moved for the adoption of SAc-2:
Student's Rights in Access to
Records.
The motion passec.
Fiscal Affairs Committee:

o

Chairperson Gotsick reported that he had attended two meetings of
the AcademiC Council to discuss the budget and reallocation.

o
PrOres~ional

Policie~

Committee:

Vice-chair Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing with
PAc-28:
Ovecload Pay.
Senator Dahlbecg moved
to
table the
motion which was seconded and passed.

Senator Keenan

moved the

the Peat-Mar-wick Report.
<See Attachment A)

adoption of
The

motion

a resolution deal ing WI th

was

seconded

and passed.

Senator Keenan moved the adoptIon of a resolution dealing wi th
(See
facul ty salaries.
The motion was seconded and passed.
a ttachmen t

B)

VICE-PRESIDENTIS REPORT:

Vice-Pres iden t
Taylor
repol:" ted an
the fa 11 Ot-l ing:
1)
the
bUdgeting process. 2)
PAc-28i and 3) national consultant Lee
Knoll's

,.'

o

upcoming

visit

to

Morehead

State

to discuss student

re ten t ion.
NEil BUS INESS'

Senator Gotsick moved to meet March 23. 1989.
the Thursday afterspring break. This meeting is to be held in place of the regular
third ~hursday meeting.
The motion was seconded and passed.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Senator Gotsick asked that member'S of
the Fiscal
Affair'S Committee to meet immediately following the Senate meeting.
ADJOURNHENT'

~7

pm

~(~~zS

~·car'LJnter. ~ Senate Secretary

o

II
l )

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regula~

Meeting # 12

March 2.

1989

SENATE MEMBERS:
John Alcorn
Russell Brengelman
Lola Cr-osthwai te
James Dahlberg
Lynne Fi tzgerald
Carolyn Flat t*
Harc Glasser
James Gotsick

Coletta Gr i ndstaff*
Janet Gross
Bet ty Gut" ley
Jerry Howell

Kenneth Musser
Elizabeth Nesbitt

Bat"hara Niemeyer

John Graham*

Barhat"a Moore

Gordon Nolen
Jack Peters
Robert Prickett
James Quisenberry
Scott Rundell
Ronald Tucker

Dale Greer

Wayne Morella

Don Young

Larry Keenan
Joyce LeMas ter*
Rober t Lindah 1

Beverly McCormick-

*Senators absent.
CALL TO ORDER:

4: 10 pm in the Riggle Room of ADUC.

MINUTES:

Minutes

of

February

2.

1989,

and

February

16.

1989,

were

apPl"'oved .
CHAIR'S REPORT:

Chairperson Quisenberry reported on
the university's operational
budget and possible reallocation of funds.

Senator Gross moved that the Senate purchase a S10.00 copy card
for each of the four main comnittees . The motion passed .
Senator Morella moved the adoption of the following resolution on
Privilege in Rank.

Whereas:
1.

The NSU Faculty Senate passed Privilege in Rank Statement on
January 19. 1989.

and Whereas:
2.

S i nce January 19. 1989. the administration has failed e i ther
to take action on
the Privi l ege in Rank Statement or to
return the statement to the Faculty Senate with suggested
revisions.

o

Therefore:
The Faculty Senate moves
to rescind the statement and requests
the administration return the statement with written suggestions
by March 23.

1989.

The motion passed.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT'

Regent Wheeler reported the president had indicated that faculty
salaries were a major concern Out could not commit to a pay raise
of more than 5% at this time.
The regent also noted that a
draft o£ the SAc's report on athletiCs bad been sent to Mr.
Seaton. chair of the Board of Regents.
The regent also noted
that the board had voted to contract out the food services.
Senator Gotsick moved to request a copy of
the SAc's report on
athletiCS be made ava,ilabe to the Senate at the earl iest
available date.
The motion was seconded and passed.

o

COMMITTEE REPORTS'
Academic Policies Committee:
Chairperson Morella moved to place Dr. Elizabeth Cooley
Concert and Lecture Series.
The motion passed.

on the

Senator Morella placed a proposal entitled "Establishment of
Standing University Committee Entitled
'Provisional Studies
Committee' .. for a first reading.
Senator Morella moved for approval of a flow chart.
Senator
Senator Dahlberg· moved
Gross moved to refer back to committee.
The motions were
to refer back to committee with instructions.
adopted.
c.,
Educational Standards Committee:
Chairperson Niemeyer moved for
approval of SAc-1: Admissions of
Undergraduate Students.
The motion passed.
Senator Niemeyer
moved for the adoption of SAc-2:
Student"s Rights in Access to
Records.
The motion passed.
Fiscal Affairs Committee:

o

Chairperson Gotsick reported that he had attended two meetings of
the Academic Council to discuss the budget and reallocation.

/

o
Professional Policies Committee:

Vice-chair Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing with
PAc-28: Overload Pay.
Senator Dahlberg moved to table the
motion which was seconded and passed.

Senator Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing with
was seconded and passed.
the Peat-Harwick Report.
The
motion
(See Att"achment A)

Senator Keenan moved the adoption of a resolution dealing wi th
(See
faculty salaries.
The motion was seconded and passed.
attachment B)

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

Vice-President Taylor
reported .on the following:
1)
the
budgeting process; 2) PAc-28;
and 3) national consultant Lee
Knoills upcoming visit to Morehead State to discuss student
["etentian.

o

NEW BUSINESS:

Senator Gotsick moved to meet March 23~ 1989.
the Thursday after
sp~ing break.
This meeting is to be held in place of the regular
third Thursday meeting.
The motion was seconded and passed.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Senator Gotsick asked that members of
the Fiscal Affairs Committee to meet immediately following the Senate meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:

JUd

o

5: 7 pm

y Senate Secretary

.~

.Ji.~':;,~-.;--,;'"

o

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting # 13
March

23~

1989

SENATE MEMBERS'
John Alcorn
Russell Brengelman
Lola Crosthwai ts
James Dahlberg
Lynne Fitzgerald
Carolyn Flatt
Marc Glasser

Coletta Grindstaff

Kenneth Musser
Elizabeth Nesbitt
Barbara Niemeyer
Gordon Nolen
Jack Peters
Robert Prickett",
James Quisenberry
Scott Rundell
Ronald Tucker
Don Young*

Janet Gross

Bet ty Gur ley
Jerry Howell*"
Larry Keenan'"

James Gots ick

Joyce LeMaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick

John Graham
Dale Greer

wayne Morella

Barbara Moore

*Membex:-s Absent.

CALL TO ORDER:

"4:10 pm in the Breck Auditorium.

MINUTES'

'0

Minutes of March 2.

1989. approved as distributed.

CHA I R' S REPORT'
Chairperson Quisenberry reported that he and Senator Gotsick h'ad
been attending budget meetings.
The chair reported that Dr. Taylor had asked
to meet with the
Professional Policies Committee to discuss PAc's 7 and 28.
The chair stated that
the finished Peat Harwick report had been
received and would be placed on file in the Senate ·office.
Next the chair reported
that the
Senate had received copy cards.

four major

committees of the

The chair noted that they have asked for the opportunity to have
the Senate spotlighted at a Board of Regents meeting.
Finally, the chair ask for
submitted to Senator Greer.

o

infor.mation

for

the

newsletter be

o
VICE-CHAIR'S REPORT:

Vice-chair
Gross
reported
on:
(1)
ratification and election of officers; (2)

AAUP's

constitution

American Association

of
Higher Education conference being held in Ch·icagoi and (3)
COSFL conference and registration.

Senator Morella moved that the senate fund the sending of up to
1/3 of the senate membership to the COSFL conference if funds
avai lable..

The mot ion was

seconde~

and passed.

Vice-chair Gross also reported that the Ad Hoc Committee on
Constitution and By-Laws was in the process of reviewing the
Senate Constitution and by-laws.
She noted anyone having
suggestions or comments should submit them to a member of the
committee.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
No report given.
FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:

o

Regent Wheeler stated he had been asked to address the Senate
regarding communication to the Board of Regents. Wheeler read
Article 6 of the Board of Regents by-laws which states:
All
communications of the university directed to the Board of Regents
shall be channeled through the office of the president.
All
communications from the Board of Regents shall be similarly
channeled through the chairman and copies thereof returned to the
president.
Regent Wheeler noted that res-olutions could only be
placed on the agenda by the president.

,

Regent Wheeler then discussed the relation
senate and faculty.

of the

regent to the

Senator McCormick moved to ask that the ~egent use the senate's
resolution on benchmark and merit pay to support his position.
The motion was seconded and passed.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:

Academic Policies Committee
Chairper-son Morella
University Standing
Commi ttee" for vote.

o

presented
the proposal
to Es tabl ish a
Committee entitled
"Provisional Studies
The motion passed.

o
-Educational Standards Committee
No report.
Fiscal Affairs Committee
No report.

Professional Policies Committee

No report.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT'
No repo!:" t.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

o

The Board of Regents
31st meeting.

will be

discussing athletics at the March

Meeting adjourned 5:15 pm.

y Ca"" en ter ~ Fa u ;ty Senate Sec:"e tary

o

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regula~

Meeting #

March 23.

13

1989

John Alcorn
Russell Brengelman
Lola C'rosthwal te

Janet Gross
Betty Gurley

James Dahlberg

Jerry Howe 11!<

Kenneth Musser
Elizabeth Nesbitt
Barbara Niemeyer
Gordon Nolen
Jack Peters
Robert Prickett*
James Quisenberry
Scot t Rundell

Coletta Grindstaff

Larry Keenan'"

Lynne Fltzgerald
Carolyn Flatt
Marc Glasser

Joyce LeMaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick

James Gotsick
John Graham

Barbara Noore
Wayne Morella

Dale Greer

.

Ronald Tucker"
Don Young'"

j

,.Members Absen t.

CALL TO ORDER:

o

4:10 pm in the Breck Auditorium.

MINUTES:
Minutes of March 2.

1989. approved as distributed.

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chairperson Quisenberry reported that he and Senator Gotsick had
been attending budget meetings.
The chair reported that Dr. Taylor had asked
to meet with the
Professional Policies CommIttee to discuss PAc's 7 and 28.
The chair
stated that
the finished Peat Mar'WlCk report had been
received and would be placed on file in the Senate office.
Next the chair reported
that the
Senate had receIved copy cards.

,

commlttees of the

The chair noted that they have asked for the opportunity to have
the Senate spotlighted at a Board of Regents meetlng.
Finally. the chair ask
for
submitted to Senator Greer.

o

four major

information

for

the

newsletter be

o
Vice-chair

Gross

reported

ratifIcation and election of
of

Higher

EducatIon

on:

officers;

conference

(1)

AAUP's

(2)

American AssociatIon

constitution

being held in Cllicago; and (3)

COSFL con£erence and reglstration.
senator Morella moved that the senate fund the

sending of up to
of the senate membershIp to the COSFL conference if funds
available. The ~otion was seconded and passed.
1/3

~

VIce-chair Gross alsq reported
Constitution and By-Laws was
Sena te

Co.ns t i tut ion

suggestions or
cammi ttee.

and

that
the Ad Hoc Commlttee on
in
the process of reviewing the

by-l aws.

comments should

She

submit them

no ted

to a

anyone

hay lng

member of the

PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

"'

No report given.

o

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT'
Regent Wheeler 3tated he had been asked to address the Senate
regarding communication
to the Board of Regents.
Wheeler read
Article 6 Or the Board of ~egents by-laws which states:
All
communications·of the university directed to the Board of Regents
shall be channeled through the office of
the president.
All
communications from
the Board of Regents shall be similarly
channeled through the chairman and copies thereof returned to the
preSident.
Regent Wheeler noteil that resolutions could only be
placed on the agenda by the preSident.
Regent Wheeler then discussed the relation. of the
senate and faCUlty.

regent to the

Senator McCormick moved to ask that the regent use the senate's
resolution on benchmark and merIt pay
to support his posItion.
The motion was seconded and passed.
COMMITTEE REPORTS'
Academic Policies Committee

o

Chairperson Morella
Unlverslty StandIng
Committee" for vote.

presented
the proposal
to Es tab 1 ish a
Comm 1 t tee entitled
"ProviSional Studies
The motion passed.

o
No repel:" t.

Fiscal Affairs Committee

No report.
Professional Policies Committee

•• No

repar t.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT'
No repor t.

ANNOUNCEMENTS'
The Board of Regents
31st meeting.

o

will be

discussing athletics at the March

Meeting adjoUrned 5:15 pm.

(~

/).
I

,(

.

(~::,.tc

JUdy -Carpent r, Faculty enate Secretary
;'
(j
--.J
,

,

,

o

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regula~

Meeting

April 6,

#

14

1989

SENATE MEMBERS:
John Alcorn
Russell B~engelman
Lola C~osthwaite
James Dahlberg
Lynne Fitzgerald
Carolyn Flatt
Marc Glasser
James Gotsick
John Graham
Dale Greer
~Senator5

Coletta Grindstaff
Janet Gross
Betty Gurley
Jerry Howell
Larry Keenan
Joyce LeMaster
Rober t Lindahl
Beverly McCormick
Barbara Moore
Wayne Morella'"

Kenneth Musser:*<
Elizabeth Nesbitt
Barbara Niemeyer
Gordon Nolen
Jack Peters
Robert Prickett:*<
James Quisenberry
Scott Rundell
Ronald Tucker
Don Young

absent.

CALL TO ORDER:

4 : 10

pm in the Riggle Room of ADUC.

MI NUTES:
Minutes were approved as distributed.
CHAIR ' S REPORT:
Chairperson Quisenberry reported on the following :
planning seSSions . and ex-officio members according
Rules of Order .

the budget
to Roberts

VICE- CH AI R' S REPORT:
Vice-Chair Gross spoke on :
regarding faculty goverance.

the AAHE conference held in Chicago

FACULTY REGENT ' S REPORT:
Regent Wheeler reported on the following :
1)
the Board of
Regents meeting held Friday. April 7. 1989; and 2) the COSFL
meeting which was held Sa turday . April 8 , 1989 .
COMMITTEE REPORTS :
Aca de mi c Po l i ci es Comm ittee

u

Vice-Chair Tucker reported in Chair Morella's absence .
He moved
that Dr. M.K. Thomas replace Dr. Mac Luckey on the Committee on
Teaching. The motion passed .

o
Professional Policies Committee
Chairperson McCormick presented for a first

reading a

copy of a

proposal on Sabbatical Leave.
Elections Committee
Chairperson LeMaster

reported that

elections will

be held this

month for 10 seats. The Election Commmittee will conduct the atlarge elections. Departments will run elections for departmental
representatives.
Fiscal Affairs Committee

Chairperson Gotsick presented a distribution plan developed in
cooperation with the Vice-PreSident for Academic Affairs. The
plan address the following priorities:
1) protected classes; 2)
rank inegui ties;
3) years
of experience at MSU; and 4)
credentials.

o

It involves tIle distribution of two pools of monies:
a 3% pool
to be applied to base and a 2% pool to address inequities.
After
a detailed verbal presentation of the plan. chair moved to have a
roll call vote which was seconded and passed.
Due to a lack of
clear understanding of the plan. insufficient time to confer with
constituents. and lack of a hard copy for review purposes Senator
McCormick moved to table the motion.
Senator Keenan offered a
friendly amendment that the motion be tabled until a special
called senate meeting on next ThursdaYr
April
13. which was
accepted.
Senator Gotsick moved for a roll call vote on the
motion which was seconded and passed.
The roll call vote to
table the motion was taken and the motion carried (13 yes. 11 no.
1 abstain).
Senator Gross moved to recommend to the President a 5% raise
across the board. to be applied to the base and an additional 3%
pool of money be used to address inequities.
The motion was
seconded.
Time was called.
Senator McCormick moved to extend
the time
and was
seconded,
The motion
failed.
The
recommendation will be considered under unfinished business at
the special called meeting on Thursday. April 13.
The chair was requested to make it clear to the President at
their next SCheduled meeting on Monday. Apr 11 10 that a deciSion
would be forthcoming
after
consultation with
appropriate
constituents.

o

o
Meeting adjourned at 6:10.

•

o

o

o

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES

Special Meeting # 2

April 13 ..

1989

SENATE MEMBERS'
John Alcorn
coletta Grindstaff
Russell Brengelman* Janet Gross
Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg
Lynne Fitzgerald
Carolyn Flatt
Marc Glasser

James Gotsick
John Graham
Dale Greer
CALL TO ORDER'
The chair

Betty Gurley
Jerry Howell""
Larry Keenan

Joyce LeMaster
Rober t

L indah 1

Beverly McCormick

Barbara Moore
Wayne Morella

Kenneth Musser*
Elizabeth Nesbitt*
Barbara Niemeyer*

Gordon Nolen
Jack Peters
Robert Prickett*
James Quisenberry
Scott Rundell
Ronald Tucker*
Don Young*

4.10 pm in the Red Room of ADUC.

addressed the

body by stating Robert's Rules of Order

concerning a called meeting would be followed.

o

o

He then welcomed

all guests.
The chair opened the floor for discussion on the
recommendation for salary schedules as it related to faculty
incremen ts.
Senator Gross moved that the motion of 5% raise across the board
and 3% for inequities be amended to state that 5% would be used
for increases in base and 3% to address inequities~ with
distribution determined by the plan presented last week by Dr.
Gotsick. Senator McCormick moved to have the motion divided into
two questions. The first question will regard a total raise of
8% with 5% to base and 3% applied to inequities. The second part
of the question would be the determination of distribution.
After discussion the question was divided further. The first
part of the question is the asking for an 8% pool for raises; the
second part of the question is that the distribution be a 60/40
ration (60% for base; 40% for inequities> and the third part
relates to methodology for distribution. Senator Peters offered
a friendly amendment to ask for a 10% pool of monies. The motion
was seconded.
Senator Gotsick requested that with the addition
to the question~ that methodalogy come first.
A show of hands
was requested for thiS question. Seventeen yes; five no. After
much discussion Senator Peters requested that the cap be removed
from the plan.
The motion was seconded. Senator Dahlberg's
motion for a roll call vote on this issue died for lack of a
second.
Senator Peters withdrew his motion. Senator Keenan
moved to remove the cap.
The motion was seconded.
After more
discussion Senator Dahlberg moved for an immediate vote on the
question to remove the cap. The motion was seconded. The motion
to remove the cap failed.

o
Senator Morella moved to desolve the senate to a committee as a
whole. The motion was seconded but failed.
After a lengthy
discussion Senator Glasser moved to vote immediately on the
proposal submitted by Senator Gotsick. The motion was seconded.
The motion to pass the proposal failed.
Senator Morella moved
to amend table 4 of the proposed plan to add on a plus 30 in
areas equal to a specialist. The motion was seconded. The chair
tUrned the senate over to the vice-chair in order for him to make
a statement.
The chair then resumed his duties as chair.
Senator Morella withdrew his motion.
Senator LeMaster moved to
have the Specialist Degree withdrawn.
The motion was seconded
and passed.
I t was moved and seconded to adopt the main mot ion.
The motion passed with a vote of 17 to 5.
The second part of the question dealt with the distribution of
money, with 60% going for base and 40% for inequities.
It was
moved and seconded that the cap move proportionally to the final
total pool of money available. The motion passed.
It was moved
and seconded to adopt the plan as amended.
The motion passed
with a vote of 19 to 3.

o

Senator Greer moved that the Faculty Senate reject the proposal
that the faculty salary increment pool of 1989-90 be limited to
the 5% allocated by the 1988 Kentucky General Assembly and
request that the increment pool be 10%. The motion was seconded.
After discussion the motion was withdrawn.
It was moved and seconded that the Executive Council write the
wording for the resolution to go to the president. The motion
passed.
ANNOUNCEI1ENTS:

Vice-President Taylor announced that Dr. Richard Miller would be
on campus April 21. 1989. to discuss the evaluation process.
Senator Gross noted that handouts of Gary Cox's response to COSFL
statement concerning athletics were available.
Vice-Chair Gross also noted that handouts on a proposed change in
the Faculty Senate Constitution and By-Laws were available. She
noted that this issue would be voted on at the next Senate
meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 6:05 pm.

o
Senate Secretary

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting
Apr i1 20 r

#

15

19851

SENATE MEMBERS:
John Alcorn
Russell Brengelman*
Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg
Lynne Fitzgerald*
Carolyn Flatt
Marc Glasser*

Robert Lindahl

Beverly McCormick
Barbara Moore
Wayne Morella

JameS Gotsick
John Graham
Dale Greer

CALL TO ORDER:
MINUTES:

o

Kenneth Musser*
Elizabeth Nesbitt
Barbara Niemeyer*
Gordon Nolen
Jack Peters
Robert Prickett*
James Quisenberry

Coletta Grindstaff
Janet Gross
Betty Gurley
Jerry Howel1*
Larry Keenan*
Joyce LeMaster

Scott Rundell*

Ronald Tucker*
Don Young

4:10 pm in the Riggle Room of ADUC.

Minutes were approved as amended.

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chairperson Quisenberry
of 5.5% for faculty and

reported that

raises would be at a rate

5.1% for staff.

Nextr the fhair read a copy of a memorandum sent to Dr. Taylor
from Mrs. Betty Jo Peters regardIng the Educational Specialist
Degree.
The chair

a memorandum from Mr. Charles Patrick requesting
on the Senate members.
Senator Morella moved that
the senatelsecretary work with Academic AffaIrs to acquire the
information requested and send to Mr. Patrick. The motIon was
seconded aid passed.
~ead

informatio~

VICE-CHAIR S REPORT:
Vice-Chair Gross provided the following handouts:
1) A report
from those senators attending the American Association for Higher
Education National Symposium on Faculty Governance in Chicago;
and 2) A Shared Vision for the Future by Stanley Ikenberry. Both
handouts dealt with the recent AAHE Conference held in Chicago.

o

Vice-Chair Gross moved that the Faculty Senate suppport and hold
a retreat as early as possible next fall to isolate all the major
issues that are affecting the faculty senate. and to examine the
s tra teg ies that can be used to increase the' effec t i veness of the
Faculty Senate. The motion was seconded and passed.

o
REGENT'S REPORT:

Regent Wheeler reported that

the

door

was

not

closed

on the

faculty salary issue.
COMMITTEE REPORTS'
Professional Policies Committee

Chairperson McCormick
Leave of Absence.
The chair noted

adoption of PAc 17:

moved the

Sabbatical

The motion passed.
that

the

Educational

Leave

Policy

should be

coming before the Senate for a vote at the next Senate meeting.
Elections Committee
Chairperson LeMaster noted that ballots would be in the mail this

week

to

elect

two

at-large

senators

from

the

College

of

Professional Studies and three at-large senators from the College

of Arts

o

and

Sciences.

The

department heads
had been
departmental representatives.

chair
notified

noted
to

that
hold

the necessary
elections

for

Ad Hoc Committee on Constitution
Chair Gross moved for the adoption of the revised
constitution. After discussion the motion was withdraWn.

senate

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT'

Vice-President Taylor reported on the following:
l)Richard
Miller's upcoming visit to Morehead State University to discuss
faculty evalutions; 2) faculty up for tenure in the fall; and 3)
faculty raises.
NEW BUSINESS'

Senator Morella moved that the executive council respond to the
Trail Blazers article regarding faculty salaries. The motion was
seconded and passed.
The chair stated that
copies
Institutions of Higher Education
the entire faculty.

o

of
current
benchmarks of
in Kentucky would be mailed to

o
The motion to adjourn was seconded and passed.

The meeting adjourned at 5:20 pm.

enata Secretary

o

o

\\
u
E'aculty Senate
Minutes of Summer I Meeting
June 15.

1989

CALL TO ORDER:

The meeting was called to order at 4 : 10 pm in the

Riggle Room of ADUe.
SENATORS PRESENT:
John Alcorn.

Russell

Brengelman.

James

Dah Iberg.

Dal e Greer.

Janet Gross.
Joyce LeMaster.
Robert Lindahl . Beverly McCormick .
Wayne Morella.
Elizabeth Nesbitt.
Barbara Niemeyer.
James
Quisenberry. and Ronald Tucker.
MINUTES:

The minutes were approved as distributed.

CHA I R' S REPORT:
Chairperson Gross stated she had met with President Grote and had
discussed unfinished business of the last year .

The chair stated that the Affirmative Action Committee had sent
their response directly to
the president:
stating they did not
feel comfortable sharing with
the senate until
the university
attorney had reviewed their response.
It was noted that Jack
Jones. Director of Personnel. would be responding to this issue.
The chair noted that the final COSFL meeting was held May 20.
constitution had been discussed and sent back for review.

the

F ina 11 y . the cha i r no ted
tha t the Sena te Re trea t woul d be held
August 25th and 26th at Greenbo Lake State Resort Park.
The
chair also announced that
the first senate meeting of the fall
semester would be held August 24th.

COMMITTEE REPORTS :
Professional Policies Committee
Chairperson McCormick
meeting .

tabled

PAc's

2

and

27

until

the nex t

Ad Hoc Committee on Constitution
Senate Chair Gross reported that only 52 faculty had voted on the
new constitution.
Since ratification required a voee of 51'X. of
all eligible faculty . the constitution failed.

o
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

Vice-President Taylor discussed the following:
were being processed on the prime; 2) Ad

1) PG's and PAc's
Hoc Committee on

Evalutioni 3) June agenda items for the Board of Regents meeting;
4) guidelines for off-campus and extended campus programs; and 5}
appointment of a fixed-term contract for the Dean of Graduate and
Special Programs.
The meeting adjourned at 5:30 pm.

Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Secretary

o

FACULTY SENATE AGENDA
July 20.

I.
II.
I I I.

IV.

v.

Call to order
Approval of minutes of June 15. 1989
Chair's Report
Faculty Regent's Report
Committee Reports
A.
Academic Policies Committee

B.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

o

1989

Eagle Room

Professional Policies Committee

Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adj ournmen t

Faculty Senate
Minutes of Summer II
July 20. 1989

Meetl~g

MeetIng was called to order at 4 : 10 pm .
SENATORS PRESENT '

James Gotsick. {-Jayne Mot-ella.
Barbara Niemeyer. Gordon Nolen.
James Qcisenberry . Scott Rundell. and Ron Tucker.
In the absence of Chair Gross.
Senator
past chair. conducted the seSSIon .

Quisenberry.

immediate

MINUTES'

The minutes of June IS.

1989. were approved as distributed .

Academic Policies Commit t ee:
After discussion of membershlp of
the Committee on Faculty
Evaluation . Academic Policles Co~mittee chalr Morella moved that
the commlttee membership be expanded to include a representatIve
from each of the following University committees :
Promotion .
Tenure.
and Committee on Teaching.
The notion was seconded .
After dISCUSSIon. Senator Gotslck Daved to table the motion . The
motion was seconded and passed by a vote of 3 to 2.
ANNOUNCEMENTS '

Senator QUIsenberry made the following announcements :
The Presldent t>1ould be forwardlTlg the Affir mative Action report
response to the Senate the week of July 24 .
The Senate Retreat would be held
August 2 5 and 26.

at Greenbo

Lake State

Park on

Senate reSIgnatIons had been received from Don Young. Senator
=r011'. the Ar t Depar tmen t.
and Robel· t
p~. lcket t . At-Large Sena tor
from Professlonal Stud : es .
The first fall meetIng would be August 24.
Meetlng adJourned at 4 : 40 pm.

~
Barbara

~' ording

Secretary

1989.

o

PACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting # 1
August 24. 1989

CALL TO ORDER:

4:10 pm in Riggle Room of ADUC.

SENATORS:
John Alcorn

Larry Keenan

David Bartlett

Joyce Lemaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick
Barbara Moore

Russell Brengelman
Burford Crager

Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg
Lynne Fitzgerald
Marc Glasser*
James Gotsick*

o

Wayne Morella

Kenneth Musser*

Barbara Niemeyer

Rosemary Peavler

John Graham

James Quisenberry

Nancy Graham

Stuart Sprague*

Dale Greer

Thomas Stroik
Ronald Tucker
Robert Wolfe

Coletta Grindstaff*
Janet Gross
Jerry Howe11*
*Absent
MINUTES:

Minutes of Summer II meeting wers approved.
CHAIR'S REPORT:

Chairperson Gross introduced Dr. Joseph Flynn. Distinguished
Service Professor of the University of New York.
guest speaker
for the Faculty Senate Retreat.
The chair reported on the COSFL Retreat and the status of 1988-89
Senate actions (see attachments A-and B).
Next. the chair moved on behalf of the executive council
to pass
a position statement supporting
the Board of Regents statement
regarding raising faculty salaries and developing
system of
accountability to be sent
to Board of Regents members and the
President (see attachment C).
The motion was seconded and passed
unanimously.

a

I
I

o

Finally. the chair announced she would be in the Senate office on
Tuesday afternoons and Friday mornings while
the secretary's
hours would remain the same as last year.

•

o

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies Committee:

moved to accept the
placed on University Standing Committees.
(see Attachment D)

Chairperson

Morella

list of names to be
The motion passed.

Senator Morella then summarized the duties of this committee.
Educational Standards Committee!
Chairperson Niemeyer summarized the duties of the committee.
Fiscal Affairs Committee:
Vice-chair Greer gave a summary of this committees duties.

Elections Committee:

Chairperson LeMaster

summarized the

committee duties.

She also

announced that two elections were to be held shortly.

o

Professional Policies Committee:
Chairperson McCormick gave a summary of committee duties.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-president Taylor provided a
Survey.

handout

entitled

HER! Faculty

He reported on the following:
standing committees: PAc and PG
Policies; faculty evaluation; performance based pay; reallocation
of monies
for 90-91 salaries; restructuring of the three
colleges; and modification in
the undergraduate curriculum
program.
Election of New Officers:
Senator Quisenberry moved that the procedure outlined in the
draft revision of the constitution be used.
The motion was
seconded and passed.
Nominees for the executive council were:
from the College of
Applied Sciences and Technology
Barbara Moore and Wayne
Morella;
from the College of Professional Studies - Beverly
McCormick. Barbara Niemeyer. and Lynne Pitzgerald; and from the

o

....

,
--

.....

,

_.

,

o
College of Arts and Sciences - Robert Lindahl. James Quisenberry.
and Joyce LeMaster. First round members elected to the Executive
Council were:
Wayne Morella. Beverly McCormick. and Robert
Lindahl.

Senator Quisenberry moved to

suspend

the

time

of adjournment.

The motion vlas seconded and passed.

The second round members elected to the EXecutive Council were:
Joyce LeMaster. Lynne Fitzgerald. and Barbara Niemeyer.
Senator Wolfe moved that Robert Lindahl be nominated for the
position of Chair-elect.
The motion was seconded and passed.
Senator Morella moved that nominations cease.
The motion was
seconded and passed.
Senator Lindahl was elected chair-elect.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
The

Execut i ve

Council

was

to

meet

immediately

following

adjournmen t.

o

Faculty Senate Retreat would
Lake State Resort.
First meeting
September.

be Friday

at Greenbo

of the AAUP would be an open meeting to be held in

ADJOURNMENT:
The meeting adjourned at 6:10 pm.

Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Secretary

o

and Saturday

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting # 2

September 7.

1989

Meeting was
ADUC.

called to

order at

4:10 pm

in the

Riggle Room of

SENATORS:

John Alcorn

Larry Keenan
Joyce Lemaster**
Robert Lindahl

David Bartlett
Russell Brengelman

Marc Glasser

Beverly McCormick
Barbara Moore
wayne Morella
Kenneth MUsser
Barbara Niemeyer

James Gotslck
John Graham*

Rosemary Peavler
James Quisenberry

Burford Crager
Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg

Lynne Fitzgerald

o

Nancy Graham

Stuart Sprague

Dale Greer

Thomas Stroik

Coletta Grindstaff*
Janet Gross

Robert Wolfe

Ronald Tucker

Jerry Howell
*Absent
**Notified Absence
CHAIR'S REPORT:

.

Chairperson Gross

reported

on

meeting

with

Larry Stephenson.

Chair,
Staff Congress;
Vice-President Taylor; President Grote;
and Dr. Virginia Wheeless.
Director of Planning. Institutional
Research and Evaluation.
(See attachment A)
Senator
Quisenberry
gave
Parlimentary Procedure.

a

Institutional Research. Planning

five

minute

.. ?

on

& Evaluation Report:

Dr. Virginia Wheeless gave a progess report.

o

presentation

(See attachment B)

o
Regent Wheeler expressed his appreciation for the resolution
passed by the Senate supporting the Board of Regents.
Regent Wheeler announced that
would be September 22.

the next Board of Regents meeting

COMMITTEE REPORTS.
Academic Policies Committee:

The following nominations were

approved for

University Standing

Comm it tees:

Academic Policies Committee - 2 yr. term

Glen Peterson. Glenn Rogers. and Charles Morgan
Computer Services Committee - 1 yr. term
Glen Peterson. Gary VanMeter. Wayne Rodgers. and Kelly

o

McCoun

Concert & Lecture - 1 yr. term
Barbara Barker. Daniel Fasko. and Michael Accord

International Student Advisory - 1 yr. term
Dale Greer
Sabbatical Leave Committee - 2 yr. term
Wayne Morella (filling last yr. of
due to retirement)

Employee Benefits Committee
Scott Gillock (filling last
due to retirement)

yr. of

Meade Roberts term

Alex Conyers term

Chairperson Morella moved on behalf of his committee for the
acceptance of a proposal entitled. "University Standing Committee
Procedure". The motion passed.
Educational Standards Committee:
Chairperson
working on.

o

Niemeyer listed concerns
(See attachment C)

her

committee

would be

,-

o
Fiscal Affairs Committee:

Chairperson Fitzgerald
reported that several items on the
benefits package had been 8~cGP~he noted there would be
several change~ in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage.

0-.tP~~~

Professional PolicIes Committee:

Chairperson McCormick
PAc - 17: Sabbatical

presented PG - 9:
Leave Without Pay. and
for a first reading.

Leave~

Senator McCormick moved on
acceptance of PAc
29:
motion passed.

behalf of her committee for the
The
Educational Leave of Absence.

(attachment D - committee report)

VICE-PRESIOENT'S REPORT'
Vice-President Taylor reported that

o

he

was

optimistic

for the

opportunity for faculty in 89-90.
Vice-President Taylor noted he would like to present PG 9 at the
next Board of Regents meeting.
Taylor also noted he would be attending a
in Washington D.C. on the 25th.

meeting with

the AAUP

NEW BUSINESS:
Senator Morella moved
that the Faculty Senate report on the
retreat be distributed by Departmental Senators for comments and
then be brought back to the senate.
The motion was seconded and
passed.
Senator Morella moved that three additional faculty members be
placed on
the ad hoc committee for Evaluation: One from the
Promotion Committee one from the Tenure Committee~ and one from
the Committee on Teaching. with the Senate Chair apPOinting these
members. The motion was seconded and passed.
6

ADJOURNMENT:
The meeting adjourned at 6:08 pm.

o
Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Secretary

1

!
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I

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting # '3
Ssp tember 17.

CALL TO
Room A

1989

ORDER'

Or ADue.

Meeting was

called. to order at 4:10 pm in East

SENATORS'
John Alcorn
David Bartlett
Russell Brengelman
Burford Crager

Larry Keenan
Joyce Lemaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick

i:tt:tlt+ Gt"t.1:!;}t.hws.itp-

Barbara Moore
Wayne Morella
Kenneth Mussar
Barbara Niemeyer
Rosemary Peavler

James Dab Iberg

Lynne Pi tzgerald
Mftl-C Glasser
James Gotsick
John Graham""*
Nancy Graham
Dale Greer

James Quisenberry
Stuart
Thomas
Ronald
Robert

Coletta Grindstaff
Janet Gross

Sprague
Stroik
Tucker*
Wolfe

Jerry Howell'"
*Absent

",,,,Notified Absence

MINUTES'
Minutes of August 24#

CIIAIR'S REPORT'

1989. and September 7.

1989. were approved.

(See attachment A)

VICE-CHAIR'S REPORT'

<See attachment B)

FACULTY REGENTS REPORT'
Faculty Regent Wheele~ ~epo~ted on
the conference held by the
Council on Higher Education.
Regent Wheele~ also announced the
next Board of Regents meeting would be 10:00 am Septembe~ 18,
1989.

o

'I
\

I

"
~'

o
Academic Policies Committee:
The following

nominations were

approved for University Standing

Corom i t tees:

Research and Patent Committee - Ron spangler
Committee· on ~e~c~ing - Spott Rundell and Mac Luckey
~-£ =tu--t:::Tu.- ~u-r
Chair Morella hopes that membe~s of the Academic Policies

Committee will be placed on any task force evaluating university
committee structure.
Educational Standards Committee:
Chairperson Niemeyer presented the following proposals for a
first reading: 1) SAc - 3: Tuition Waiver for students over 65;
2) SAc - 4:
ClaSs Schedule Change, 3) SAc
5:
Student
Classification: and 4) SAc - 6: Academic Honors.

o

Fiscal Affairs Committee:
Chairperson Fitzgerald reported that a subcommittee of the
Employees Benefit Committee was ready to recommend a benefit
package to the full committee.
This package would then be
brought before the Senate.
Professional Policies Committee:
Chairperson McCormick noted her committee was tabling PG 9:
Leave Without Pay; and PAc 17: Sabbatical Leave. She noted
both policies would be going back to committee for additional
work.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT'
Vice-President Taylor spoke on the SACS study as well as the
Council on Higher Education Conference.
Vice-President Taylor
also noted that Morehead State was awarded two of the five offcampus centers.

NEW BUSINESS'

o

Senator Morella moved to allocate funds for five issues of a
Senate Newsletter with the amount to be set by the Executive
Council of the Senate. The motion was seconded and passed.

)
ANNOUNCEMENTS'
AAUP meeting to be held Friday. September 29.

1989 at

4:00 pm in

the Riggle Room.
Professional Policies Committee will meet Tuesday. September 26.
1989. at 4:10 pm in Combs 214.

ADJOURNMENT'

Meeting adjourned 5:00 pm.

Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Secretary

o

o

· ~:!- - .

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
MEETING # 3

September 20, 1990

CALL TO ORDER: 4:10 pm; East Room Ai ADUC.
SENATORS:

(*Absenti **Notified Absence)

John Alcorn, David Bartlett, Ray Bernardi, Alta Blair, Laradean
Brown,
Roland Buck,
Glenna
Campbell,
Buford Crager,
Lola
Crosthwaite, James Dahlberg*, Larry Dales**, Jackie Darling, Anna
Demaree, Lynne Fitzgerald, Jay Flippin, Teresa Forsyth, Scott
Gillock, Marc Glasser, Nancy Graham, Lawrence Griesinger, Colleta
Grindstaff, Frances Helpinstine, Richard Hunt, Robert Lindahl,
Calvin Lindell, Nell Mahaney, Beverly McCormick, Eugene Norden,
Rosemary Peavler**, James Quisenberry, C. Brent Rogers, Tom Scott,
Mike Seelig , Rodney Stanley, Thomas Stroik, Cathy Thomas, William
Thompson, vasile Venettozzi**, John Viton**, Wayne Willis, Mont
Whitson, and Robert Wolfe.
MINUTES:

Approved as distributed.

CHAIR'S REPORT:

u

(See Attachment A)

Senator Fitzgerald moved to accept the Resolution commending Dr.
Taylor for his work as Vice-President for Academic Affairs.
Seconded.
Passed unanimously.
FACULTY REGENTS REPORT:
Regent Wheeler reported that the following issues were on the
agenda for the September 21, 1990, Board of Regents meeting:
1)
Proposal to revise Undergraduate Admissions Standards; 2) Approval
of revision of Student Scholastic Standing; 3)
approval of
emeritius status for Betty Gurley and Edward Morrow; and 4)
revision to the policy on a Drug-Alcohol Free Workplace.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies committee:
Chair Wolfe presented a proposal on University Standing Committee
Attendance for a 1st reading.
The following
approved:

university

standing

committee

nominations

Affirmative Action
Alphonso Baldwin from NAHSi and Peggy Osborne from MGT/MKT.

u

Faculty Leave
Carolyn Flatt from AS&T .

were

o

Faculty Promotion
Jerry Howell from BES.
Research & creative Productions
Charles Mason from A&S to replace Madison Pryor.

Undergraduate curriculum
Rae Smith from AS&T to replace Carolyn Taylor.

Educational standards committee:
The following proposals were passed: 1) Assessment statement; and
2) Admission for Undergraduate students.

senator Buck moved that the Faculty Regent bring the Senate's
concerns in regard to the Changes in the policy on Admission for
Undergraduate Students to the attention of the board.
Seconded.
Passed.

Elections committee:
Chair Scott reported that his committee was in the process of

holding elections for Faculty Rights and Reponsibilities committee

o

membership.

'

Fiscal Affairs committee
Chair Quisenberry gave a report on the Employee Benefits committee
meeting.
Professional Policies committee:

No report.

Ad Hoc committee on Faculty Assessment/Performanced Based Pay
Chair Seelig reported that the committee handout contained the
following documents:
1) Minimum Guidelines for Faculty Evalution
process; 2) a draft of the Minimum Guidelines for Performance-Based
Salary Increases; and 3) Minimum Guideline for Evaluation of
Administrators.
NEW BUSINESS:
Dr. Wheeless spoke on the status of strategic initiatives.
ADJOURNMENT:

o

6:00 pm.

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting # 4
Oc taber 5. 1989

CALL TO ORDER:

4:10 pm in Riggle Room of ADUC.

SENATORS:
Larry Keenan
Joyce Lemaster

John Alcorn
David Bartlett
Russell Brengelman
Bufora Crager
Lola CrosthwaIte
James Dahlberg
Lynne Pl tzgerald

Robert· Lindahl

Beverly McCormick**
Barbara Moore
Wayne Morella
Kenneth 'Musser

Barbara Nlemeyer

Marc Glasser

o

Rosemary Peavler
James Quisenberry
Stuart Sprague

James Gotslck
John Graham
Nancy Graham

Dale Greer
Coletta Grindstaff

Thomas StroIk"''''

Janet Gross

Robert Wolfe

Ronald Tucker

Teresa Forsyth
**Notlfied Absence
MINUTES:

Minutes of September

CHAIR"S REPORT:

17.

1989. were approved.

(See attachment A)

FACULTY REGENTS REPORT:
Regen t Wheeler presen'ted handouts deal ing wi th

the formula review

and benchmarks.
COMMITTEE REPORTS·:
AcademIC Policies Committee:

o

ChaIrperson "Morella moved on behalf of his committee for the
acceptance of a proposal
entitled "Prlvilege In Rank."
Senator
Keenan moved to table the motion until PAc - 1 was pr~sented to
the Senate.
The motion was seconded but failed.
The orIginal
motIon passed.
Next. Senator Morella moved for
resolution:

the

adoption

of

the

~ollowing

o
The vice-president also noted that an Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty
Evaluation would be meeting October 10 to review Draft 4 of the

minimum guidelines.
ADJOURNMENT:

JUdY",Car pen t
//

o

o

5:22 pm.

·

-'

:ACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting

#

October

19 .

5
1989

CALL TO oeOER: 4 : 10 pm 1n Riggle Room of ADUC.

SENATORS'
Jo hn Alcorn

Larry Keenan

Davld Bartlett

Joyce Semas tet:"

Russell Srenge!man
Buford Cr:ager.,,,,

Bever 1 y McCorm icl<

Robert L i ndahl

Lo la Cros thwa 1 te

Barbara Moore"''''

Jam es Dahlberg

Wayne More 11 a
Kenne th i1usser

Lynne Fi tzqerald

Barbara Niemeyer

Tere sa Forsyth
Narc Glas serJam es GotSlck
Nancy Gra ham
Dale Greer
Coletta Grlndstaff

Rose mary Peavler~*
James QUlsenberry
Stuary S9rague
Thomas StrOIk
Ronald Tuck er ", ,,,

Janet

Rober :

GCOS5

Wolfe

+:o:Notified Absence

MINUTES'
Ml~utes

of October 5 . 1989. were approved as dlstributed .

CHAIR'S REPORT'

<See attachment A>

Senator McCormlck moved to accept th e draf t copy of se nate goals
f or 1989-90 . The ~ otl0n was seconded. Senator Morella mov ed to
t ab le the goals until
the task ~or ce ha d fInIshed . The motion
was seconded but faIled . The motio n to accept Senate goalS was
passed .

Senator Dahlberg moved t o recess the Senate fo~ 10 mInutes to
:eVlew t he Executive Councli POSItIon Paper . <See atta c hm en t 8)
The motIon was seconded and passed . Senator McCormIck moved to
accept the POSItion paper .
The motIo n was seconded .
Sentor
Gotsi c k moved to table the position paper until th e next meeting .
The ~otlon was seconded and passed .
PRESIDE NT'S REPORT'

<See attachment G)

e----

j

o
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Educational Standards CommIttee:
Chairperson Niemeyer moved for the adoption of SAc-7:
Courses.
The motion passed 13 to 11.
Next. Senator Niemeyer presented
tor a first reading.

SAc-8:

Repea ting

Tuition Refund Policy

Election CommIttee:
Chalrperson
electlons:

LeMaster

reported

the

results

of

the

following

Faculty
Rights
& Responsibilities:
Buford
Crager
from
Professional Studies: George Mays from Arts & Sciences; and Jane
Ellington from Applied Sciences and Technology.

o

Graduate Committee:
Katharine Herzog from Professional Studies:
Marc Glasser for Arts & Sciences; and Brent Rogers from Applied
Sciences and Technology.
senator LeMaster noted that the Election Committee was charged
with carrying out the elections according to list of eligible
faculty supplied to them by the various deans.
Fiscal Affairs Committee:
Chairperson Fitzgerald submitted
benef i ts for a first reading.

a

pol icy

regarding

tui tion

Professional Policies Committee:
Chairperson McCormicl( reported on the pol icy
Free ~vork Place.
Senator
adoption
Senator
comments
seconded

regarding The Drug-

McCormick moved on behalf of her committee for the
of PAc-2'
Promot ion RevIew.
After much discussion
Mor-ella moved
to table with the understanding that
were to be made to the commIttee.
The motion was
and passed.

Next. Senator McCormick moved for the adoptIon of PAc-27:
Tenure
Review.
Senator Morella moved to table until
the next meeting.
The motion was seconded and passed.

o

ADJOURNMENT:

Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Secretary

o

DRAfT
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting :If: 6

November 2.

1989

CALL.TO ORDER'

4.10 pm in Riggle Room of ADUC.

SENATORS.

Larry Keenan
Joyce Lemaster

John Alcorn

David Bartlett

Robert Lindahl""

Russell Brengelman

Beverly McCormick
Barbara Moore

Buford crager
Lola Crosthwai te

James Dahlberg
Lynne Fitzgerald
Teresa Forsyth

Wayne Morella**

Kenneth Musser*
Barbara Niemeyer

Rosemary Peavler
James Quisenberry

Marc Glasser

o

James Gotsick
Nancy Graham
Dale Greer
Coletta Grindstaff
Janet Gross

S tuar~ Sprague
Thomas Stroik

Ronald Tucker**
Rober t WoI fe*

Mike SeeI19**

*Absent
**Notified Absence

MINUTES.
Minutes
distributed.
CHAIR'S REPORT'

of

October

19.

1989.

were

approved

as

(See attachment A)

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT.
Vice-President Taylor spoke on the following:
1) Board of Regent
agenda items were to include:
special status people; December
graduates; and guidelines
for
administrators
and faculty
evaluation; 2) requested assistance on the development of an ad
hoc committee on Regional
Instruction; 3) determining salary
factors for faculty; and 4) the general faculty member to be held
November 8th in Breck Auditorium.

FACULTY REGENTS REPORT'

No report.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS'

o

Senator Fitzgerald moved to have the Executive Council Position
Paper placed on the floor for vote. The motion was seconded and
passed. Senator Keenan made the following motion that the

o
Executive Council Position Paper be tabled until the next meeting

with the stipulation that the Faculty Senate chair be authorized
to meet with the President and Vice-PreSident for Academic
Affairs to determine the possibility of agreeing on a joint
statement regarding
the
principles
of
shared University
governance. communications.
and feedback.
The motion was
seconded and passed.
Senator Greer asked to go on record that the Communications
Department had held a special meeting to discuss the Executive
Council Position Paper and that the Department of Communications
had endorced the position paper wi thout desent.

Senator McCormick moved to bring PAc-2: Promotion Review back to
the floor. The motion was seconded and passed.
After much
discussion the motion the accept PAc-2 passed.
senator McCormick moved to bring PAc-27: Tenure Review back to
the floor. The motion was seconded and passed.
The motion to
accept PAc-27 was passed.

o

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies Committee:
senator Forsyth reported in the absence of both the Chair and
Vice-Chair of the Academic Policies Committee. She reported that
faculty survey forms for four (4) committees were being prepared
to send out.
Senator Forsyth moved on behalf of the committee that the FaCUlty
Seante endorse the plan to reorganize from three colleges to
four.
Senator Keenan moved to table the motion until the
Academic PoliCies Committee provided a written report of the
proposed reorganization. The motion was seconded and passed.
The following committee action was passed:
ROdney Stanley to
replace and fill the remainder of Jane Ellington~s term on the
Library Committee.
Educational standards Committee:
Chairperson Niemeyer moved for the adoption
Refund Policy. The motion was passed.

of SAc-8:

Tuition

Fiscal Affairs Committee:

o

Chairperson Fitzgerald reported her committee was tabling the
Employee Tuition Benefits Proposal until a cost analysis could be
done.

o
P~ofessional

Policies Committee:

No report.

NEW BUSINESS:
Senator

Keenan

moved

to

have

Senators Alcorn. and Seelig'and

Chair Gross to serve as the three representatives to assist VicePresident Taylor.
The motion was seconded. and failed. Senator
McCormick moved to have three (3) representatives from the Fiscal
Affairs Committee to assist Dr. Taylor's office with determining
salary factors for faculty. The motion was seconded and passed.
ADJOURNMENT:

5:20 pm.

Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Secretary

o

o

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
Meeting # 7

November 16. 1989

CALL TO ORDER:

4:10 pm in Riggle Room of ADUC.

SENATORS: (*Absent; **Notified Absence)
Janet Gross
Larry Keenan
Joyce LeMaster
Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick
Barbara Moore
Wayne Morella

John Alcorn
David Bartlett
Russell Brengelman
C. Dale Caudill

Buford Crager
Lola Crosthwaite
James Dahlberg

o

"-....--

Lynne Fitzgerald
Teresa Forsyth
Marc Glasser
James Gotsick:l<:I<
Nancy Graham

Kenneth

Rosemary Peav.ler

James Quisenberry
Stuart Sprague
Thomas S.koik

Dale Greer

'!I&"S'1 a"'T.iiCker ••

Coletta Grindstaff
Mike Seelig
MINUTES:

Mw:tser .,_

Barbara Niemeyer

Minutes

Robert Wolfe

of

November

2.

1989.

were

approved

as

distributed.
CHAIR'S REPORT:

(See Attachment A)

Senator Morella moved that the Faculty Senate endorse the COSFL
Legislative Agenda. The motion was seconded and passed.

FACULTY REGENTS REPORT:
Regent Wheeler reported Board of Regent agenda items for the
November 17, 1989, meeting would include:
winter graduates;
recommendations granting academic rights and due process to
special status cases; PAc's 2. 17. 27. and 28; and PG-8.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS:

o

Senator Morella moved to bring the Faculty Senate Position Paper
off the table.
The motion was seconded and passed. Senator
Keenan moved to table the position paper until the next meeting.
Senator Keenan withdrew his motion to table the position paper.
The position paper was passed as originally distributed.

i>- ___ 3'

o
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies Committee:
Chairperson Morella moved on behalf of his committee to accept
the proposal on Academic re-structuring.
Senator Quisenberry
moved to send the proposal back to committee.
The motion was
seconded. Senator Greer moved the following statement be added
to the motion to send the proposal back to committee: The
Faculty Senate endorses the concept of establishing a College of
Business and Economics. The motion was seconded and passed.
The following people were nominated by the Senate to have their
name submitted to the President for selection of one faculty
representative to the Board of Student Publications: Elizabeth
Cooley: Carolyn Flatt; John McLean; and Don Young.
Educational Standards Committee:

o

Chairperson Niemeyer noted that work on a Graduation policy had
been completed by her committee and would be coming to the Senate
at the next meeting.
Fiscal Affairs Committee:
Chairperson Fitzgerald noted that Senators Lindahl. Peavler. and
Alcorn had been elected to the subcommittee that would be working
with Dr. Taylor on salary factors.
Professional Policies Committee:
Chairperson McCormick noted that her committee was working on the
Workload Policy.
Elections Committee:
Chairperson LeMaster noted that Dale Caudill had been elected to
complete the remainder of the 89-90 term left vacant by the
reSignation of John Graham. an at-large senator from the College
of Professional StUdies.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

Vice-PreSident Taylor discussed the following issues:
process; and 2) salary distribution.

1) budget

o
NEW BUS INESS:
Senator Morella moved the following resolution be adopted:

WHEREAS:

The Faculty Senate feels strongly that in light of the
recent Holiday change going to the Board of Regents for
adoption on November 17. 1989 .. without consui"tation of
the Faculty Senate. Employee
other university consitutents

BE IT

Benefits

Committee. and

RESOLVED: That the President of Morehead State University
henceforth follow and adhere to the concept of shared

governance
on
matters
which dramatically
employee benefits and academic programming.

affect

The motion was seconded and passed.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

o

Senator Moore reported on the Task Force
University Standing Committee structure.

ADJOURNMENT:

5:30

pm.

Judy Carpenter. Paculty Senate Secretary

o

looking

into the

,
-~.

-.

-

------

FA=TY SENATE-AGENDA

February 2, 1989
Riggle Room
-~.~

---.-~--,,--

I. Call to order
-~..:-~-.;.......:--- ...II. :.. Consideration of' "Mi.J.11Ites of January 19, 1989
.. --- ~. . III. Chair's Report
~
.
N.' PresIDent t s RepDrt
V. Faculty Regent ~s Report
VI. Cot'!1l111.ttee Reports
A. ACaD,emic Policies Committee

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

B.

Educational Standards Committee

C.

Fiscal AITairs Corrrnittee

D. Professional Policies Committee
Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adjournment

,

Ne 11 Mahaney
UPO 748
~

E M 0 RAN 0 U M

DATE'

Janua::-y 11 .

TO'

MSU

FROM'

~aculty

1989

A ~ rnl n lstrators

and Fa eu] t y

Senate

University Gove r nance
The Faculty Senate has endorsed the attached positIon paper from
the Coalit io n of Senate and Faculty Leadership (COSFL) .
The
sen a te shares COSFL's belIef In a collegial system of universIty
governance based o n the
concept of
shared authority and
responsibility between faculty and administrators .
The fundamental
principal of "good faith consultation"
has
existed in theory for some time at our university .
Unfortu nately ,
the faculty and administration at Morehead State Uni versity have a long tradition of what COSFL describes as a nonproductive adversarial relationship".
If MS(J i s to remain a quality jnsti tut io n as it goes th~ough th i s
period of tremendous growth . it must fully support and strive
towards a collegi al governing system . No public instItution can
=lourish wI thout mutually acceptable goals .
The COSFL position paper supports man y of the views of President
_.,.
C. Nelson Grote stated
in h i s "proposed vision statemen t" d15 - ...
tr 1 bu ted to facul t y and s taf f on November 2 .
1987.
I n the Pl-Op osa l. President G~ote called f or "an institution that believes
in the principle of involvement," and ~'ent on to say:
Faculty.
staff. and students are encouraged to participate i n t he decision
mak ing process .
the Faculty Senate. Staff Congress . and Student
Governmen t are major avenues for repre sentative government.
Fraternities . sororities. clubs, and interest gco up s are ways in
wh i ch students can become Involved .
Participatoy managment.
i ncluding adaptations of quality circles and special task forces
as well as a full complement of com mittees round out a host of
approaches to involve faculty and staff in appropriate ways.
Sol ving problems at the l c west poss i ble level where people are
dir ectly invol ved
is a common practice.
Consu ltation with
qualified people that perceive problems and solut io ns from distinctly diffe~ent vantage paints is viewed as a strength and
enhances the quality of decisions . Student vie ws are actively
:r..'~ .

solicl7.ed.

and

pal-nClpatlon

councIls IS expected.
and dIfferences

There IS

In vieWpoInt

18

on

university

commjttees

and

an atmQsphere where open debate
encoura;ed by faculty. staff. and

students.

We urge all of you to JOIn the Faculty Senate In Its efforts to
lead rsu
towarC .this concept of authorlty and responsibility
shared among faculty. staff. and admInIstrators.

,

o
RESOLUTION

WHEREAS'

1.

~SU has
enJoyed unprecedented
over the past 3 years;

succe~s

in enrollment

g~o~th

and. WHEREAS:
2.

Th~ faculty has
made a slgniiicant contribution
to this
growth both through recruitIng efforts and by teaching the
largest si~e courses in MSU history;

and. WHEREAS:
3.

'MSU faculty salaries have fallen significantly in comparison
to other state institutions and regional benchmarks;

and. WHEREAS:

o

4.

!

Retention of competent. qualified faculty is dependent on
providing competetive faculty salaries.

THEREFORE:

The Eaculty

Senate respectfully

requests that

the President of

the University and the Board of Regents implement the following:

o

1)

Make inc~easing faculty salaries the first
budgeting for the 1989/90 academic year.

2)

Develop a specific plan for raising faculty salaries to
benchmark levels over the next 2-4 years.

2/16/89

priority in

o

C H ART

FLO W

Draft Only
Faculty Senate Academic

Policies Committee 2-16-89

Board of Regents
(.3. months)

University Adm. Council
Q.

~

weeks)

Faculty Senate

______

~~_~_W,eek~ ~~'~==========~-;~~_________
(

Univ. Adm. Unit
( 2 weeks)

o

Faculty Senate Camm.

e2

Faculty Senate Ad. Hoc.
C 2 weeks)

weeks)

j

Standing .. Uni.v. Camm.
( 2 weeks)

Faculty Senate
( 2 weeks)

f
Facul ty Sena t.e.. Member

teneral Faculty Member/s

NOT E S

,
l.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

0

Flow System to be monitored and maintained by Facuely Senate chair and sec.

All items for consideration. revision must be in written tormac
Turn around time is maximum
Sequence of tramsmittal to be followed in lack step fashion

Sequence of revision to be followed in reverse lock step fashion
Flow system to paralle1'Faculty Senace Documenc Transmittal Log" from point
,of _:';,u:ult.;L5.e.uat.e. to l?1:.e.s.ideut. and :2resident to EJ.clJlty _Sena. t.e.

o
RESOLUTION

\Vhereas:
1. The MSU FacuIly Senate passed PAc 28 on Overload Pay in i\pril.
1988.

and. Whereas:
2. Since April. 1988. the administration has fail·ed either to take
action on PAc 28 or to return the policy to the Faculty Senate With
suggested revisions.

and. Whereas:

3. The Faculty Senate strongly supports the overload policy as stated
in the version passed April, 1988.

o

Therefore:
The Faculty Senate requests that the Faculty Regent present the PAc
28 policy at the ne."(t Board 0"[ Regents meeting for app"roval and
implementation.

,

o

o
RESOLUTION

Whereas:

1.

The

~SU

Faculty Senate passed

P~ivilege

in Rank Statement on

January 19. 1989,
and Wher-eas:

2.

Since January 19.

1989. the administration has failed eithe!:"
to
take action on
the pr-ivilege in Rank Statement or to
return the statement to_ the Faculty Senate with suggested

["evisians.
Therefo["e!

Faculty Senate moves to rescind the statement and requests
the administration return the statement with written suggestions
by March 23. ~989.

Th~

o

3/2/89

o

o
N I M a I A M DUM
March g,

TO:

1989

Dr. Judy Rogers. Dean. Undergraduate Programs
Dr. James £.

QUlse~ber~y.

Chair. Faculty Senate

Draft of SAc's Re90rt on Athletlcs
At

it's March 2.1989. meeting the Faculty Senate passed a motion

to h~ve a draft copy of the SAc's Report on Athletics sent to the
Faculty Senate office at the earliest posslble date.
ThIS IS the
dra£' t

tha t

was

University Board

sen t

309 Brec!( inr- idge Hall.

o

o

jc

to

Mr.

of Regents.

Sea ton

The

of

the

[-lorehead

5 ta te

draft copy should be sent to

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
TO,

MSU Faculty and Staff

FROM,
James E. Quisenberry ~R,

Faculty Senate Chair
Founders Day Committee
DATE,
-- -

Larry Stephenson
Staff Congress Chair
Founders Day Committee

March 21, 1989

- ---RE:-- - --Founders Day Celebration

---

-----~---~

-~--

-~~-

Founders Day 1989 will be Friday, March 31, and we invite you
to take part in the activities scheduled throughout the day.
'Mr. David C. Adkisson will be the speaker at the Founders Day
Convocation at 10:25 a.m. in Button Auditorium. Mr. Adkisson
is the Mayor of Owensboro and the newly elected Chairman of the
Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education. Inc. The Founders Day
Award will be presented by Mr. William Seaton, Chairman of the
Morehead State University Board of Regents, as a part of this
Convocation. All 10:20 and 11:30 classes will be dismissed so
that faculty, staff and students can attend this function.
The Founders Day luncheon will be at_noon In the Crager Room
of the Adron Doran University Center. The MSU Foundation will
make a number of special presentations at the luncheon.
The Founders Day activities will end with-the Alumni Awards Dinner
at 6:30 p.m. in the Crager Room, hosted by the MSU Alumni Association. Individuals will be inducted into the Alumni Hall of
-Fame and special -awards will be presented by--tne HSU Alumni -Associ-'·
ation. Each person attending the din~er has. been invited by
EI Rasa Shrine to be their guests at the Mountain Shootout High
School All-Star Basketball game in the A.A.C. following the dinner.
The cost for the luncheon (entree, Hot Chicken Salad) is $5,
and dinner (entree, Prime Rib) tickets are $12. All tickets must
be purchased in advance prior to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, March 29.
Tickets are on sale at the Student Activities Office in ADUC,
the Business Office Cashiers Office, and at the Super America
store on Main Street. Additionally, tickets will be on sale
at the ticket booth on the second floor of ADUC, from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m., on March 27, 28, and 29.
We hope that you will be able to participate in all of the
Founders Day activities.

-0-"

M E M 0 RAN DUM
P;

id-

-~;;""

DATE:

April 3, 1989

TO:

MSU Faculty

FROM:

Executi v"e Council, Faculty senate

RE:

Budget Recommendations

Jt.q-

We were informed o~ Wednesd~y, March 29, 1989, that the Faculty Senate
was to send any recommendations for budget distribution to the President
by April 10.
Therefore at the meeting of April y the Faculty Senate
will discuss and determine any recommendations to be made.

Faculty Senate Agenda
April 6, 1989
Ri.ggle Room
I.

II.
III.

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.

. IX.
X.

Call to order
Consideration of minutes of March 23, 1989
Chair's Report
Vice-Chair's Report
Facul ty Regent's Report
Commi tt.ee Reports
A.
Professional Policies Committee
B.
Elections Committee
C.
Fiscal AffaiFs committee
Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adjournment

/

M E MaR AND U M

Nell Fair Mahaney
UPO 0748

DATE:

April 7, 1989
MSU Faculty

FROM:

Executive Council, Faculty Senate

HE:

Called Meeting/Agenda

-

-----

== -

Because of the complexity of the issue involving salary allocations and
because of the necessity of thinking through and the limited amount of
time the Senate will hold a called meeting on Thursday, April 13, 1989,
at 4 :,10 pm in the Red Room of ADUC for the specific purpose of formulating and/or adopting a salary distribution proposal for the upcoming
contract. Any person wishing to submit a proposal through regularly
elected senators, or any senator wishing to make proposals, will please
have those- proposals in writing and provide 35 copies at the meeting.
Please note the change in location due to schedUling conflicts in. the
RiggJ.e Room.
jc

M E M 0 RAN DUM
DATE:

April

TO:

Faculty. College of Arts &

PROM:

Faculty Senate Committee on Elections

RE:

At-Large Senate Seat

19~

1989
Sc~e~ces

The Committee on Elections of
the Faculty Senate has been
-directed to conduct an election from your cOllege to elect three
members of your faculty to serve as an At-Large Senator for a
three-year term.
The procedure will be as follows:
1.

Nomination ballots will be circulated during
the week of
April 24-28.
Ballots must be returned to the Faculty
Senate Office <UPO .1021) no later than Mo.nday. May 1.*

2.

The nomination ballots will be tabulated by the committee.

3.

The 3 names receiving the highest number of votes on the
nomination ballot will be elected to the Senate.

4.

Before placing the name of a person in nomination. please
check with the person to verify that he/she will serve
if elected.

5.

Nominate three persons on your ballot.

6.

Article 2 of the Constitution of the Faculty Senate outlines
eligibility for election to the Senate and voting in
Senate ·elections:
Section 3.
"FUll-time facul ty members wi th the rank of
instructor or above who have been employed by the
university for at least one academic year shall be
eligible for election.
Section 4.
"Faculty.
for the purposes of electing or
·being elected to the Faculty Senate.
shall be defined
as full-time
teaching/research personnel who hold
academic rank. exclusive of department heads and other
administrative personnel."

7.

A list of those eligible for nomination to the Senate is
attached.
Circle the name of
the faCUlty members you
wish to nominate. and return the ballot to the Facul ty
Sena teo

*Names of faculty members who are on leave or who are already
members of
the Senate have been omitted from the attached .list.
Those who have applied for sabbatical leave are noted with an *.

=-~..,.-

***CIRCLE THREE***
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
David Bar-tlett

8111 Booth

Dixon Ferrell

Robert E'ranzini

Ryan Howard

Roger Jones

Fred-Busroe

David Magrane

Leslie Meade

Ted Pass

Madison Pryor-

David Saxon

Howar-d Setser

Lawrence Albert

Michael Biel

W. David Brown

David Call ins

Larry Dales

Harlen Hamm

William Layne

Travis Lockhart

Tom Scott

Cathy Thomas

Jacl{ Wi 1 son

Thomas Yancy

Michelle Boisseau

Glenna Campbell

Daniel Butter-worth

Vincente Cano

Marc Glasser

EI izabeth Cooley

Betty Gurley

Joyce LeMaster

"Frances Helphinstine

George Luckey

Frank Mangrum

George Mays

Ronald Morrison

Edward Morrow

Mary Nether ton

Rose Or lick

Betty Peters

John Secor

Thomas S tro il{

Jennings Maze

Vickie Weir

Eugene Young

Lindsey Back

Gary Cox

Donald Flatt

Robert Gould

William Green

Perry Leroy

James Robinson

Kay Schafer

Stuart Sprague

Ben Flora

Johnnie Fryman

Rodger Hammons

Lloyd JCj.isingh

Glenn Johnston

Charles Leigh

Nell Mahaney

James Mann

Gordon "Nolen

Ted Pack

Randy Ross

Kelly McCoun

Salah Emara

Anne Beane

James Beane

William- Bigham

....

Milford Kuhn

Jon Burgess

Russell Flippin

Ear 1 Louder

Ed Malterer

Frederick Mueller

Eugene Norden

Frank Oddis

Richard Pritchard

Raymond Ross

John Viton

Lucretia Stetler

Vasile Venettozzi

Zexia Barnes

Wade Cain

David Cutts

Maur ice Esham

Ronald Fiel

Herb Hedgecocl<

Richard Hunt

David Hylbert

Charles Mason

Lamar Payne

Charles Whidden

FACULTY SENATE AGENDA
May 4, 1989
Riggle Room

o
I.
II

III.
IV.

V.

Call to order
Approval of minutes
A.
April 13, 1989
\
B. April 20, 1989
Chair's Report
Faculty Regent's Report
Committee Reports
A. Academic policies
1. Election to Standing Committees
2.
privilege in Rank statement
3.
Institutional Purpose Committee
4.
MSU 101 Advisory Board Committee

5. Undergraduate Committee
Educational standards
Professional policies
1. PAc - 2: Promotion Review
2.
PAc - 27: Tenure Review
D. Elections Committee
Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
1. Newsletter
2.
SUmmer Meeting
Adjournment

B.
C.

VI.
VII.
VIII.

o

o

IX.

o
nCULTY S,;N/lTB PROPOSAL
TITLE OF

PROPOSAL Establish a Standing Committee on Service

SUBMITTED BY

Academic Policies Committee

DATE

5/4/89

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS:
The Academic Policies Committee of the Faculty Senate
proposes the establishment of a committee on sercie as
an avenue for identifying. evaluating, and rewarding faculty
service to the University and to the region.
This committee
will fulfill the final aspect of MSU in that we have a
committee on Teaching and Research.
PROBLEM/NEED:
Evidence of service to the University and to the region
served by the University is a major part of the criteria
used for granting faculty promotion and tenure.
There is
need for developing guidelines for recognizing, evaluating,
rewarding and promoting this service.

o

PROPOSAL:
Establishment of Standing Committee for Faculty Service

COST:
None

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
Member Annually
SHORT TERM:

Identification Reward to a Faculty

LONG TERM:

o

ROUTING SEQUENCE/TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
President, Administrative Council, Vice President f.or
,~cademic Affairs, Academic Policies Committee of Faculty
Senate by Fall 1989

o
Commlttee on Service
Page 2
5/4/89

Membership:
Membership on the committee shall consist of:
L

2.

3.
4.

5.

o

6.

his/her designee.
Director of Extended Campus Programs or his/her designee.

One
(1)
representative
of
the
Association. elected by SGA anually.

Student

Government

Vice President for Student Life or his/her designee.
A staff member appopinted by Staff Congress for

a three (3)

year term.
-'-' '. - .•
-Duties and"Responsibilities:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

o

Two (2)
faculty members from each college. elected by the
Faculty Senate.
Terms shall be for three (3) years with
terms staggered 50 that one (1) member from each college is
elected each year.
The Executive Assistant for
University Advancement or

To develop and implement guidelines, by which the committee
is to function.
To identify. recognize.
publicize.
and promote quality
service to the University and/or region.
To identify
the criteria by which service is to be
recognized. evaluated. and rewarded.
To determine ways of recognizing and rewarding service.
Recommendatory to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs
and administratively housed
in
the Office of Academic
Affairs.

o
M~ M 0
DATE'

May 8.

TO'

Dr. C. Nelson Grote. President. MSU

FROM'

Janet Gross. Chair. HSU Faculty Senate

HE'

PAc-29:

The

o

N0 UM

~.A

attached

1989

Educational Leave

proposed

intended

to

provide

advanced

educational

At tachmen
PC'

t

-.

·Dr. Stephen Taylor
D~.

o

ti tled

opportunity

exper:- iences.

Educatlonal

for

Leave.

is

individuals seeking

Or 19 lnally presen'''ted to the

Facul ty Senate on FebJ:uary 9. 1989.
the pol ity was tabled and
referred to Mr.
Chenowith for a
legal opinion related
to
faculty's rights to credit the leave for the probationary period
for tenure and for
time and rank for promotion. Having had no
respnse to date.
the FaCUlty Senate approved the poliCY as
originally presented on May 4. 1989.
If you have any questions.
I would be happy to discuss with you.
jc

•

.pol icy

the

Alban WheeleL

,,

p~~l

Subject:

Educational Leave of Absence

PURPOSE:

1. To provide a leave of absence with one-half pay for advanced
study leading to the earning of a degree in the applicant's teaching
field or a related field.
2 . To provide a leave of absence with ooe-balf pay for retraining and
preparation for a specific vacancy.

PRINCIPLES:

The privilege of an educational leave of absence may be granted to
an individual who has demonstrated through annual performance
evaluation of teaching effectiveness, professional activities, and service. an
above-average potential to provide tangible contributions to the
university upon completion of this educational leave of absence.

The education leave of absence is not intended to substitute for the
sabbatical leave as described in PAc-I?, and should not comp.fete with
the sabbatical leave progrdm for funding.

ELIGIBILITY:

Full time faculty members, standing I appoinnnents, who meet the
following conditions are eligible to apply for an educational leave
of absence!
1. Rank of instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, or
professor.
2 . A minimum of three consecutive contract years of full-time
teaching. Time spent on any type of leave of absence is .not
counted towards full-time service for the purposes of an
educational leave.

LIMITATION:

An educational leave will not be granted to an individual who, because
of mandatory retirement age requirements, cannot provide two contract
years of full-time service to the University following return from the
educational leave. (NOTE: mandatory retirement age will no longer be
in effect after January 1,1994).

CRITERIA FOR
The following factors will be considered in evaluating an application for
CONSIDERAT[ON: an educalionalleave of absence:
1. 111e academic department's/university's need for the faculty member
to have additional advanced study.
,,/ult /;N IJ. ~
2. The benefit received by the academic department/university as a
result of the faculty member completing additional advanced study.

3-.-bengtlrO academic service ofllre-faculry-mernber.

.3..-4-.

•

Quality of academic service of the faculty member.

5_. Availability of funding-may. be.considered at.the.administrativereview-IeveL_
APPLlCATlON
PROCEDURE:

The faculty member is responsible for submitting the application for an
educational leave on the fonn provided. Such applications should be
submitted to the department chair by February 1 preceding the fiscal
year during which the leave is to begin.
The application must be accompanied by the following:

1. A vita giving full details of the applicant's education, preparation,
and work history.
2. Documentation of acceptance into an accredited graduate school
program.
3. A Slatement giving full details concerning the purpose of the leave,
plan for its use. and an anticipated date of degree/program completion.
4. Rationale to support the pursuit of graduate work if in a field other
than the applicant's teaching field.
REVlEW
PROCESS:

The applications shall be reviewed by a Department l&ave Committee
(composed of all tenured faculty members), department chair,
associate dean (if appropriate). college dean, University Leave Committee.
Vice President for Academic Affairs. and the President. TIle
recommendations of each review level shall be recorded and submitted to
the next higher level of review.
Educational leave of absence applications which are recommended by the
president are sent to the Board of Regents for final approval.

,

SALARY
PAYMENT:

A person granted an educational leave will receive a rate of one-half of the
monthly salary for each month on leave for up to 12 months and after that
leave be eligible to apply for a leave of absence without pay. The salary will
be based upon that which the person would have received for the academic
year had the educational leave not been taken, including all raises and

increases to which helshe is entitled.

FACULTY

The successful applicant will maintain the following rights during time

RIGHTS
DURING THE
LEAVE:

spent on an educational leave:
1. The recipient who is a member of a university insurance plan will
continue to receive coverage at the same rates while on an educationalleave. This applies to dependents as well.

2. The recipient may eam a full year's credit with the university retirement program while on leave. The cost will be based on the last full
year's salary earned.
3. The faculty member may request to credit up to 12 months toward the
probationary period for tenure (if in a tenure track position) and length
of service in rank for promotion. This reQuest rollS! be made on the
Educational Leave of Absence Application Foan, Leaye not cOllnted
toward probationary time wjll be considered a break jn continuous
service, Non-tenured faculty members returning from leave not counted
toward tenure will be jn probationary status with zero years credit unless
credit for. up to three years. previous experience at Morehead State
University is applied upon return to active employment as specified in
PAc-27 (Probationary or Pre-tenure)

4. The recipient will return to the fonner position with the university unless
otherwise agreed to by the employer and employee.

,

FACULTY
OBLIGATIONS:

The recipient will have the following obligations regarding the educational

leave:
1 . The recipient of an educational leave will submit the following reports
to the appropriate college dean:

a . At the completion of each semester/quarter an interim report will
be submitted. This report will consist of a description of course
work completed and credit earned.
b. A final report will be submitted. at the completion of the educational
leave consisting of transcripts of courses completed, description
how the leave was spent, anti status of degree completion.

of

2 . An agreement will be drawn up between the recipient and the
University stating the approved course work during the educational

leave and the recipient's rights and obligations. Failure of the recipient
to comply with the contractual provisions of the educational leave will
result in cancellation of the leave and forfeiture of all rights specified
in the leave agreement.
3 . After the educalionalleave expires the recipient shall return to service at
Morehead State University for two months for every month of paid
leave taken or repay the amount of compensation received while on
leave. If the recipient of an educational leave returns to the University
for a period less than the time contracted, the amount of compensation to
be repaid shall be prorated in relation to the amount of return service
given .
SUBSEQUENT
LEAVES OF
ABSENCE:

An individual becomes eligible to apply for a subsequent educational leave
of absence under the terms and conditions specified.

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
EDUCATIONAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE
APPLICA nON DUE BEFOR EFEBRUARY 1

Name of Applicant_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Position and

Rank~

_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

Number of Consecutive Years Employed at MSU _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Date of previous MSU educationalleave_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _
Date of sernester(s)/tenns desired for leave,_ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Do you request that up to one year of this leave be credited to promotion/tenure if applicable? If
yes, approval of this educational leave shall constitute approval of this request unless specificn.lly
denied in writing.
Yes
No

(1) Attach a description of the purpose and plan of the education leave.
(2) Attach a current VITA, including educational preparation, work history and accomplishments
at Morehead State University.
Ammgements.!o.r....w.ork..responsibilities.if leave-is·granted.~mplet~y immediate
super9Is"Orirrcooperation-with-applicant.)

(

ADMIN ISTRATIVE ROUTING SHEET
Recommendation of Depa rtmen t Leave Committee
_ _ _--,--_yes.

No. We approve the proposed application. If the "No"

response is checked, please give the reason on an attachment
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Signature of Committee Chair

===:-o-::-:cYes.

No. I support the proposed application. If the "No"

response is checked, please give the reason on an attachment.P

,-_c-_--oyes.

No. I support the request to apply up to one year of this

leave be credited to promotion/tenure.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ ____,Signature
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Position

Yes.

No. I support the proposed application. If the "No"

-:-re"s"p"o"ns"e-:-i"s-:Cc'hecked. please give the reason on an attachment.
=:::o= =Yes.
No. I support the request to apply up to one year of this
leave be credited 10 promotion/tenure.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,Signature
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Position

_ _~,___Yes.

No. I support tile proposed application. If the "No"

response is checked, please give the reason on an attachment.

,,-,-,-,--_...,Yes.

No. I support the request to apply up to one year of this

leave be credited to promotion/tenure.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,Signature
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Position

Recommendation of University Leave Committee
_ _ _ ~_Yes .
No. I support the proposed application . If the "No"
response is checked, please give the reason on an auachment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _~Signature of Committee Chair

H E H 0 RAN D U H
DATE:
TO:

FROM :

MSU Faculty Senate

RE:

Faculty Senate Constitution

On May 4, 1989, the Faculty Senate approved revisions in the
constitution (see attached) .
According to t h e curre nt
constitution proposed amendments must be reviewed and accepted by
a majority of the university faculty . Upon approval, the
constitutio n will be submitted to the President for presidential
and Board of Regents approval.

The following poi n ts will assist in your review of the document.

1.

All proposed additions. either new or from a different
sectio n, a re underlined .

2.

All proposed deletions are in parentheses .

3.

Comments in brackets are to clarify source of the
section .

For your convenience. a ballot is attached for your vote .
I know
things are hectic at this time of the year but I encourage you to
take 30 minutes of your time to review the constitution .
Please
return your ballot to the Faculty Senate Off i ce , UPO 1021, no
later than May 31 , 1989. Your vote is important since approval of
the constitution requires a majority of the university faculty.
If you have a ny comments you would like to make, please don't
hesitate to forward them to me.
Thank you for your time .
jc
Attachments

u
FACUllY SENATE

UPQBOX 1021

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 4.0351-1689
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2226
.

M E M 0 RAN 0 U M
DATE:

May 31, 1989

TO:

Dr. C. Nelson Grote,

FROM:

Janet

RE:

Outstanding Faculty Senate Business

GrO~hair,

President

MSU Faculty Senate

As you requested, I have revie\'led Faculty Senate files and find
the following items have either fe e dback or action pending .
The
original date of Faculty Senate acceptance is indicated.

Request/Resolutions :
1 . November 17, 1988 - Request that all violators parked illegally
i n designated parking areas be towed .
2 . December 1. 1988 - Resolution addressing the most pressing
problems at MSU.
3 . December 15, 1988 - Senate support of the Coalition o n senate
and Facult.y Leadership r 5 posit-ion Paper on Faculty Participation in University Gover nance.
4 . March 23, 1989 - Request to have Faculty Senate ~potlighted at
a Board of Regentrs meeting.
Proposals/Policies:
Complimentary Textbooks.
1. December 1, 1988 - PG-43:
Admissions of Undergraduate Students .
2 . March 2, 198 9 - SAc - I:
Studentsr Rights in Access to Records.
3. Marc.h 2, 1989 - SAc - 2:
4. March 23, 1989 - Proposal for establishing a Provisional
Studies Committee.
5 . April 20, 1989 - PAc-17:
Sabbatical Leave of Absence .
6. Mary 4, 1989 - Proposal for Privilege in Rank Stat~ment .
7. May 4, 1989
Proposal for establishing a Committee on Service .
Educational Leave of Absence.
8 . May 4, 1989 - PAc-29 :
I look forward to discussing these items with you on June 7,
1989 .
If any questions arise before that time, please contact me.
jc

PC : Dr . Stephen S. Taylor
Dr . Alban Wheeler

-- -

M E M 0 RAN DUM
DATE:

August 18.

TO:

Department Chal~s
Acacemic Council
MSU Facul ty
Larry Stephenson
Bi 11 Mahaney
J L-:t;()
H.B. Gillum
~/ ~

---==
--~-

'.989

t

-

tj

Janet Gross. Chalr. MSU Faculty Senate

RE:

Dr.

Joseph Flynn

Dr. Joseph Flynn. Distinguished Service Professor. SUNY College
of Technology at Alfred. Alfred. NY will be on campus Thursday
atld Friday.
August 24
and 25. 1989.
Dr. Flynn is the immediate
past president of the SUNY Faculty Senate and
Director of the
AAHE National Network of Faculty Senates.
1

We

have scheduled tlme perIods during the two day period when
Dr. Flynn will be available to talk with interested individuals
about university governance.
You are cordially invIted to attend
the appropriate session indicated on the attached agenda.
j¢

Attachment

DR. JOSEPH FLYNN
Agenda

Thursday~

2:00 pm 3'00 pm 4: 10 pm

FrIday:
7' 15 am 8'30 am
9:45 am -

Augus t 24. 1989
Staff Congress representatives
Faculty representatives
Faculty Senate meeting

3'00 pm
4:00 pm
. 6' 10 pm

Augus t 25.
8' 15 am
9'30 am
10'45 am

1989

Breakfast
5 tuden t represen ta t i yes
Academic Coune i 1
Depar tmen t Chairs

**All scheduled meetings will be in the Riggle Room of ADUC.

o
Paculty Senate Agenda
August

24~

1989

Riggle RODII!I.
II.
III.

IV.

Call to Order
Consideration of minutes of July 20.
Unfinished Business

Reports

CO~ittee
~
Academic

B.

C.
D.

V.
VI.
VI1.
VIII.

o

o

1989

Policies Committee - Standing Committee
nominations
Fiscal Affairs Caromi ttee
Educational Standards Committee
Elections Caromi ttee
Professional Policies Committee

E.
Vice-Presidentls Report
New Business - Election of 1989-90 Executive Council
Announcements
Adjour-nment

o
FACULTY SENATE RETREAT
Greenbo Lake State Park
August 25 and

26~

1989

Attending:

Friday night dinner guests:
Dr. and Mrs. C. Nelson Grote
Dr. Charles Derrickson. Dean
Dr. John Philley. Dean

Dr. Larry Jones. Dean
Dr. Judy Rogers. Dean and Past Senate Chair
Dr. Dan Thomas. Dean
Mr. William Seaton. Chair Board of Regents

Mr. Wayne Martin. Board of Regents member
Dr. Alban Wheeler. Faculty Regent
Mr. William Mahaney. Vice-chair Staff Congress
Dr. Michael Seelig. Past Senate Chair

Eaculty Senators:

o

Russell Brengleman

Wayne Morella
Barbara Moore

Buford Crager

Barbara Niemeyer

John Alcorn

Lynne Fitzgerald

Rosemary Peavler

Dale Greer

James Quisenberry
S tuar t Sprague
Ron Tucker
Robert Wolfe

Janet Gross

Robert Lindahl
Beverly McCormick

Purposes of the Retreat:
1. Foster a sense of collegiality among university
constituents
2. Enhance communication among university constituents
3. Develop greater cohesiveness among faculty senators
4. Explore personal philosophies, roles and functions
of faculty participation in university governance
5. Develop a shared direction for the Faculty Senate for
the Faculty Senate during the 1989-90 academic year.
r

o

The Friday night session was opened by a formal presentation
by Dr. Joseph Flynnr Distinguished Service Professor of SUNY
at Alfred r NY.
Dr. Flynn is the immediate-past president of
the SUNY Faculty Senate. the largest system senate in the
United States. He also currently serves as the Director of
the National Nebvork of Facul ty Senates. His unique

o

Retreat
Page 2

presentation delivered a variety of philosophical views
appreciated by many.
An informal dinner and social period

provided the opportunity for faculty senators and guests to
speak informally with Dr. Flynn and interact extensively with

each other.
In the Saturday morning session and work groups were formed
based on committee assignments for the academic year.
Committees reviewed unfinished business from 1988-89 and
considered current issues and other topics identified
informally in formUlating a tentative committee agenda for
the up-coming year.
Initial prioritization of committee
agendas was completed by committee members.
During the afternoon session each committee reported on the
agenda for the committee.
Group discussion focused on the
identification of common themes inherent in committee
activities identified. Common themes identified included:

communication. unity. and academic integrity.

o

o

It was

determined that the Executive Council would formulate a
common theme and more specific goals that would direct
Faculty Senate activities over the coming year.
The draft
theme and goal statements would then be presented to
university faculty for review and revision prior to final
approval.
In addition. input into committee activities and
priorities would be sought prior to final approval.

o

Retreat
Page 3

DRAFT
FACULTY SENATE GOALS:

1989-90

Position Statement:
Morehead State Universityls Faculty
Senate supports improved communication for improved

academics.
Goals:

1.

o

o

Improve communications through the exchange of
information between the Faculty Senate and:
a. faculty
b. staff
c. administration
d. students
e, external constituents groups (ie. Board of Regents.
eOSEL. AAUP. legislators. National Network for Faculty

Senates)
2.

Improve communications by:
a. comprehensive minutes of meetings
b. Faculty newsletter
C. formal and informal discussions
d. involvement of Faculty Senate representatives in other
groups (ie. Academic Council. University committees,
external organizations)

3.

Improve academics through:
a. improving program review
b. evaluating policies and procedures
c. involvement in strategic planning
d. supporting faculty

4.

Improve academics by:
a. recognizing faculty achievements
b. recognizing faculty needs
c. participating in the planning/development process

o

Retreat
Page 4

DRAFT
FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE WORK:

1989-90

Academic Policies Committee:
1. Review of standing University Committee structure
a. Hard copy booklet to each faculty
b. Letter of appointment to each faculty
c. Letter of termination to each faculty
d. Notification to each committee chair as to
submittal of committee meeting minutes to
Faculty Senate office
e. Establish dat~ base of committees
f. Study of all university committees
g. Determine status of the following committees:
Provisional Studies
Committee on Service
Committee on Undergraduate Admissions

Committee on Regional Off-Campus Programs

o

2. Review of institutional reorganization

3. Review of curriculum revision or restructuring
4. Determine status of pending items:
a. Priviledge in Rank statement inclusion in the
Faculty Handbook
b. Faculty HOUse/Memorial Project
c. University search procedures and affirmative
action adherence
d. Faculty and administrative evaluations
5. Consider formation of Council of Collegiality

Educational Standards Committee!
1. Class size
2. Grade appeal policy
3. Course numbering policy
4. Admission standards

o

5. Remedial programs

0

Retrea t
Page 5

6. Developmental programs
7. Class attendance pol icy
8. Academic honesty
9. Course syllabi

10. Academic advising
11. Community College concept
12. Academic bankruptcy

Eleqtions Committee:
1. Define procedure for Faculty Regent election

o

2. Review and revise current election process for
faculty senators

Fiscal Affairs Committee:
1. Performance based pay system
a. collect information
b. identify time frameqork for decision-making
regarding system development
2. Determine the role of the Eiscal Affairs Committee in
relation to formula development
3. Determine how to increase Faculty Senate
participation in the budget process
a. collect specific bUdget information as requested
b. review budget
4. Determine ways to increase monies for faculty
salaries and instruction
5. Evaluate faculty summer salaries

o

6. Review salary option plans (9 months vs. 12 months)

o

Retreat
Page 6

Professional Policies Committee:

1. POlicy on Drug-Free Environment
2. PAc-17: Sabbatical Leave
3. PAc-29= Educational Leave
4. PAc-2: Promotion Review
5. PAc-27: Tenure Review

6. PAc-I: Definition of Academic Titles
7. PAc-6! Membership on Graduate Paculty
8. PAc-IO: Extraordinary Faculty Compensation
9, PG-9: Leave of Absence Without Pay

o

10. PAc-I: Selection and Hiring of Part-time Faculty
11. FAc-2: Orientation, Supervisionp and Evaluation of
Part-time Faculty

12. EAc-3: Time Required of Part-time Faculty for Student
Conferences
13. PAc-26: Termination of Faculty for Cause. Financial
Exigency, and Discontinuance of Program.
14. Department Chair Selection.

o

o
AGENDA
Faculty Senate Retreat
Greenbo Lake State Park

August 25 & 26. 1989

Friday:

August 25.

1989

4:00 pm -

5:00 pm

1989-90
1988-89
&
Councils Meeting

5:30 pm -

6:30 pm

Group Session - Keynote Speaker
Dr.
Jospeh
Flynn.
Speaker
Distinguished Service Professor

Executive

SUNY College of Tech. at Alfred

o

Alfred. New York

6:30 pm -

7:30 pm

Dinner

8:00 pm

Reception

Saturday:

August 26.

1989

Breakfast on your own

9:00 am -

9:45 am

9:45 am

-

10: 15 am

Break

10: 15 am

-

11:30 am

Senate Committee Groups
Discussion - Goal Dave 1 opmen t

11: 45 am

1:15 pm

-

Group Session - General Information
Information on Structure & Function
of Faculty Senate

1:00 pm

Lunch

2:30 pm

Group Session

*CHECK-OUT TIME IS 12:00

-

Goal Consolidation

o
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Faculty Senate Meeting - Sept.
Chair's Reuort

S. Nevada Webb. Editor,
l/[r.

Trai~

7,

1989

Blazer

Webb believes that the Trail Blazer is the o£ficial

newspaper for the entire campus,
He has offered the Faculty
Senate a weekly open forum column which can be used in any
way the Senate would like.
The Executive Council agreed to
supply articles at least for the first six issues with the
primary purpose of educating the readers as to the purpose

and functions of the Faculty Senate.
Meeting with Larry Stephenson, Chair Staf£ Congress
Staff Congress composed of five committees similar in
responsibilities to Faculty Senate Committees:
a. Personnel Policies Committee
b. Fiscal Affairs Committee
c. Personnel Benefits Committee
d. Credentials and Elections Committee
e. Liaison Committee
Discussed the need to establish more formal communications to
assist in the identification of issues of common concern.
Will consider monthly meetings of the Faculty Senate
Executive Council and Staff Congress Committee chairs.

o

Received copy of recommendation for staff membership on
University Standing Committees.
Submitted to Academic
Policies for consideration in their review of the university
committee structure.
Received Staff Congress Proposal for Tuition Benefits.
Staff
Congress requests the Faculty Senate review the proposal and
make a recommendation.
Furthermore, it has been recommended
that this be submitted as a joint proposal.
Given to Fiscal
Affairs Committee for review and subsequent recommendation to
the Faculty Senate.
Executive Council Mee-ting With Steve Taylor - Sept.

1. 1989

Dr. Taylor reported an the President's CounGil meeting where
agenda items for the Sept. 22 Board of Regent's meeting were
discussed.
Internal allocation of $750 1 °00 for faculty
salaries will not get us to benchmark.
Assuming we receive
5% from state appropriations, we will still need an
additional 5% to move salaries to benchmark.
Dr. Taylor hopes that PG-9, Pac-17,
to go to the Board in September.

o

and PAc-29 will be ready

Dr. Taylor and Mr. Chenowith will be going to Washington on
Sept. 25 ,to meet with Leslie FranCis, AAUP Institutional

Sept. 7, 1989
Page 2 \,._.

o

o

Representative for NEU, to discuss the current
interpretations and applications of PAc-2, PAc-26, and PAc27.
These policies may need to be adjusted as a result of
discussions.
It is expected that a plan for academic reorganization will
be going to the Board at the Sept. meeting.
The
reorganization will cause an increase from 3 colleges to 4
which will reduce the number of deans (including associate
deans) from 5 to 4 which will result in approximately $5060,000 savings in Academic Affairs.
This is an effort to
demonstrate to the Board a goad faith effort to reduce costs.
Further review of the univerSity organization will take place
later this year.
The Executive Council o£ the Faculty Senate
recommended that opposed to taking pieces of reorganization
to the Board on mare than one occasion, the entire structure
should be reviewed £irst and one plan should then be
presented to the Board.
There was concern whether faculty
that would be affected had been given the opportunity at the
department level to discuss the proposed changes.
In
addition, postponing the presentation until November would
allow the Faculty Senate to have the opportunity to review
and discuss the suggested Changes in a timely manner as
opposed to a last minute rush.
The review process is viewed
by the Faculty Senate as essential if we are to function in a
shared governance mode.
Dr. Taylor agreed to present these
viewpoints and recommend to the President that the academic
reorganization nat be placed on the Board's agenda until Nov.
other items on the proposed agenda included reactivation of
the Associate Degree Program in Nursing and the suspension of
three programs.
It w~s requested that reports from the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee related to these and
subsequent program changes be forwarded to the Ncademic
Policies Committee since this falls within their stated
charge.
The Executive Council will meet with Steve Taylor on the
second Monday of each month for discussion of current issues
and problems.
Mee·tings with Dr. Grote:

o

On Tuesday, Sept. 5 I formally requested of the President
that a·ny plans tor academic reorganization not be placed on
the agenda for the Sept. 22nd BOR meeting based on the
previous rationale.
The President's reasons for recommending
the reorganization in Sept. included better visibility for
Education and a stronger identity for Business and Economics.
The change tram three colleges to four reflects an evaluation
of the academic hierarchy and any further review would be
below this level and changes would most likely be title
refinement.
The President further stated·that he felt the

Sept. 7.
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o

o

1989

university needs to know now whether the BOR will accept the
changed college structure before any further refinements are
made.
He did agree to consult with Dr. Taylor and others
before a final decision was made.
On Wednesday, Sept. 6, I
was notified by the President that after consultation with
Dr. Taylor and Dr. Wheelis, that he had decided not to take
the administrative restructuring to the BOR until Nov,
This
will allow for further, broad-based discussion to take place.
Discussed current University Standing Committee structure.
The President identified the need to evaluate the structure
and functions of all committees and consider major revisions.
This need is the rationale for not approving any proposals
for new committees at this time.
It was requested that the
Proposal for the Committee on Service be reviewed and
considered at this time since it represents the third aspect
o,f the triad of the mission statement, is considered in the
evaluation of faculty, and in promotion and tenure decisions
and no current committee addresses the service mission.
He
agreed to review and discuss this proposed committee.
On
Sept. 7 final approval for the Committee on Service was
received.
A proposal for a committee on Regional
Instruction, approved in Feb.
1988 has not been acted upon.
This has been resubmitted to the President with a request for
his immediate review since it is stated in the SACS SelfStudy that the proposed committee would be in place by Fall
1989.
The request for the Faculty Senate to De spotlighted at a BOR
meeting has been discussed by the Executive Committee.
The
request was denied because the committee felt the need to
take special instructional types of things to the BOR.
With
only four spotlights scheduled per year, there is a lot of
competition for the spot.
It was felt that the Faculty
Se-nate had other mechanisms available to cOl1llIlunicate its
purposes (ie: Retreat, through the President via proposals
and position statements, etc.).
The President anticipates holding approximately four general
faculty meetings over the coming academic year.
Heeting w2th Dr. Virginia Vheeles:
Met to discuss the need for formal commun1cati011 link between
the UniverSity Planning Council and the Faculty Senate since
strategiC planning is an area of concern for the Faculty
Senate.
Dr. Wheeles agreed to present a progress report to
the Faculty Senate and suggest for discussion, ways to
establish a formal communication link.

o

Sept. ,,-,
Page 4.
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Academic Council Meeting - Sept. 6,

o

1989:

Tentative enrollment figures as of Sept .. 6 show about a 6%
increase (estimate: 7800).
Any students who have not
completed the registration process are not included in this

count.

The failure to generate the pro,jected enrollment 0"1

8040 students means that the $180,000 authori~ed for 5-6
faculty positions will have to be removed from Aoademic
Affairs budget between now and June 3D, 1990.
The $214,00

authorized for eqUipment purchases will not be taken back out
of the budget.

Current enrollment figures compared to those projected for
Fall 1989 show:
335 more freshman than prOjected, 330 less
sophomores than projected, and 185 fewer juniors than
projected.
It is assumed that the figure £or freshman may
include transfer students who are actually sophomores or
juniors.
An analYSis will be done to detect any trends or
patterns that could otherwise explain the decreases.
Discussed the current procedure to appoint department chairs.
Problems have been encountered in the recent past.
A subcommittee has been established to draft a policy
for selection of department chairs.
Members of the subcommittee:
John Philley, Cha~r; Virginia Wheelis; and Janet
Gross.

o

A draft job description for department chairs is almost
cdmplete.
Discussion whether there was a need to develop a policy
regarding MSU employees operating businesses resulted in the
decision that it was not necessary.
It was determined that a
policy which more clearly outlines faculty resp~nsibilities
in relation to teaching, research, and service should be
developed jointly with the Faculty Senate.

o

OFRCE OF PlANNING. INSmunONAl RESEARCH. AND EVAlUATION

204 HO'vVEll-MCDOWEll AD. BLDG.
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKV 4035 1-1689
TELEPHONE (606) 753-2009

TO:

Members of the More head state University Faculty Senate

FROM:

Virginia Eman Wheeless, Director of Planning, Instituti~J~
.l . )
Research and Evaluation
LJ~ LL/

DATE:

September 7, 19 89

RE:

An Update on Planning at Morehead state University

The Morehead State Univers i ty's new strategic planning process h as
been underway since February, 1989.
This memorandum and the
attached materials are provided to give you an up-to-date
description of the planning process and associated activities.
As you know, President Grote has established a planning model which
allows for input by univer s ity members at v arious stages in
planning for Morehead state University's future (see attache d
diagram). Five groups of over forty faculty, staff, administrators
and students have been established to provide direct input into the
process .
(See attached list of gro up members.)
Howeve r, all
members of the unive rsity community have an opportunity to
participate in the process .
The attached schedule provides you
with a description of past and future activities of the ma ny
pla nning groups .
All units in the university will become even more activel y involved
in the planning process during the month of November when Preside nt
Grote presents the strategic themes and goals to the university
community. At this point, units (departments, colleges, divisions,
offices, e tc.) will analyze their current g oa l s a nd objectives and
make proposa l s for future opportunit ies to meet the institution's
goals.
As time progresses and planning activities a cce lera te, our office
will continue to provide you with an update of the progress of the
planning process. Please do not hesitate to contact my office if
you have any questions about planning .
I also encourage you to
take advantage of the many members of the unive rsity community who
currently serve on the various planning groups . Feel free to share
with them some of your i deas about the future directi o ns of the
University.
alw

c-

)
Attachment B

VICE-CHAIR'S REPORT
Vice-Chair Lindahl reported on
meeting held in Bardstown. KY.
1.

2.

o

o

the

September

9.

1989, C05PL

COSPL election results:

President:
John Taylor. Murray
Vice-President:
Janet Gross. Morehead
Treasurer:
Carol Bredemeyer. Northern
COSFL Brochure:
It was decided the preamble should include
a statement of support toward legislative efforts to reform
the KY public education system.
Major emphasis will be
placed on: a) providing all students with solid general
education curriculum~ b) a better selection process for
regents/trustees (e.g •• support for the Corizone Bill>; c)
working for full-formula funding; d) eliminating funding of
athletics through E & G revenues;
and e) preserving the
integrity of the KTRS retirement system.

3.

Governance:
Discussion focused on faculty need for having
direct input into budgetary process. and effective Budget
Committees be established.

4.

Next meeting:

November 4. 1989. at 9:00 am in Lexington.

MEMORANDUM
.Qm;

Sept. 12, 1989

Er2m; Bob Lindahl, Faculty Senate Vice Chair

12;
~

Janet Gross. Faculty Senate Chair
Summary of events at the Sept. 9 COSFL meeting,

1. Election results at lbe COSfL meeting:
President
John Taylor
Vice President: Janet Gross
Treasurer:
Carol Brecieroeyer
2. Decision on an annual conference: The most recent annual conferences have not been well
'
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one for the 89 - 90 year.
3. Legislative Committee: The purpose of a legislative committee within the faculty/university
senate is to keep legislators informed of various academic concerns at the institution. It was
established that UK, Eastern. and Murray each have a legislative committee.
4. Facully Benefits: It was agreed that the major emphasis should be placed on maintaining the
integrity of our retirement system - - it must be actuarially sound. Also, there is apparently
little legislative support for establishing optional retirement plans at our institutions.
5. COSfL Brochure: The members present decided that the preamble should include a statement of
support toward the legislator's efforts in refollning the Ky public education system. Major
emphasis will be placed on:
a) providing all of our students with a solid general education curriculum.
b) a better selection process for our regents/trustees (e.g., support for the Corizone Bill).
c) working for fuil-formula funding.
d) eliminate the f'l"ding of athellies by the use of E & G revenues.
e) preserving the integrity of the KTRS retirement system,
6. F\md - raisjng drive: COSFL has agreed that membership dues will not be charged this year. 10
order to raise the necessary revenue for its operations (around $7,500), there will be a fund-raising
drive, to be conducted during October.
7. Governance: Discussion focused on the need [or faculty having direct input into the budgetary
process, and t'u!! effective Budget Committ..... be establi.shed.
8. Constitutjonal Revisjon: An ammendment was approved (Article III, A, 3 on page 3) which
includes a statement that a member of AAUP may be one of the four COSFL representatives from
an institution. A vote will be taken on the revised constitution at the next meeting.
9. SJpoort for Higher Education: President Taylor requests that each institution provide him with two
or three articles written by faculty members on higher education issues. Ten of these articles are
to be published in the major newspapers in Kentucky. Also, COSFL members are to contact
our offiCial representatives of Advocates for Higher Education (Keith Kappes is ours).
10. Campus Reports: These were not presented at the meeting. They are to be submitted to
. President Taylor for insertion in the official minutes.
II. Next Meeting: In Lexington on Nov. 4 at 9:00 a.m.
~

0')<:1 ...... ,

cc: Steve Taylor, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Judy Carpenter. Faculty Senate Recording Secretary
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FACULTY SENATE
COMMITTEE WORK FOR 1989-90
A.

AcademIc i?01icles Committee
1.

B.

back
from
Pres iden t
in Rank S ta temen t-

Rece i ved
p~ i v I! '3ge

with

mod::. f leal tons:

Educa.t1onal Stand·?rds Cammi ttee

Recommendations received for:
i.

C.

o

~.

Grade Appeal Procedure

Fill vac<3.ncies
a.
Art Department - 2 year term
b.
At-Large Professional Sludies - 3 year term
Define procedure for the Faculty Regent Election
Reviet-l and revise current election process
for faculty
senators.

Fiscal Affalrs Committee
1.

E.

Recommend.:\. t ion for Course Number inS

Elections Committee

3.

D.

SAc-3:
SAc-4:

Performanced Based Pay sys tern

ProfesSlonal Policies Committee
1.

Currently in committee:
a.
Policy on Drug-Free Environment
b.
PAc-17: SabbatIcal Leave
s.
PAc-:::::9:
Educatlonal Leave
d.
PAc-:::
P(omction aevlew
~.
PAc-:7:
Tenure ReVIew
Recommended
d .•

?Ac

1:

b.

t?Ac.

6~

PAc :.0:

c.
e.

o

q.

~or

reVlSions:

J<:3f::1~'::O:1

of ;t.caj801c ·'::-:":>5

t":embershlp 0:1 G:-adua':e
Ext~aord!:1~~Y

~acul~y

~~h::::l':y
C2m,~n~atL0n

Leave of Absen~e WIthout Salary
E' Ac 1;
SelectIon and H!~lng of Part-t138 Faculty
Orientation. Superv1s1son. and EvaluatIon
FAc ::::
of Pa.rt-Tlr:t8 Facul""Ly
FAc 3:
T:me ReqUIred of Part-tl~e Faculty for
S':udent CO:1ferences
t?G 9:

REPORT FROM THE FACULTY SENATE CHAIR
September 20, 1990 meeting
1. Agenda for the Sept. 21 BOR meeting. The major items under consideration are:
a) The Campus Master Plan - This is the plan for the physical nature of the campus, through the
year 2000 (and beyond) which will be driven by the strategic plan. One quote from the
Agenda Book states: ItThough the Campus Master Plan is by design, physical in nature, the
academic goal setting and reSOurce allocation decisions that will ultimately define the
institution's classroom, faculty and staff office and student housing needs will be accomplished
through the Strategic Planning Process.ll

o

b) AP-1: Approve Revision of Undergraduate Admissions Standards;
AP-2: Approve Revision of Student Scholastic Standing;
.
AP-3: SatIsfactory Academic Progress for Financial Aid Recipients.
c) Report on Student Exit Assessment Procedure.
d) PG-47: Revision of Policy on Drug- and Alcohol- free Workplace.

2. Summary of the Faculty Senate Retreat Survey. On a scale of 1 (very low) to 5 (very high), the
highest rating was a 4.5 - Committee members selected at the retreat. The lowest rating was a
3.1 - Having an outside speaker for the Saturday session.
3. Interim Vice President of Academic Affairs. The recommendations made by the Senate at the
Special Senate meeting held on Sept 13 concerning the Interim VP AA were compiled in a memo
and sent to the President. President Grote approved all but the recommendation for the creation of
a Candidate Review Committee. He was informed that the Senate would be again addressing the
issue of a review committee for interim appointment The MSU AAUP is also pursuing this issue.

y

o

,

4. Resolution of Commendation for Dr. Steve Taylor. The Faculty Senate Executive Council
proposes that former Vice President Taylor receive a commendation for his academic leadership.
5. Campus Master Plan. The Senate at the Sept. 6 meeting voted to have an open faculty forum
in order to discuss the Campus Master Plan. This forum was held on Thursday, Sept 13, 3-4 pm
with Vice President Dailey providing information for those in attendance. The Executive Council.
was also instructed to develop a comprehensive statement concerning the plan. The Council is
requesting that the faculty provide feedback on this plaIL
6. Meetings with President Grote. A Presidential Commission On General Education is to be
established soon. Dr. Grote requested that 20 (or more) faculty names be submitted to him by the
Faculty Senate and that he would select at least 10 to be on the Commission, which will constitute
a majority of the me~bership. This Commission has a term of at least 18 months.
7. Kick-off for Higher Education Week. Dr. Betty Siegel, who is a national figure in Higher
Education (currently president of a college in Georgia and chair of AASCU) will be giving a
presentation to faculty and academic support stn:ff. It is to be held on Thursday, Oct. 11 at 11:20 am.
S. Meeting with Vice President Philley. Dr. Philley proposes that on Friday, Oct. 19 (Student break
day) the faculty and chairs get together individually and collectively in order to discus.s the .
departmental plans for Faculty Assessment of Performance. Each faculty member will submit
his/her performance plan to the chair.
9. Senate office hours. The Senate Chair plans to be in the Senate Office (Breck 309, Ext. 2226)
from 2 to 4, M - F when feasible. You can send Senate correspondence to UPO 102l

o

o
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Faculty Senate Agenda
September 21, 1989
East Room A

Call to order

I .

Approval of minutes:
Chair's Report

II.
I I I.

IVy
"'0.
VI.

Aug. 24 and Sept. 7.

1989

Vice-Chair's Report

Faculty Regent's Report
Committee Reports
A.

Academic Policies - Standing Committee Nominations

B.
Educational Standards
Academic Honors
; : . h-{l.
~~~
2.
Class Schedule Change

b-J/

l

3.

C.

Student Classification

4.
Tuition Waiver for Students Over 65
Fiscal Affairs

D.
Professional Pol ieies
WI0....... ~!;r:-- 1.
PG - 9:
Leave Without Pay
. V(j.)JY 1 2.
PAc - 17:
Sabba t ieal Leave
VI I.
VIII •

IX.

X.

Vlce-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adjournment

o

Chair's Report
Sept.

1.

21,

1989

Felt i t would
Returned from President; unapproved.
be too difficult to enforce and was seen as an attempt to

PG~43!

legislate ethics.
2. Proposal for Regional Instruction Committee: VPAA
recommends revisions in membership. Sent to Dr. Thomas for
review.
3. Proposal for Undergraduate Admissions Committee: VPAA
recommends duties be handled by Undergraduate Curriculum
Commi ttee.
4.

Proposal for Provisional Studies Committee: VPAA
recommends responsibilities be handled by D. Connell's
advisory committee until evaluation of university
committee structure is complete.

5. PG - 18, pertaining to ownership of inventions and
copyright materials, originally passed 1987-88, has been
received back from lofr. Chenoweth.
Referred to Research
and Patents with suggested revisions.

o

o

6. Board of Regents agenda contains PG-9, PAc-17, and PAc-29,
PAc-29 contains changes since passed by senate 'on Sept. 7,
1989. Issue of lack of feedback to the Faculty Senate, in
a timely manner which would provide for the opportunity to
react i f necessary with VPAA and President.
Due to
obvious lack of 9ommunic~tion, many last minute questions
related to the 3 polioies, inconsistencies within
policies, and data transcription errors, all 3 policies
will be removed from the BOR's agenda for tomorrow's
meeting.

.. _

'i

ELEMENTARY. READING. AND SPECI,.6J. EDUCATION

401 GINGER HALl

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2859

REPORT OF EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS COMNITTEE
September 21. 1989

The Educat ional Standards Committee presents the fol l owing policies for
first reading today:
Sac-3
Sac-·4
Sac-5
Sac-6

Tuition ~iaiver for Students over 65
Class Schedule Change
Student Classification
Academic Honors

Hark continues on the "practices into policies It documents the committee has
received from Dean Judy Rogers . as well as the policy on course numbering
and the policy on grade a~peal _
The Undergraduate Curriculum Committee met this morning on the course
numbering policy_ They will give us a status report as their work proceeds.

o{~~
'
Niemeye~
Barbara
Committee Chair

o

o
Faculty Senate Agenda
October 5, 1989
Riggle Room

I.
II •

I I I.
IV.
V.

Call to order
Approval of Minutes:

September 17.

A.
B.

Academic Policies
Educational Standards
Courses
Fiscal Affairs Commi ttee

VI.
VI I.
VIII.
IX.

1989

Chair's Report
Faculty Regent's Report
Committee Reports

C.
D.
Professional Pol ieies
Vice-President's Report
New Business

Announcements
Adjournment

Policy

on

Repeating

f
1
DRAFT

SUBJECT:

Sabbatical Leave of

SECTION NUMBER: PAc-17
APPROVAL DATE: 7/1/85
REVISION DATE:
3/26/87

Absence

PURPOSE:

To provide a leave of absence with pay

for research and independent study,
professional educatioR preparatioR
proSrams enhancement such as institutes
and workshops, and travel related to the
applicant's professional interests.
Sabbatical leave will not be granted for
the purpose of pursuing an advanced

degree.

A sabbatical is a privilege which may be

granted to an individual who has
demonstrated by publication, teaching,
exhibition or performance an above

average ability in scholarship,
research, or other creative
accomplishment.
PRINCIPLES:

~

privilege of A sabbatical leave of
absence may be granted to an individual
who has demonstrated through annual
performanoe evaluation ~ teaching
effeotiveness, professional activities,

and service. an above-average potential

to provide tangible contributions to the
University upon completion of this
sabbatical leave of absenc8a

All requests for sabbatical leave will
be considered.
However, budgetary
constraints that may ~ from year to
year may limit the number of leaves
granted .
The sabbatical leave gf absence is not
intended to substitute for the
educational leave as described in
PAc-2Ba
ELIGIBILITY:

Stand in, appointment, Full-time, tenured
(except10n 3.b below) faculty members
and academic administrators who hold
tenure in an academ i c rank, meeting who
meet the following conditions: may apply
for A sabbatical leavo of absence:
1.
~

'i'fiey hold the ran}c of Professor,
Associat& Professor, or A99is~ent
Professor.
Rank of Assistant Professor,

2
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Associate Professor,
2.

~

Professor

Thor l;1ave served the URivQrsity :fQ~
a l'lUnlmum of Gile oonsce~ive
.

oontraot years of full time ~er~1ce.
Time spent on any 't2rpe of leave OF

absenoe is not c01:lni::ed as full-Lime
sorEiso.

A minimum of six consecutive
oontract years of full-time service.

They are Tenured (if the:y are
paid through the Universlty) or

3.
~

If paid with funds provided by
an agency other than the

University, and in a non-tenured
position, they have served at
least seven years in one of the

ranks listed above.

In these

cases, the use of restricted
funds for sabbatical must be
allowed by the granting agency.
AGE- LIMITATIONS:

A sabbatical leave will not be granted
to an individual who, because of

o

mandatory retirement age requirements,
cannot provide two contract years of
full-time service to the University
following return from the sabbatical
leave.
(NOTE: Mandatory retirement age
will no longer ~ in effect after
January ~ 1994.)
CRITERIA FOR
CONSIDERATION:

Factors considered in evaluating an
application for sabbatical leave are:
1.

'rhe validity of purpose.

~

The potential value of the leave for
the ~rofessional growth of the
appll.cant.

2.

Tho potentia.l value of the leave to
!forehead state Uni"v~er3it:y.

~ ~

~

o

The quality of academic service by
the applicant.
The potential for the enhancement of
the University.s academic program.

3
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4.

The d.istribution of appro".. ed leaves
~mong the UR!vQrsityl~ gQpartme~tQ
and. collillgill:i.

Si

The lCRCjth of sendee of' the

appli€ant.
,.

The availability of institutiO!'l:al
funds.

7.

The meaRS required to handle the
,.'OrklQad. of tAe aopplicant QUri.R9 the

leave ]?ariod..
S.

'l'l:ui dQtQAAinati.oR of wt:lIiltt:u;n" or FHrt

the applicant aae pro¥ioUosly seCR
grant.ed a s abbatical le.viII.

Sabbatical leave p:t:io:tities shall be
based

~rimaril}'

upon faetors which

are felt to be most val~aele and
useful to the institution as stated
specifically above.

2.

Priority shall ee awarded to thOSe
persoRs ~'ho GaR receive the
sabbatical '.dthout the Rcecssiey of
ro~lacing thom-in their assi~nment
~'h11e they are away from the

Uni'\'crsity.
J.

Prigrity shall be auareea to ~hoee
faculty \:ho are in ncca of t:raininq
in aRGther field in oreer to remain
in e'fflployment with the Ufliversit:y
and moet the Universit.y's needo.

The faculty member is responsible for
submitting his/her an application for a
sabbatical leave on e the appropriate
form pro,.... idea by the Unive!'sit.y. Such
applications SHould shall be submitted
to the Department Chair by the February
4 no later than October A preceding the
fiscal year during which the leave is to
begin. A faculty member may submit an
application ~ year in adVance.

4
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The application must be accompanied by
the following:

A vita giving full

detai~s

of the

applicant's educational preparation,

work history, and accomplishments at
Morehead state University. ; and

A statement giving full details
concerning the purpose of the leave
and plans for its use;
THE REVIEW
PROCESS:

The applications shall be reviewed by
S Department Chair, Department Leave
committee (composed of all tenured
faculty members), and in turn the
department chair L the assooiate dean
(if appropriate) the college Dean, the

~

Universit¥ Sabbatioal Leave Committee,
and the

V~ce

President for Academic

Affairs, aRQ the President.

No person

shall be on both Departmental Leave
committee and University Leave
committee. The findings recommendations
of each review level shall be recorded
and pa~sQQ along submitted to ~ the
next higher level of review.

o

Recommendations will be made ~ the
Vice President for Academic Affairs to
the President. --THE APPROVAL
PROCESS:

Sabbatical leave of absence applications
which are recommended by the President
are sent to the Board of Regents for
final approval.
Applications submitted ~ year in advance
wi1l be reviewed a ~ in adVance.
If
a sabbatical leave 1S denied, ~ ~
application may be filed.
Persons granted leaves may A person
granted a sabbatical leave may receive
full monthly base salary for up to one
semester payable over the semester or
one-half of the monthly base salary for
up to two semesters payable over nine or
twelve months.
The salary will be based
upon that which the person would have
becn earfied durinq the time of the!
~~bQatical IOa\To received for the
academic year had the sabbatIcar-leave

o

5
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not been taken.
FACULTY RIGHTS

DURING THE LEAVE:

The successful ap~licant will QRjO¥,
retain the followlng rights regard~ng

during time spent on a sabbatical leave
of absence:
1.

The recipient may share in the
salary increases awarded by the

University.

2.

Time spent on sabbatical

le~~e

time

will be credited as active service
for retirement purposes. university
and faculty contributions will
continue on the basis of full
salary.
3.

The leave period counts toward

4.

The recipient may will return to
his/her the former position with the
University unless otherwise agreed

requirements for promotion.

to by the employer and employee.

o

5.

The recipient who is a member of

~

A university insurance ceveraqe~
shall plan will continue to receive
coverage in ~hose plans at the same
rates while on a sabbatical leave.
This applies to dependents as well.

The successful applicant will h~:e the
accept the following obligations
regarding the sabbatical leave of
absence:

i.

The recipient of a leave will submit

the follo\,'ing reports to the
appropriate college Deanl
a.

An interim report during the
sabbatical lea'ire indicating ho\{
the leave is being spent. This
teport will consist of ~
description of activities or
courscwor}1O: being "ta]ocn ana
aredit being earnQQ.

b.

o

The final report consisting of a
description of hOlf the leave 'ime'
~pBnt and supporting documents
saeh as transcripts.

6
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After the leave expires. the
recipient shall Return to service at

Morhead state University for at
least two years aft~~ thQ s5bbatioal

leave expirQs or repay the amount of
compensation received while on
leave. If the recipient of a
sabbatical leave returns to the

University for a period less than
two years, the amount repayable

shall be prorated in relation to the
amount of return service given.
For
example, if he/she returns for one
year, the repayable amount shall be
one-half the compensation received

while on leave.
-3.

Tho recipient of a paid sabbatical

leave must not be Ejainfully employed
during the period of the leave.
This rcstrictioft, however, is not.
to be construed to mean that
~idtial

who has been

8ft
a~a~ded

a

scholarship, assistantship, or o~fter
ftonorary stipend be deprived of tfte
sabbatical leave if 'ehe scholarship,
assistantship, or stipend does not
in¥olve Q1:1ties separa~e front the
purpOaO for which the leave ie
graftted.
~

~

An agreement will be drawn up
between the recipient and the
university c'tatinq 'tRe approved

activities durin<} the sabba't:ieal
confirming the approved sabbatical
plan and the recipient's rights and
obligations. The recipient shall
make progress reports !Q the
a~prop7iate college ~ at both the
m1d-po1nt and at the end of the
sabbatical leave.~ailure-of the
recipient to comply with the- --contracted provisions of the
sabbatical will result in
cancellation of the sabbatical,
repayment of all salaries received
as a result of being granted the
leave, and forfeiture of all rights
specified in the sabbatical leave
agreement. The cost of legal

proceedings will be gorae by the
party breaJEif'l<} tho ag-recmoflt.

7
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leave is
purposes, paid
acceptable
However, it
"forms of

and other

as to

other

An individual becomes eligible

to

apply

for a subsequent sabbatical leave under
the terms and conditions specified

above I provided that a minimum of six

contract years of full-time service has
elapsed since ending a previous
sabbatical leave.
(Time spent on any

o

leave is not eounted as a part of t:he
six contrast years of full 'time
seryioe. )

EXCEPTIONS:

The President has the option of making
exceptions to the above stated policy
when deemed in the best interest of the

University.

o

M E M 0 RAN DUM
October 10 .

1989

Or. C. Nelson Grote. President
Janet J.

GrO~S~ha i r.
/

MSU Faculty Senate

SAC Policies
At
the October 5 .
1989.
Faculty Senate meeting the following
student academic policies were approved:
SAc-3:
SAc-4:
SAc-5:
5Ac-6:

Tuition Waiver for Students Over 65
Class Schedule Chan ge
Student Classification
Academic Honors

These pOl lcte's are a resul t Of the efforts of
the Dean of
Undergraduate Programs and the Educational Standards Committee to
formalize and put In writing what has long been a practice "at the
un i vers 1 ty.
Although I understand
the SAc policies do not need Boar d of
Regent s a pproval . they are be ing forwa rded for your approval so
they may be printed
in appropriate documents.
If you have any
gues t ions. I will be happ y to discuss them with you.
jc

At tachmen ts

o
Faculty Senate Agenda
Dc tober

19.

1989

Rlggle Room
I.
II.
II I.

IV.

4;

Call to order
jf)
Consideration of mInutes of October 5.
Chair's Report
1.
Faculty Senate Goa 1 s - 1989-90
---,
2.
PositIon Paper
~resident's Report

1989

V~~~~~~~~~~~'~

VI.

Committee Repo~ts
A.
Academic Policies
8.

Oft-:S-:)

Educational Standards
1.

SAc-7:

Reneatincr courses"'\

2.

SAc-8:

1.

Star f Congress

...

Tuition ~-1->t.R~

~scal Affairs

o

D.

IX.
X.

o

Report
2.
Faculty Salary Dlstrlbution Option
Professional Pol iCles
~
1.
2.

VI I.
VI! I.

Tuition Benefits Proposal &

PAc-2'
PAc-27:

Promotion Review

3. __8r--t-t§" ~ree·_W_orJ<-- PI-ace
Vice-PresIdent's Report

New Business
Announcements
Adjournmen t

iAI3LEp_,

Tenure Review +~

f!Tiu

/,')1

rOvpr---/-

t:----;;s;'''

Attachment A

o
Faculty Senate - Chair's Report
Oct.

19.

1989

1. Retreat Evaluation has been completed with the majority of
those responding indicating an interest it making it an
annual event.
Vice-chalr Lindahl has agreed to chair a
sub-committee to begln to develop plans.
2. Draft Faculty Senate Goals and committee activities for
1989-90 have been revised based on faculty input.
3. Senator Sprague has completed the first edition of the
FaCUlty Newsletter.
It is currently at the printers and
will be mailed as soon as completed.
He will need
assistance to complete further editions.

o

4. ad hoc Commlttee on FaCUlty Evaluation:
Draft 4 of the
Minimum Guidelines has been completed and is being
reviewed by the committee. Draft 4 includes a description
of administration's responsibilities in the process.
The
next step is review by the deans and department chairs.
S. ad hoc Committee on FaCUlty Workload: Has completed
another version of the poliCy.
Next step is review by
Academic Council and the senate.
6. Subcommittee of the Academic Council will be presenting
the first draft of a policy to define department chair
selection to the Academ1c Council on Oct. 25.

7. PAc-I: Definition of Academic Titles has been reviewed
again by the Academic Council.
Recommended changes have
been submitted to the Professional Policies CommIttee for
review.
8. On Oct. 12 Dr. Grote prOvided testimony to the Finance
Comm1ttee of CHE to prOVide justification for MSU~s
biennial budget request.
Copy 15 avaIlable In the Senate
office. On Nov. 6 the comm1ttee reports to full CHE who
will then make deCision and forward their recommendations
to the Governor by Nov. 15.
The calendar for MSU budget planning process is belng
developed by Ray Pinner for presentation to the
President's Executive Council on Oct. 20 for approval.

o

r

-

f

o
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9. On Oct. 17 Dr. Grote provided me with his reaction to the
resolution related to the formation of task forces.
He
stated that he felt it was an unrealistic expectation that
could not be mandated by the Faculty Senate; it was an
unnecessary restrictlve and impractical request of the
President which would create unnecessary work for the
Faculty Senate.
10. Oct.

o

15 the Executive CouncIl discussed the receipt of
the 'memo stating the formation of the Presldential Task
Force to review standing committees; 3 faculty had
notified the senate of requests to serve.
After discusslon the Executive Council isolated the
following concerns:
a) establishment of a Task Force in spite of
requests to consider the plan from the Academic
Policies Committee and the resolution passed on
Oct. 5 requesting that the President seek
endorsement prior to establishing ad hoc
committees or task forces;
b) lack of recognltion or aCknowledgement that the
standing committee structure is a major vechile
for all university faculty to participate in
university governance and as such. the senate~
as the representative voice. should be
intimately involved in the evaluation of that
structure;
c} appOintment of faculty representatives to the
Task Force without using pre-established
procedures for selection; and
d) no knowledge due to a lack of feedback in a
tim'ely manner~ of whether requests for faculty
representation had even been considered.
The speclfic issues that are related to these concerns,
are:
a) differences in opinion or in the application of
the consultative process wlth an ineffective use Or
the communication process and

o

b) disregard for the principles upon which the
Faculty Senate is based which include:
(1) AAUP principles of shared governance
(2) belief that we function with a collegial
system based on gOOd faith consultation
and mutual respect

,

o

3

The Executive Council fel t these issues have had and will
continue to have the greatest impact on the Faculty Senate's
ability to function effectively and work collaboratively wIth
the admInistration to assist the unIversity in achieving it's
goals.
Therefore. the ExecutIve Council felt it was
necessary to speak directly and clearly to the issues so that
a resolution to the problems could be obtained.
A Position
Paper has been developed to express these very issues and is
being presented to the senate for consideration.

o

o

,

o

POSITION PAPER

ExecutIve Counel [
Oct.

19.

1989

The University standing commIttee structure Is an
Integral part of the operational format of shared governance
at Morehead state University.

The standing committee

structure provides a major mechanIsm for faculty
partiCipatIon In universIty governance.

It

[s

reflective of

the 1966 JoInt Statement on Government of Col leges and

Universities supported by the American AssociatIon of
University Professors, the American Caune! 1 on Education, and
the AssocIation of GovernIng Boards of Universities and
Col leges, which stated:

o

Agencies for participation In the government of the
col lege or university should be estabJ [shed at each

level where faculty responslbl I Ity Is present. An
agency should exIst for presentation of the views of the
whole faculty. The structure and procedures for faculty
participation should be designed. approved. and
establIshed by Joint action of the components of the
university. Faculty representatives should ~ selected
~ the faculty according to procedures determined ~ the
faculty.
(AAUP. 1984. p. 110)
The Faculty Senate at Morehead State University. as the
primary agency for the presentation of the views of the
university faculty, strongly supports these prInciples
underlying the concept of shared governance.

In addition,

the FaCUlty Senate has endorsed the Coalition of Senate and
Faculty LeadershIp for HIgher Education's (COSFL) Position
paper on faculty participation and fIrmly belIeve In a

o

co I I eg I a I system of un I vers I ty governance.

The concepts of

good faith consultatIon and mutual respect among col leagues

,,

o

prior to decision-making are fundamental

colleg[al system.

principles of the

These fundamental concepts are supportive

of President Grote's November 2,

1987 Proposed Vision

statement which stated "ConsultatIon with qual ifled people
that perceive problems and solutions from distinctly

different vantage points Is viewed as a strength and enhances
the qual ity of decisions."

Inherent In a consultation process Is effective
communication channels.

According to Mortimer and McConnell

(1978. pp. 275-280), additional elements of adequate

consultation Include:
1. Consultation occurring early in the decision-making
process before alternatives formulated, positions
rlgldfled, and courses charted.

o

2. Faculty and administrators Jointly formulating
procedures for consultation which are fair and
unIform for aJ I parties.
3. Faculty must have time to consider and formulate
responses.
4.

Information relevant to the decision should be
read! Iy available.

5. AdvIce rendered must be adequately considered and
feedback given regardless of the decision.
6. The fInal decision must be communicated to al I
Interested campus constituencIes.
The Faculty Senate acted on the above stated beliefs by
providing In writing on September 21 and October 10, 1989
their reactions and pOSitIon to the expressed plans to
establ Ish a Presidential Task Force to revIew the standIng
university committees.

o

verbal request for

Input

In addition to written responses, a
Into committee membership was

2

o

presented (Chair's Report,

Faculty Senate, Oct. 5, 1989)

which was'ln the spirit of the AAUP statement (1984) that
faculty representatives should be selected by the faCUlty

according to procedures determined by the faculty.

These

procedures have historically rested with the Academic
Pol ieles Committee of the Faculty Senate.

It can be assumed

that faculty chosen In any other way are not true
representatives of the general faculty and therefore, are not
responsible to anyone constituency.

When one views that the

standing committee structure serves a vItal role for faculty
particIpation

In university governance,

It Is crucial

that

the Faculty Senate. as the primary agency for assuring
faculty particIpatIon, be Involved In the evaluation of that

o

committee structure.
The Faculty Senate belIeves that

It fulfl I led Its

responslbl I Itles In maintaining an adequate consultatIve
process related to this ISSUe.

It Is critIcal that all

partIcIpants In the consultatIve process prOVIde verbal or
written feedback during the decision-makIng process.

The

lack of any feedback reflects an Ineffective use of the
communication process.

Improved feedback wi I I enhance the

development of a mutually trustIng relationship between
faculty and administration whIch Is crItical to the survIval
a collegial system of shared governance.
These bel refs are not being restated to reaffirm the
need or rIght of the faculty voice In universIty governance

o

at Morehead state UnIversity.

That has been estabJ 'shed by

3

o

means of the endorsement of the COSFL position paper on

faculty participation In university governance and the vision
statement Of 1987.

The purposes are to emphasize the need to

mutually examine and redefine the communication process
between faculty and administration and to reinforce the need
to adhere to the principles upon which our current system Is
based.

Shared governance between faculty. staff,

administration, and students Is of monumental

Morehead state University,
slogan of

importance at

If President Grote's 1987-88

"Together We Can" has realistic value.

o

o
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to give you ample time to study those recommendations.
It seems
to me that itls more appropriate at that time for~ a group such as
the Faculty Senate to study the recommendations and to make your
recommendations. Youlre being absolutely included in the process
by having five faculty on the task for-ce and youlr'e being
absolutely.
p081tl~et1.
.UnqueBtlonably
a5s~red
of
early
participation. Each group wll1 be asked to ["BVlBW .~nd comment.
Those recommendations will" be all 'brought back and'· considered
before we make any Changes on the standing committees.
Thatls my rationale. You may not agree with it and that's your
right to disagree with it, but it's also my right to make that
decision and lIve done it with alot of consultation, alot of
thought and I
think that is in the best interest of the.
un i vers i ty to proceed in that way.
As soon as' -·the peop Ie have
responded. we wlll be pUblishing a list that._we will be sending
you.
We will keep everyone informed of the work of the task
force.
That's my position, that's my rationale. That's how we
intend to proceed.
A short question and answer sess'ion followed.
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Faculty Senate Agenda
Riggle Room
November 2~ 1989

I

I.
I.~

I I I.

IV.

V.

VI.

VI I.
VIII.
IX.

X.

Call to order
Consideration of minutes of October 19~ 1989
Chair" s Repar t
Faculty Regent"s Report
Unfinished BUsiness
A.
Executive Council ·Posi tion Paper
B.
PAc-2: Promotion 'Review
C.
PAc-27: Tenure Review
Committee Reports
A.
Academic Pol icies
1.
Faculty Survey Form
2.
Academic Reorganization
3.
Committee Nominations
B.
Educational Standards
SAc-8: Tuition
Policy
C.
Fiscal Affairs - Employee Tuition Benefits
D.
Professional Studies
Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adjournment

Refund

Faculty Senate Agenda
Riggle Room
November 2~ 1989
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

o
VII.
VIII.

IX.
X.

Call to order
Consideration of minutes of October 19. 1989
Chair s Repor t
Faculty Regent's Report
Unfinished Business
A.
Executive Council Position Paper
B.
PAc-2: Promotion Review
C.
PAc-27: Tenure Review
Committee Reports
A.
Academic Pol icies
1.
Faculty Survey Form
2.
Academic Reorganization
3.
Committee Nomination
B.
Educational Standards
SAc-8: Tuition
Pol icy
C.
Fiscal Affairs - Employee Tuition Benefits
D.
Professional Pol icies
Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adjournment
i

Refund

o
FACULTY SENATE
Chair's Report - Nov. 2, 1989

t. PAc-i: Academj,C: Titles is being reviewed again by Academic
COLtnci 1 in relation to concerns about tel-mina1. degree
requi I-aments"

2. F'Ac-29: FacLIlty

Workload~

Responsibilities~

has been reiawed by Academic COLlnci 1. •

and Overload

Sent to the

Professional Policies Committee with the understanding
then-e will be a recommendation fOl-thcoming related to the

way to calCUlate overload pay.
3. Budget calendar has been discLlssed but not yet appl-oved:;

content requires further clarification. First budget
presentation to the Board of Regents will be at the first
Board meeting in 1990 with the fee schedule and possibly
some budget guidelines.

o

!.J.• Tentative Nov. 17 Boal-d of Regents agenda (will be
finalized Friday) ~
a~ PG 18: Ownership of Inventions, Discoveries? and
Copywrite Materials; revisions by Research and Pat.ent
Commj,ttee not substantially different from Senate
accepted document~
b. PAc-28: Educational Leave
officially appl""oved as
accepted by senate
c. PG-9 Leave wi thout Salary and PAc-j,7 3 Sabbat ica 1 Leave
informal notj,fication of appl-oval as accepted by senate
d. PAc-2: Pro'mot ion Review and PAc-27: Tenure Review
awaiting acceptance by senate and forwarding to
administration
5~

Proposed academic:: reorganization wi 11 not go to the Board
of Regents in Novemebel-H
Still needs fUl-ther discussion.

6. Request f)-om Dr. G)-ate relating to standing. committee
appointments needed has been l-eferred to Academic Policies
Committee for necessal-y action:
a" Commi t tee on Service membel-ship
b" nominations for Board of Student Publications
c. ad just membersh ip on Ath let ics Commi t 'tee and Research
and Patent Committee

o

o

Nov.2

~

1'389

7" Have broadly discussed with Dr. G)-ote the issLles related

to

commLinication~

feedback, and senate

principles~

We

have mutLlally agreed 'there is a need for improving the
communication and feedback mechanisms between the senate

and the administration.

It is also n;::congnj.zed that there

wi 11 be diffe\~ing opinions on various topics~ which is to
be expected.
There needs to be a mutLlally acceptable
process in place where discLlssion can take place and any
potential conflicts Can be resolved.
Situations will
OCCLtl- whSI-e both parties must be wi 11ing to compromisE!;
must tl-ust each othSl- and be wi 11ing to give some ground
in order to achieve goals while maintaining personal
integl-ity.
It was agn=ed that the entire discussion I-equll-es morE!
time to adequately discLlss to bettel- define at process and
e::<am1.ne principles.
Dr. Grote has agl-eed to meet with me
for a minimum of one hour next week with the possibi lity
of a second hOLn- i f necessary.

o

o

I

I
Subject:

PURPOSE:

Tenure Review

section Number: PAc-27
Approval Date: 8 / 6 / 88
To define the criteria, procedures, and
conditions of the review of University
academic personnel for the awarding of
tenure.
~

ACADEMIC

u

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Faculty members have an important
responsibility in providing evaluations
of peers in the tenure process. This
responsibility involves the application
of academic and professional judgments
in a framework of shared authority
among various levels of review and
betwee n faculty and academic
administrators.
The tenure procedures consist of
several levels of judgment and review:
the department, the college, and the
University. The initial reviews will
take place a ·t the level of the
department and college and will focus
on professional and scholarly judgments
of the quality of the individual's
academic work. Subsequent levels of
University review will brin~ broader
faculty and administrative Judgment to
bear and ".rill also monitor general
standard~ of quality, equity, and
adequacy of the procedures used. At
each level, the review process will
reflect the competence and perspective
of the reviewing body.
An important part of the whole tenure
process for faculty members is that all
parties to the process share common
expectations and understandings. since
general statements of principles will
be broad and inclusive, each academic
unit may develop its own specific
expectations and standards in addition
to the broad, University-wide standards
as the operational basis for tenure
recommendations. Statements concerning
these additional expectations and
standards will be available and on file
in the Office of the Vice President for

o

Academic Affairs, and will be given to
each faculty member.
The review process for tenure

~

promotion is concerned with the
academic and professional merits of
particular candidates, judged in
reference to all alternative
candidates, including prospective
faculty members. Tenure standards,
therefore, cannot be fixed and absolute
but will reflect to some extent the
varying com~etitive positions of the
University 1n attracting faculty.
Aooordingly, evaluations will be
influenoed by SUGh eonsiderat.iens of
re1atjllc stand;ing
Likewiso,
p~og:rQ=-:;aiV'aly more ol£aoting scrutiny
advancQs in academic rank.
Although the tenure process is go red,
narrowly and properly, to evaluat ng
individual performance, the changing
needs and priorities of the institution
may also affect the decision to grant
tenure. Both equity and the long-range
interests of the institution, however,
require directing primary attention to
University needs and priorities at the
time of appointment and careful
int.ormed.i.atQ ana. long~r range academic
personnel planning.

TENURE DEFINED:

Tenure is a system by which competent,
productive faculty members who meet
certain stated criteria are informed
that they have successfully completed
their ~robationary period and are
recognlzed as continuing members of the
faculty free to pursue their academic
interests and responsibilities with the
confident knowledge that termination of
their appointment can be only for cause
(see section III).
II.

GENERAL
CRITERIA:

CRITERIA FOR TENURE

Tenure shall be based on the potential
for future advancement in each of the
areas as indicated by performance
during the probationary period.
The minimal requirements listed below

are not the sole determinants in the
process:
1.

Teaching excellence -- as
recognized by colleagues,
department chairs, and deans and as
assessed by students. other
evidence may include, but not be
limited to, the following: student
contact activities (advisement,
supervision of internships and
theses); development of new
courses, programs, or innovative
instructional techniques; teaching
awards and honors.

2.

Professional achievement - - as
related to the teaching area may
include, but not be limited to, the
following: research, scholarly or
creative achievements; attendance
at professional meetings and
leadershi~ roles in professional
organizat10ns; participation in
seminars and workshops; additional
graduate study in the teaching
field; work experience; and
consulting.

3.

Service to the institution and the
community - - may include, but not
be limited to, the following:
active participation on University,
college, department, and Faculty
Senate ad hoc and standing
committees; service as an official
representative of the University;
sponsorship of approved cocurricular activities; coordination
of and participation in University
workshops, conferences, clinics,
in service and special events;
development of proposals;
development of relationshi~s with
~rofessional groups in bus1ness,
1ndustry, trade, education, and
government; non-University service
rendered as a citizen , not as a
re~resentative of Morehead State
Un1versity.

III.
TO WHOM TENURE

PROVISIONS APPLY:

STATEMENTS REGARDING TENURE

Provisions for holding academic tenure
apply to all faculty members of

Morehead state University holding fulltime, regular Standing Appointments to

the rank of Professor, Associate
t
Professor, afla Assistant Professor . + .:J:)"> $ (
Academic tenure is granted only in an
academic program area .

PROBATIONARY
OR PRE-TENURE

The probationar¥ appointment period in
the University 15 five years of

continuous employment, beginning with

the first full-time regular standing
appointment to any rank. Time while on
leave without BAY shall be determined
according to PG - 9.

u

Howe.Ter, up to three years of
equivalent professional service at
other accredited institutions of higher
education or an earlier appointment at
Morehead state University may be
applied toward this five-year
probationary period upon appointment ~
return to active service at Morehead
state University.
Credit for
equivalent professional service will be
recommended to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs ~ the University
Tenure Committee in accordance with the
criteria established for tenure.

criteria for awardinq eqtlivalcnt
professional service will be
established by the vice President for
Aoademic Affairs.

A faculty member will not be retained
beyond a total of six years of fulltime continuous employment in regular
standing appointments without attaining
tenure.
To be tenured, a faculty
member must make ap~lication for tenure
through the approprlate tenure review
structure, be recommended for tenure by
the President of the University, and be
approved by the Board of Regents for
tenure . .
This requirement will apply to eligible
faculty members hired b¥ the university
who did not hold full - tlme regular
Standing Appointments for the 1986-1987

t or
l<-C

•

,

academic year.
A faculty member who holds tenure eligible rank must be reviewed for the
awarding of tenure no l ater than the
fifth year of probationary statu s.
NON-TENURABLE
ACADEMIC
APPOINTMENTS :

The tenure provisions defined herein do
not apply to the fo l lowing academic
appointments:
1.

Appointments designated as Standing
II, Fixed- Term I , Fixed- Term II , or

Visiting.
2.

Appointments without remuneration.

3.

Academic appointments to ranks

other than Professor, Associate
Professor, or Assistant Professor.

NOTE : Fixed- Term Appointments are
discontinued automaticall y at the
stated ending date or for cause during

the term of the appointment but may be

renewed . Standing II Appointments and
Standing I Appointments in nontenureeligibl e ranks are terminable under the
conditions of termination stated in
PAc-26.

TRANSITION
PROVISIONS:

Faculty who held fu l l - time regu l ar
Standing Appointments for the 1986-1987
academic year are subject to the
following transition provisions :
The probationary period for these
faculty shal l be no less than five
years in a tenurable rank or five years
begin n in~ with the 1987-1988 academic
year, wh ~ chever comes first.
Untenured fac ulty who by the fifth year
of probationary status have been
employed as faculty by the University
for seven or more consecutive years
shall not be required, but may elect,
to undergo tenure review .
(See PAc- 26,
page 2, statement 4.) Faculty so
exempted who do not request rev i ew for
tenure within five years of attaining
tenure-e l igible rank forfeit the right
to request tenure review in any
subsequent year.

Those exempted faculty electing to
apply for academic tenure forfeit their
exempted status and shall undergo the
same process with the same
benefits/consequences as other faculty
who apply for tenure .

NOTIFICATION
ABOUT
PROBATIONARY

Each new faculty member is given a
contract for Academic Service on which
the starting amount of probationary
credit is stipulated. candidates for
tenure applying previous credit toward
tenure should 1nclude a £QPY of the
contract documenting faculty years in
service credit in their tenure
portfolio.

A faculty member granted credit for
proba tionary years upon ap~ointment or
promotion to a tenure eliglble rank may
request part or all of that time to be
rescinded if he/she needs more time to
develop credentials for tenure.
However, such request may not be made
after the tenure review process has
started in the fifth probationary year.
A document signed by the Dean and the
faculty member confirming the change in
years of probationary status shall be
executed.
COMPUTING

YEAR
TOWARD

~

In order to facilitate the
administration of tenure review
procedures, there shall be a common
anniversar¥ date of July 1. This
tenure a nn1versa ry date does not
necessarily coincide with the facu~ty
member's date of ihitial appointment.
A year of credit toward tenure is
earned in any year in which the tenureeli~ible faculty member has full-time
act1ve employment status of no less
than half of the July 1 through June 30
¥ear (one semester if he/she normally
1S appointed for two semesters) .
Since the purpose of the probationary

o

period is to provide opportunity for
observing the faculty member, tlme
spent on leave of absence will not be
counted as active employment, except ~
specified in Pg-9 or PAc-28.

for leave

of absence for eduoation purposes (see

PC 9).

I.

Standards for notice of nonreappointment for tenure-eligible
positions are as follows:
A.

Dates
1.
Not later than March 1 of
the first academic year of
service.
2•

3.

B.

o

Not later than December 15

of the second academic year
of service.
After two or more years of
service in the University,
twelve months.

The President notifies the
faculty member to be
nonreappointed after
consultation with the
appro~riate Academic
Admin~strators.

II.

All full-time and part-time
faculty members of Morehead state
University whose appointments are
not being renewed have the right
to a written statement of reasons
for nonrenewal upon request to the
President. A faculty member must
request the written statement of

reason(s) within thirty (30)

calendar days of notice of
nonreappointment. Such reasons
for nonreap~ointment will be given
by the Presldent within thirty
(30) calendar days following the
request. All faculty members have
the right to appeal to the Faculty
Rights and Responsibilities
Committee.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE
REVIEWS:

o

Annual performance review are made of
all faculty members according to
established University proedures.
candidates ~ tenure mgy inolude these
annual performance review summaries in

their tenure portfolios.
TENURE PORTFOLIO:

u

The tenure portfolio must contain a
curriculum vita, supporting
documentation (documents, letters,
papers, etc.) and a letter of intent.
The format for the presentation of
tenure material will be determined ~
the University Tenure committee. The
letter of intent, addressed to the
College Dean, will state the desire to
be considered for tenure and should
contain ~ summary of major-responsibilities and activities during
the probationary appointment period.
Documentation of the candidate's Annual
Performance Review may also be included
in ~ portfolio. IX ~ faculty member
applies previous service at another
institution to the probationary period
the previous service must be documented
with respect to teaching excellence,
professional achievement and service to
that institution and community. The
candidate's portfolio must document all
qualifications, and it must be complete
at the time of SUbmission. 'and
Gupporting documonts.
The candidate's portfolio must document
all qualifications, and it must be
complete at the time of submission .

CURRICULUM VITAE:

The following are guidelines for
constructing the curriculum vita. All
categories will not apply to each
candidate. Whenever appropriate
specific titles, dates, pages, and
publishers should be included. A
reasonable sample of items under
numbers III and IV should be presented.
I.

Personal Data
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Name
Present rank, administrative
title (if applicable), and
department
Dates of initial rank
assignment and promotions at
Morehead state University
Field or fields of
specialization
Education completed:
degrees,

o
F.

certifications, and/or licenses
with institutions and dates
awarded or ~ranted
Teaching prlor to Morehead
state University or related
work experience prior to
Morehead state University
1.
2.
3.
4.

G.

Institutions
Dates
Responsibilities
Rank changes and dates

Memberships in academic honor
organizations

II. Teaching--Note whenever reassigned

time was given.

A.

B.

o

Teaching load each semester
1.

Numbers and titles of

2.

courses taught
Credit hours/workload

Student contact activities

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

III.

C.

New courses and programs
developed

D.

Innovative instructional
techniques developed

E.

Teaching awards and honors

F.

Other evidence of effective
teaching

Professional Achievement
A.

o

Number of advisees:
graduate, undergraduate
Supervisor of internships
Direction of theses and
service on theses
committees
Direction of independent
studies
Service on oral examination
committees
other

Scholarship

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

10 .
11.

B.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Exhibits
Musical compositions
published
Poems, plays , stories,
novels published
Artistic performances
Speaking engagements
Inventions
Awards for creative
productions

Academic organizations
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.

Scholarly grants
Sabbaticals
Pure research completed
Fellowships awarded
Awards for scholarship

creative Productions--List of:

1.

C.

List of published articles
List of pub l ished books
List of pub l ished reviews
List of papers read at
conferences
Editorship or service on
editorial boards of
professional journals

Memberships
Leadership roles
Attendance at conferences
Awards for service.

continuing education
1.
2.
3.

Seminars attended and form
of participation
worksho~s attended and form
of partJ.cipation
Graduate study
a.
b.
c.

E.

Institution
Degree being pursued
and anticipated date of
completion
Credit hours comp l eted

Relevant work experience and
consulting
1.
2.

Institution/ agency
Responsibilit~es

o

3.
F.

IV.

Dates

Other evidence of professional

growth

Service
A.

List of University, college,
department, and Facult~Senate
ad hoc and standing committees
with level indicated in each
case

B.

Sponsorship or advisor of

universit¥-approved
extracurrlcular activities
C.

Service as official
representative of the

,University
1.
2.

3.

D.

o

Coordination of and
in Morehead state
Universlty workshops,
conferences, clinics,
inservice, and special events

SUPPORTING

o

Title
Form of participation
Date

Development of proposals to
benefit the University
1.
2.
3.

F.

Date

partici~ation

1.
2.
3.

E.

Place
Responsibility

Title of ~roposal
Date submltted
Accepted or rejected

Development of relations with
groups (business,
lndustry, trade, education, and
government)

~rofessional

G.

Honors and awards for service

H.

other University service

I.

Non-University service

The supporting documents should be

o

DOCUMENTS:

arranged in the following categories:
1.

Documents which support personal
data (for example);

--copies of official transcripts
--copies of official letters of

promotion at other institutions
2.

Documents which support
effectiveness of teaching (for

example)
--copies of results of teacher

ratings
--copies of descriptions of
innovative instructional
techniques
--copies of teaching awards and
honors
3•

Documents which support evidence of
professional growth (for example)

--copies of

~ublished

articles,

reVlews
--copies of papers read at
books I

o

conferences
--copies of conference programs
--copies, slides, tapes of, or

patents for creative productions

--evidence of roles in academic
orc:;ranizations
--evldence of continuing education
including transcripts of graduate
work
--prQgrams identifying speaking
engagements
4.

Documents which support service
(for example)
--copies of proposals to benefit
the University
--copies of honors or awards for
service

TENURE
COMMITTEES:

Department, College, and University
Tenure Committees will be formed
exclusively with tenured faculty (see
exception in ~ 21 and operate within
the following structure and procedures:
1.

o

No candidate for tenure,

candidate's spouse, department
chairs, or deans will serve on
tenure committees.
2.

No faculty member will serve on
more than one tenure committee

3,

Preference for oommittee membership
shall be given to those who have
undergone the tenure process.

h

-<h

The chairperson of each tenure
committee will be elected by the
committee.

h

--5-.

In academic areas where schools are
the administrative unit above the
department level, the peer review
will be by the department, college,
and University tenure committees.

~ -6-;-

The University Tenure Committee
shall consist of nine (9) faculty
members elected by the Faculty
Senate from the tenured, full-time
faculty and must include three
representatives from each college
and shall include both males and
females.
No two representatives
shall should be from the same
department/school. The Senate
should elect members to the
committee Qy May 1st of the prior
academic year. committee members
shall be notified in writing as
to their own and others. selection
to the coommitlee prior to the
Committee's first meeting.
commit teo mombers shall be full
professors.
In the event that: full
professors are unavailable,
associate professors may seryTe; if
no a330cia~e professo~s dLe
available, assistant professors ItIity.
serve. Term of service shall be
three years, with one member from
each college being replaced each
year. A member may not hold
successive terms.

h

The College Tenure Committee shall
consist of one representative from
each department of the college.
These members should be tenured,

u

-::t-.-

-'.

o

full-time faculty members. Each
department will elect, by secret
ballot, a representative to serve a
two-¥car term on the college
commlttee Qy September 1st.

committee members shall be notified
in writing as to their own and
others· selection to the

committeels first meeting.

~

8.

The Department Tenure Committee
should consist of all eligible
tenured faculty.
If the
departmental committee consists of
fewer than five members, the
committee may add enough full-time

tenure-track faculty members to
form a five member committee.
department as a Hnole (if hot
excluded by Gonditions 1 and 2
above).

~

Each department !nay choose

to cleat a Department Tenure
Committoe. All ternarod faculty >;mo

are not excluded

b~T

conditions 1

and 2 abO'"yre are ell:gible: fOl:

committQQ mQmbership and are

o

elected by secret ballot.

~

~

9. The quorum necessary for voting
will be two-thirds of the total
membership of a committee.

10.

All voting on candidates will be by
secret ballot. Recommendation for
tenure requires an affirmative vote
by a majority of the committee
membership voting. There shall be
no abstentions in the voting
process. In all committee
recommendations the number of lIyes ll
votes and the number of "no" votes
must be recorded.
Justification for the
recommendation of each candidate
must be in detailed narrative
format Qll ~ appropriate form.
The narrative must reflect the
candidatels teaching excellence,
professional aChievement, and
service activities and include
statements of strengths and

o

u

weaknesses. Minority views shal1
also be included.
11

In all cases, tenyre committees
mu.st state in \!ritiRg en the
'appropriate form the rat.ionales for
~ho majority recommendation aftd ~
{ numerical rating of qualification
fe*" 'tenurQ, TROSQ it:l ta.Q mino;a;ity
mu.~t also state their rationale in
y,'ritinq.
Tenure committee's deliberations
must be treated confidentially and
must not be discussed outside of

tenure committee meetings.
TENURE PROCESS

GUIDELINES:

All prospective candidates for tenure

review may elect to attend an
orientation workshop sponsored and

presented by the Vice President for

Academic Affairs and the previous

year's chair of the University Tenure

committee that shall be held no later
than April 15 of each ¥ear. Each
candidate for tenure w~ll receive peer
review at the department, college, and
University levels. In addition to peer
review, each candidate will be reviewed
by his/her De~artment Chair, Associate
Dean (if appllcab l e), College Dean, and
the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. The President makes the final
recommendation to the Board of Regents.
INITIATION OF THE
REVIEW PROCESS:

BY SEPTEMBER 15: The candidate
applyin9 for tenure review has the
responslbility for submitting the
required tenure portfolio, which
includes the curriculum vita and
supporting documents , to hi~/hex the
college dean. The dean will place the
portfolio in a secure area for review
by the appropr iate Department Tenure
Committee, College Tenure Committee,
Department Chair, Associate Dean (if
applicable), and College Dean.

REVIEW
OF PORTFOLIOS:

The review process will proceed as
described below :

1.

BY OCTOBER ±-8:

Department Tenure

Committee, Department Chair,
College Tenure Committee, Associate
Dean (if applicable), and College
Dean independently revie~~ have
reviewed the portfolios and ~~a~Jt~e

made a determination regarding a
positive or negative
recommendation.

The recommendation

and supporting rationale,

~a

numerioal rating of qQalifioation
for tenure are documented on the

appropriate form (see attached

Forms A and 8) and submitted to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Collo~o representatives of tho

University TgnUoX'Q Comm.i.ttQQ.

2.

BY OCTOBER 712: As soon as these

reviews have been are completed,
the College Dean will send the
portfolios to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, who will
place the portfolios in a secure
area for review by the University
Tenure committee. At that time the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
will convene the University Tenure
committee ~ convey ~ copies of
recommendations from all prior
committees and administrators
described in Section IV.1. above to
that committee.

3.

BY OCTOBER II 12: Following
convening of the University Tenure
Commi ttee, The t,vo colle~e
representatives of the Uniyersity
Tenure Committee have informed
infgrm the candidates of the
appropriate Department and college
Tenure Committee's, department
Chair's, College Tentlre
eommi~~ee's, Associate Dean's (if
applicable), and College Dean's
recommendations through
presentation of a photocopy of
those recommendations and a summary
of the candidate's options at that
juncture. the summary torm (seeattached Form--e-)-.

4.

BY OCTOBER

~

~eeommendations

17: I f all

are for tonure, the

All portfolios will be

automatically -be- reviewed unless

~

written re9Ucst to withdraw the
portfolio 19 submitted to a college
representative of the University
Tenure committee, who will then
return the portfolio to the
candidate.
If the candidate receives any
negative recommendation, helshe may
-.Qy tbGl un i uQ r s ity Tenure Committee ..
' If any recommendation ie against

t.enure, the cand i date may ..dthdraw
the portfolio, request that it be
sent on ,.;itl:lolJ.t rospondin'ih or
request that it be !!!lane ott-with a
letter of response to aAY
recommendation against tenure. If
the candidate chooses to submit a
letter of response, it must be
submitted to the appropriate
J;o~J;eEontative chair of the
Un~versity Tenure Committee.
~

tho portfolio, a eandida~
l\t\U;t 5;ubmit a ¥"ritten request to
the college repr Q5;ontative of 'the
TIn j "ers ity TEmure Committee, whe
Hill then return the port folie te

~ithdraw

u

the oandidate.
5.

BY NOVEMBER 1: 8: The University
Tenure Committee will have reviewed
re\'ie~'Hii the candidate I s portfolio;
the recommendations by the
Department Tenure Committee, the
Department Chair, the College
Tenure Committee, Associate Dean
(if applicable), and College Dean;
and any letter of response; and
will have made mah:es a
determination regarding a positive
or negative recommendation. The
recommendation and supportin9
rationale, ~nd numerical ratlnq gf
qlJ.alification' for tenure is
documented on the appropriate form
(see a~t:ached Form D) •

6.

BY NOVEMBER 20: The University
Tenure committee representatives
~ ~ college ~ ~ The two

Uni'o'ersity Tenure Colffiitittee
representatives from each oollege

~

informed their college's
candidates for tenure of the
University Tenure Committee's
recommendation. If the
recommendation is for tenure, the
portfolio will automatically be
made available for review by the
Vice President for Academic
Affairs, the President, and . the
Board of Regents. If the
University Tenure committee's
recommendation is a9ainst tenure, a
college representat~ve will inform
the candidate; and the candidate
may withdraw the portfolio, request
that it be sent on without
responding, or request that it be
sent on with a letter of response.
If the candidate chooses to submit
a letter of response, it must be
submitted to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. To withdraw the
portfolio, a candidate must submit
a written request to the college
representative of the University
Tenure Committee, who will then
return the portfolio to the
candidate.

7.

BY DECEMBER 8: The Vice President
for Academic~ffairs reviews will
have reviewed the portfolio, the
recommendations, and the letters of
response. The Vice President will
provide feedback to the university
Tenure Committee maJEc9 prior to
making ~ recommendation on each
portfolio to the President. who iIt
tYrn The President, in turn
recommends to the Board of Regents
which ~ will make the final
decision at the next Board of
Regents' meeting.

8.

BY + ONE WEEK AFTER BOARD'S
DECISION: within one week of the
Board of Regents' decision, the
President ififorms will have
informed each candidate-rn-writing
of the decision. The tenure
portfolio will be available for
return.

9.

BY rTWO WEEKS AFTER BOARD I S

DECISION:
Each candidate who does not receive
tenure wi11 be invited to meet with
the Vice President for Academic

Affairs for further explanation .

The candidate has the option to

decline this invitation.

u
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351
TELEPHONE 606-783-2111

TO:

university Community

FROM:

C. Nelson Grote, president\\V

DATE:

November 1 0 , 1989

RE:

Request for Comments on Proposed Revisions in
University purpose statements and on Proposed strategic
Themes and Goals

'\~~

\

In February 1989 I established a strategic planning process which

involves the entire university community. Several planning
groups have spent the past ten months gathering and examining
large amounts of data with the goal of proposing guidelines for
future planning at Morehead state University. Now it is time for
one of the most important steps in the planning process -- direct

input from you.

u

r am delighted to present for your review and comment proposed
changes in the University's purpose statements and an outline of
strategic themes and goals. Attached is a schedule listing times
for hearings, meetings, etc. to discuss these proposals. Of
course, the plan takes shape through your proposals at the
department, college and office level. Once the themes and goals
are formally adopted, each of you will be asked to propose
strategic initiatives to carry out our university goals. It is
at the unit level that planning comes to life and we are able to
make appropriate changes for a better institutional future.
The attached document provides you with only a brief outline of
many, many hours of work by over 40 faculty, staff, students, and
administrators. Many others have helped by providing
information, asking critical questions, and being supportive of
the process. What we are proposing is not entirely new , but a
different way to view educational emphases. Planning for
anyone's future is not an easy task, but to plan for the fqture
of an entire institution of higher education is both challenging
and exciting. We all have a great opportunity to truly impact
the lives of many world citizens.
I encourage you to take advantage of the times outlined for you
to provide comments about the planning process thus far. You may
send any written comments to our Office of Planning at HM 204.
The model of planning that I have adopted can work only with your
input and help. I look forward to seeing you at some of these
gatherings and to working with you to provide a better tomorrow
for all students who come to Morehead State University.

;'):

,

•

,

0

Summary of Faculty Senate Activities 1989-90
*1

. COSFL Position on Faculty Participation In UniversIty
Governance: passed by FS Jan. 1989.
No written response
receIved; President IndIcated at one poInt he was not In
agreement wIth al I the statements. Not being actively
pursued as Joint statement In final stages.

*2. Flow chart for communications: passed by FS May 1989. No
response; awa I t I ng Jo I nt statement wh I ch w I I I estab I Ish
prInciples on whIch to base communications.
3. Comm I ttee on Reg I ona I Instruct 1on: passed FS Feb. 1988.
President did not approve, awaIting recommendations from Task
Force. VPAA establ [shed ad hoc Committee In Nov. 1989.
4. PG-18: Ownership of InventIons, DiscoverIes & Copyright:
passed FS 1987-88. Delay In attorney's office.
Re-revlewed
by Research & Patent Committee fal I 1989. accepted by
President.
Approved by BOR Nov. 1989.
*5. Proposal for Provisional Studies Committee: passed 1988-89.
President did not approve. awaIting recommendations from Task
Force.

o

o

6. Committee on ServIce: passed 1988-89.
Sept. 1989.

Approved by President

7. Resolution supporting BOR In regards to making faculty
salaries prIority: passed Aug. 1989. Acknowledged by Dr.
Wheeler.
*8. The fol lOWing student academic policies have al I been
approved by the FS and forwarded to the President.
They are
being held as a group untl I such time as the PresIdent's
Executive Committee determines the most appropriate way to
codify, circulate. and archive these policies.
This
determination has been under consideration since Nov. 1989.
Passed Oct. 5, 1989:
SAc-3: Tuition Waiver for Students over 65
SAc-4: Class Schedule Change
SAc-5: Student ClassIfIcation
SAc-6: Academic Honors
Passed Oct. 19, 1989: SAc-7: Repeating Courses
Passed Nov. 2. 1989: SAc-8: TuitIon RefUnd Pol Icy
Passed Jan. 18, 1990: SAc-9: Graduation
Passed Feb. 1, 1990: SAc-l0: Student Loads
Passed Mar. 22, 1990: SAc-l1: Scholastic Standing
SAc-12: Courses Offered as Workshops
SAc-13: Grades
Passed Apr. 5, 1990
SAc-14: Academic Program Completion
SAc-15: Acceptance of Transfer Credit
Passed Apr. 19, 1990: SAc-16: Second Degree Requirements

FS Activities
1989-90

o

SAc-17: Course Numbering
SAc-18: Undergraduate Enrollment for Grad.
SAc-20: AcademIc Bankruptcy

CredIt

*9. The fol lowIng faculty academIc pol icles passed by FS Feb.
1990 are also being held unti I such time as the President's
Executive CommIttee determInes the most appropriate way to
codIfy. circulate, and archive them.
FAc-l: Selection &
HirIng of Part-time Faculty FAc-2: Orientation, Supervision &
Evaluation of Part-time Faculty; FAc-3: TIme Required of
Part-time Faculty for Student Conferences
FAc-l and 2 have been distributed to department chairs for
implementation wIth no changes In the text.
10. The fol lowIng pol icles were approved by FS Oct. 1989 and
subsequently approved by BOR In Nov. without any changes:
PG-9: Leave of Absence Without Salary
PAc-17: SabbatIcal Leave
PAc-28: Educational Leave
11. Prlvl lege In Rank Statement: InItially passed FS 1988-89;
sent back with revisions.
Passed FS Oct. 1989. Approved
Mar.
21, 1990, to be Included as Introduction to Faculty
Handbook.

o

12. Sept. 1989 Academic PolIcIes CommIttee plan for committee
evaluation forwarded to the President: no response.
13. Resolution on appointment of ad hoc, task force, or other
such groups without endorsement of Faculty Senate: passed
Oct.
5. 1989. Verbal response from the President stating he
felt It was an unrealIstic expectation that could not be
mandated by the FS.
14. Executive Committee Position Paper initially presented Oct.
19. 1989. Tabled to al low for the development of a Joint
statement on faculty participatIon In universIty governance.
Nov. 16, 1989 posItion paper passed to provide support for
the development of a JOint statement.
March 7, 1990 Draft 4 of a joInt statement accepted by the
VPAA and forwarded to the President with a recommendation for
approval.
*May 1. 1990 Revision to Draft 4 received by FS chair - to be
reviewed ImmedIately.
15. PAc-2: PromotIon Review and PAc-27: Tenure RevIew: passed FS
Nov. 2. 1989 and BOR on Nov. 17, 1989.

o

16. Dec. 7, 1989 recommendatIon that Dr. stroIk fl I I the vacancy
on the Task Force.
Dec. 14 written response rejecting
recommendation.
In Jan., at the request of the Task Force,
vacancy was fl I led by Ted Marshal I.
2

,

.,

o

FS Activities
1989-90
17. Salary Distribution OptIons (9-,

10-, 12-month options):
passed FS Jan. 18. 1990. Approved wIth modIfications Apr.
Will be Implemented July 1. 1990.
1990.

18. PAc-6: Membership on Graduate Faculty: passed FS Jan. 18,
1990 and BOR Feb. 1990.
19. AcademIc Restructuring Proposal: passed FS Jan. 18. 1990 and
BOR Feb. 1990.
20. Jan. 18. 1990: Proposal for Shared Governance Theme and Goals
recommended to University Planning Councl I.
Did not accept
theme and goals but Indicated the principles expressed would
be consIdered under assumptIons.
21. Procedures for Faculty Regent Election: passed FS Feb. 1,
1990. Approved wIth modificatIons Feb. 14, 1990.
22. Revisions to Sabbatical Leave CommIttee: passed FS Feb.
1990. Approved as proposed Feb. 4, 1990.
23. PAc-29: Workload: passed FS Feb. 15, 1990.
accepted by BOR Feb. 23, 1990.

o

1,

Revised and

24. Recommendation not to remove paragraph from PAc-18 relating
to special status: passed FS Feb. 15, 1990. Paragraph
removed by BOR Feb. 23. 1990.

*25. RevisIon to Faculty Senate Constitution: passed FS Feb.
15,
1990. Approved by unIversity faculty Mar. 1990.
Document has been sent to the President but not reviewed as
yet.
ArtIcle Two: MembershIp, Section 1: requested approval Apr.
2, 1990. Approved by President Apr. 19, 1990 and will go to
BOR June 22, 1990.
*26. Department Chair Job Summary: passed FS Apr. 5. 1990.
response received as yet.

No

*27. Recommendation for Merit Pay System for 1991-92: passed FS
Apr. 19, 1990; no response.
*28. Recommendations for 1990-91 faCUlty salary Increments
(Apr.19) and recommendations for dIstrIbution of Inequity
portion of 1990-91 faculty salary (Apr. 25): no response.

o

* Final ActIon PendIng

3

o

o
Faculty Senate Agenda
Rlg~le Room
November 16. 1989

I.
II.
III.

I V•
~v

..

Call to order
_r-l~
ConSideratIon of Minute~/_. ~t
Chair's Report
rI~.~
F~~Ulty

?
.

VI.
VI I.
V II I.

IX.

R~nt's

Repor~ ~'YD

mmittee Reports

Academic PolicIes

1.
CommIttee nomInatIons
2.
Survey format
3.
Proposal on Academic ReorganIzatIon
EdUcational Standards
Fiscal AffaIrs
Professional Pollcles
E.
ElectIons
Vice-President's Report
New BUSIness
Announcements

AdJournment

o
Attachment A
Chair's Report
November 16. 1989
COSFL MEETING:

November 4.

Current funds

1989

are $868.00

- about as low as they have

ever been. Sponsoring a
legislative reception will cost
between $1500 - $2000.
Drive to solicit donations to support activities will

be done

at

local

level

as

soon

as

materials

come in.

Requesting faculty to donate $10-$20 each.
Legislative agenda has been finalized requesting that
Faculty Senates at each regional
institution endorse the

statements.
CHE beginning to discuss issue of outcomes assessments
of teaching.
It was decided that faculty role should
include determination of own outcome measures yet many

o

faculty unclear of role. Subcommittee will review issue and
make recommendation to COSFL for consideration.
GUESTS:
Representative Scorsone
(75th District. Lexington)
Presented proposed bill to improve selection process of
candidates to be considered for appointment to Board of
Regents and extend terms of service from .4 to 6 years.
Part of discussion also focused on the need to provide
boards with some type of orientation/educational program
related to higher education. issues affecting it. and roles
of different constituent groups.
Subcommittee to review
suggestions and make recommendations.
David Adkisson:
Chair. Ky.
Advocates for Higher
Education.
Reviewed current legislative picture.
Presented Advocates strategy for legislative year: in
the process of developing an ad campaign: will not hold a
rally again.

Next COSFL Meeting:
2.

o

January 13. 1990.

Schedule for budget planning process not complete. The
tentative dates have been determined but the President wants
to include more detail of what should occur at each step.

,

o
3.

Dr. Grote responded positively to the motion passed at the
last Faculty Senate
meeting.
He
has
confirmed his
willingness to develop a joint statement regarding the
principles of shared university governance. communications,
and feedback.
On November 7. I provided a draft statement
that reflects the Faculty Senates opinions which I further
requested be reviewed in conjunction with the COSFL Position
on Faculty Participation in University Governance.
On
Tuesday <November
14) he indicated that Dr. Taylor had been
requested to either revise or develop a new statement. This
would then be reviewed by Dr. Lindahl and myself. Prior to
the December 7 meeting the four of us would sit down and
discuss the drafts in an effort to finalize a joint
statement.

4.

Dr. Grote explained that a revision in PG-8:
University
Holidays has been placed on the agenda for the Board of
Regents meeting. This revision will eliminate President's
Day and Good Friday as university holidays beginning 199091. Columbus Day is not part of the policy but will also be
deleted <in other words. does not require board action).
Rationale: Three universities offer these-days as holidays;
MSU
has
more
non-teaching days than other regional
institutions; current schedule allows Monday night classes
to meet 13 times/semester while other night classes meet 1516 times/semester.
President and his advisees had discussed and decided
not to seek consultation prior to making a recommendation
for a change.
Instead. meeting with representatives to
explain rationale.
It was felt that it was not fair to put
the representative groups in an awkward position of haVing
to determine whether to recommend a potentially Unfavorable
decision.
President indicated that discussion related to other
calendar changes may take place in the future but no other
changes aside from the three holidays would take place
during 1990-91.
Requested that Faculty Senate be involved
in any discussions since calandar changes affect our work
environment and subsequently impact academics.

5.

Dr. Grote expects to be able to take the new workload policy
to the Board of Regents at the February 1990 meeting.

o

o

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY ll0351

MEMORANDUM
DATE :

Noverroer 21, 1989

TO ,

tvayne Morella, Chair Academic Policies Co:rrni t tee

FRQ1 ,

Janet Gro-sS-;-'Chair Faculty Senate

RE ,

Leave

• ---{ -:J-

!J

Ccmnittee

At the Noverrber 1 7 , 1989 Board of Regents m::eting PAc-28 : Educational Leave of Absence
\vas approved . It \rill beccme effective i.rrr1'ediately. Currently there is no standing
comnittee charged \vith the oversight of the revie\", process . Hould your co"TTllittee

review the IXlssible alternatives and be prepared to I1'ake a recCXTtTendation to the Faculty
Senate at the I:)eoc. 7, 1989 Faculty Senate ro:?eting? I hQuld like you to consider the
restpnsibility be ter!1p:lrarily assigned to the current Sabba.tical Leave cC(ll llittee

until the task force

cQ~letes

its evaluation .

Tha~ks.

o
Faculty Senate Agenda
December 7, 1989
Riggle Room

Call to order

Consideration of minutes of November 16. 1989
Chair's Report
Faculty Regent's Report
Report from Director Planning. Institutional Research
and Evaluation

V.
VI.

Camm i t tee Repar ts

A.

Academic Pol ieies ..- Jl){)

B.

Educational Standards
1.

SAc-9:

.?? . . . d>:i-

~-

~

Student Loads

2.
3.

o

r;eading)
~.

~

VI I.
VIII.
IX.
X.

PAc-29:

Workload

Elections Committee
Vice-President's Report
New Business
Announcements
Adjournment

Please bring your copy of Themes and Goals to the
with you.

o

I?:::

SAc-IO: Graduation
SAc-II: Scholastic Standing
~Fiscal Affairs - Salary Distribution Options <1st
reading)
~
Professional Policies
1.
PAc-6:
Membership on Graduate Faculty (1st

Senate meeting
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PAc·.,6
Membership on Graduate Faculty
PURPOSE:

To outline the criteria and procedures for appointment to the graduate faculty.

CRITERIA FOR
FULL
MEMBERSHIP:
The following criteria must be met to be considered for Full Membership on
the graduate faculty:

1.

An earned terminal degree as defined in PAc-I, in the appropriate

teaching discipline from an accredited institution.
2.

Competency and experience at the graduate level in teaching,
committee work, student advisement, and directing student research
as defined in the Procedure for Appointment.

3.

Evidence of recent professional growth and/or research and
publications.

o

4.

A departmental tcaching need at the graduate level (500- or 600-level
courses).

5.

Associate membership for at least one year at Morehead State
University.

CRITERIA FOR
ASSOCIATE
MEMBERSHIP:
The following criteria must be met to be considered for Associate

Membership on the graduate faculty:
1.

An earned tenninal degree as defined in PAc-l in the appropriate
teaching discipline or, in the absence of this degree an exceptionally
high level of scholarly or creative productivity. competence, and
experience as detennined by the University Graduate Committee.

2.

Potential for competency at the graduate level in teaching, committee
work, student advisement, and directing student research as defined
in the Procedure for Appointment.

3.

Evidence of recent professional growth andlor research and
publications.

4.

A department teaching need for 500-level graduate courses. With
the terminal degree, 600-level courses may be taught with the
approval of the University Graduate Committee.

delete "or an earned
master's degree plus 15
lJOurs in the apprwriate
teaching discipline"

o

o

5.

In the absence of available graduate faculty with Full Membership,
the Associate Member may teach courses restricted to graduate
students, if he/she is recommended by the departmental graduate
faculty, department chair, and the college dean as being highly
competent in the teaching discipline, with the approval of the Dean
of Graduate and Special Academic Programs.

6.

All Associate Memberships shall be one academic year
appointments.

APPOINTMENT
PROCEDURE:
The following procedure shall be used for nomination and review of
candidates:

1.

When the department chair of an academic department deteImines
that he/she needs to assign a graduate course to a faculty member
who is not already a full member of the graduate faculty, helshe
shall gain the concurrence of the departmental graduate faculty and
then nominate the individual faculty member for Associate
Membership to the graduate faculty.

2.

The department chair forwards the nomination with supporting
documentation (curriculum vita) to the rewective college dean who
forwards this with hlslher recommendation to the College Graduate
Committee. The supporting documentation shall provide evidence
of teaching excellence, professional activities, and
university/community services.

3.

Upon approval of the College Graduate Committee~ the nomination
and supporting documentation are forwarded to the University
Graduate Corrunittee. If the nomination is rejected, justification
shall be provided to the nominee and the department chair.

4.

The University Graduate Committee will make the final
determination regarding the nominee's appointment as an Associate
Member of the graduate faculty.

5.

The Dean of Graduate and Special Academic Programs will inform
the nominee, department chair, respective college dean, and the Vice
President for Academic Affairs of the decision of the University
Graduate Committee.

6.

"The University Graduate Committee must approve the appointment
of Associate Members at least two weeks before scheduled graduate
courses begin.

o

o

o

TEMPORARY
APPOINTMENTS:
When due to extraordinary circumstances, a member of the graduate faculty
is unavailable to teach a previously scheduled course and circumstances will

not permit appointment under normal procedures, the Dean of Graduate and
Special Academic Programs may temporarily appoint a faculty member to
temporary status on the graduate faculty.
Temporary appointments are for one semester only. At the time of the
temporary appointment, the department chair requesting the appointment

must initiate the regular app:>intment procedure.
In all other respects, a temporary appointee must meet the qualifications and
expectations of a graduate faculty member.
The Dean of Graduate and Special Academic Programs will inform all
appropriate persons, including the University Graduate Committee, of
his/her decision and direct that the procedure for nomination for Associale
Membership be ini tiated.

REVIEW OF
MEMBERSHIPS:

o

Revie'~vs of membership are made in accordance with the following
schedule and principles:

1.

Associate Members of the graduate faculty will be reviewed by the
appropriate College Graduate Committee and the University
Graduate Committee after the fIrst year of membership to determine
if an individual should be granted Full Membership on the graduate

faculty.
2.

Full Members of the graduate faculty will be reviewed by the
appropriate College Graduate Committee and the University
Graduate Committee every fIfth year of membership to detennine if
an individual should continue on the graduate faculty.

3.

o

In the review process, faculty will be evaluated according to the
criteria in the section Criteria for Membership.

o

4.

5.

In response to the review process, the University Graduate
Committee can:
a.

Grant Full Membership to the Associate Member

h.

Deny Full Membership to the Associate Member

c.

Downgrade the Full Member to an Associate Member

d.

Renew Full Membership for five years

The Dean of Graduate and Special Academic Programs will infonn
in writing all appropriate persons of the decisions of the University

Graduate Committee within 30 working days after the decision.

o

o

"

experience in a field related to their teaching assignment or graduate
training in remedial education.
Institutions offering degree programs at off-campus locations must meet
all criteria related to faculty. In any off-campus degree program, the
requirements for full-time faculty may be satisfied by providing students
with structured access to and interaction with the full-time on-campus
faculty. This interaction with fuJI-time faculty must be comparable to that
provided (or on-campus students in eqUivalent programs, and may be
provided through direct face-to-face contact or appropriate electronic
means.
4.4.2.3 Graduate. Institutions offering the master's degree must
demonstrate a high level of faculty competence in the fields in which the
master's programs are prOvided. Additionally, institutions offering the
programs leading to such degrees as the traditional doctor of philosophy
must demonstrate significant research capability of the faculty teaching in
these programs as well as high faculty competence.
All institutions must have adequate resources to attract and retain a
qualified faculty, especially in the fields in which doctoral programs are
offered. Faculty teaching graduate-level courses must hold the highest
earned degree in their disciplines, '!!!..hough in some cases .sxperience anQ!
or scholarly or creative activit v may substitute t r t
. Faculty
responsl e for t e direction of doctoral research must be experienced in
directing independent study.
In addition, faculty engaged in graduate teaching should demonstrate,
by their involvement in institutional activities, their commitment to the
academic community and the institution which they serve, as well as to
their students and their academic diSciplines.
An effective graduate program depends on the scholarly interaction of
faculty whose specialties are complementary. The number of faculty
required varies with the disdpline(s) and the scope of the program. The
minimum numbers of graduate faculty are:
a. Master's degree - four fuJI-time faculty members in the subject field
(may include related disciplines).
b. Doctor's degree - four full-time facu lty members whose scholarly
fields are interdependent and directly relevant to the candidate's doctoral
program .
All pOlicies and regul ations affecting graduate curricula - and
requirements leading to graduate credits, certification and degrees should be formulated by the graduate faculty or by an appointed or ejected
group representing that faculty. Eligibility requirements for faculty
·teaching graduate courses must be dearly defined and published.
Institutions offering degree programs at off-campus locations must meet
all criteria related to faculty. In any off-campus degree program, the
requirement for full-time faculty may be satisfied by providing students
with structured access to and interaction with the full-time on-campus
faculty. This interaction with full-time faCUlty must be comparable to that

provided for on-campus students in equiva lent programs, and may b,
provided through direct face-to-face contact or appropriate electroni
.,
means.
4.4 .3 Faculty Computsatioll
The attraction and retention of able faculty members and th
maintenance of faculty morale Tequire that an institution provide adequat
faculty salaries and benefits. A satisfactory program of facult :
compensation must include annual review of all salaries, based on clearl:
stated criteria for salary increments. The institution should also provide
retirement plan, to which it contributes a reasonable percentage of the cost
and a plan for adequate insurance coverage.
4.4.4 Academic Freedom mId Professional Security
An institution must adopt and distribute to all members of the faculty
statement of the principles of academic freedom as established by th
governing board, assuring freedom in teaching, research and publicatior.
Although tenure policy is not mandated, each institution must provid
contracts, letters of appointment or similar documents to the faculty clear!:
describing the terms and conditions of their employment. All policie
regarding employment, as established by the governing board, must b
published and distributed to the faculty. If the institution uses {acult
ranks and tenure, the policies and procedures for promotion, for avvardin
tenure, for providing adequate notice on non-renewal of a probationar
appointment, and for termination of appOintments for cause must b
clearly set forth in the faculty handbook or other official publicatioI1
Term ination and non-renewal procedures must contain adequat
safeguards for protection of academic freed om.
4.4.5 Professiolfal Growth
An institution must provide faculty members the opportunity t
continue their professional development throughout their careers and mu~
demonstrate that such development takes place. Among the means c
accomplishing this goal are leaves of absence for study and research
additional graduate work in the discipline, attendance at professiom
meetings, and in-service training such as instruction in computer usagE
The general tone and policies of an institution must make it clear th~
individual faculty members are to take the intitiative in promoting thei
own growth as teachers, scholars and, especially in professional an,
occupational fields, practitioners.
4.4.6 TIre Role of the Faculty and Its Committees
The primary responsibility for the improvement of the educatiOn<:
program resides with the faculty. The extent of the participation an,
jurisdiction of the faculty in academic affairs must be clearly set forth an,
published in the faculty handbook. Faculties will normally conduct mue
of their business through such structures as committees, councils, an,
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DATE:

December

TO:

University Paculty

FROM:

Janet

RE:

Proposed Workload Policy

8~

1989

GrO~Chair.

MSU Faculty Senate

A draft copy of PAc-29: Faculty Workload. Responsibilities. and
Overload (see attached) 1s being forwarded to you for your review

and reaction.
Please return all written suggestions for
revisions to the FACULTY SENATE OFFICE. UPO 1021. by Friday.
December 15. 1989.
In addition to addressing overload.
the proposed policy 1s
intended to replace current PAcs-7. "S" 9. and 19.
Therefore. a
comparative review would be beneficial.

o

The proposed policy was presented to the senate. without any
recommendation. from the Professional Policies Committee on
December 7.
1989. The ad hoc Committee on Workload. composed of
the Executive Council of the Faculty Senate.
three academic
deans. and the Vice-President for Academic Affairs developed the
policy over the past year.
Since this proposed policy will
directly impact your faculty role and responsibilities. it is
essential that the senate has your direct input.
University
administration has clearly indicated their desire and intent to
present PAc-29 to the Board of Regents at the February 23. 1990.
meeting.
This is the basis for the urgency of the request for
fe.edback by December 15. 1989.
I realize your time is limited at this point of the semester and
I appreciate the time you will spend reviewing this document.
The Faculty Senate wishes to be able to respond and propose
revisions that clearly reflect the University Faculty. We can
not do this without your direct input.
In your review process. if you have any questions. please don't
hesitate to contact your department representative. Beverly
McCormick (Chair. Professional Policies Committee). or myself.
jc

o

PC:

Dr. Stephen Taylor
Dr. Alban Wheeler

l-J.Oop"L.eo
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COSFL POSITION PAPER
FACULTY PA'RTICIPATION IN UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
The Coalition of Senate and Faculty Leadership
COSFL) endorsrs
the "Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities" jointly
formulated by the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), the American Council on Education, and the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (adopted by the AAUP on
October 29, 1966) as the most appropriate general statement on
University Governance.
The remainder of this position paper
specifically addresses the role of faculty and f~culty bodies in
university governance and the relationships between the faculty and
administrative officials in a collegial system of university
governance, consistent with the aforementioned "Statement on
Government of Colleges and Universities."
COSFL believes in a collegial system of university governance,
based on the concept of authority and responsibility ,shared among
colleagues, some who have primary dutie's as faculty and some "who have
primary duties as administrators.
A collegial system has, as its
fundamental principle, the concept of good faith consultation among
these colleagues prior to decision making.
Under the collegial system, decision-making authority is
delegated to the collegial group most expert in the particular area
in which the decision is made.
All colleagues in the system,
regardless of their respective roles as faculty or administrators,
have an obligation to honor and support the decisions reached through
the collegial process.
If good faith consultation among colleagues
'exists, if decision-making authority is delegated appropriately, and
if all participants are committed to the decisions made through the
collegial system, non-productive adversarial relationships among
groups are minimized, an-d~university goals'and objectives are more
easily achieved.
CHARACTERISTICS OF A COLLEGIAL SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE:
1.

HColleague" is defined as a university employee of faculty
rank, regardless of the individual's primary responsibilities.

2.

Leadership, reason, and persuasion rather than authoritarian
control are the ha'llmarks of the collegial system.

3.

All colleagues have the opportunity to participate, directly or
through elected representatives, in the collegial process.

4.

Good faith consultation and mutual respect among colleagues are
fundamental principles of the collegial system.

5.

Academic freedom is protected and promoted as a sine qua non o.E
collegial governance.
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Except in the most extraordinary circumstances, all colleagues
(regardless of primary responsibility) are bound by the
decisions relating to or affecting matters which are reached
through collegial processes. Colleagues therefore must avoid
using external political processes (e.g., legislature, eHE,.
-~-governing boards) to frustrate the decisions reached through
the collegial process.

.'

7.

All colleagues (regardless of primary responsibility). are bound
equally by the results of the system and seek to implement
those decisions.
Of course, a colleague is free to seek to
change policy within the collegial system.
Leaders of the
faculty (e.g.~ president, chancellor, provost, vice president,
chair of the senate, etc.) have a particular responsibility to
implement the decisions of the system.

8.

Colleagues not abiding by the collegial system forfeit the
protections of the system.

THE ROLE OF FACULTY'BODIES IN THE COLLEGIAL SYSTEM,
"Faculty bodies" are defined as the collective members with
faculty rank of an academic unit (department, division, college, or
school), elected representatives, to faculty bodies· (such as Senates
or other representative organizations), and appropriate faculty
committees established by the unit or senate.
The exact nature of
the faculty bodies at a particular university is determined by the
administrative organization of the university. As participants in
the collegial system of university governance, all faculty bodies are
obligated to make ·decisions and/or recommendations f~r the good of
the university.
Generally speaking, faculty bodies have primary
decision-making authority in matters directly related to academics,
including curriculum, subject matter and methods of instruction"
research, faculty status, and those aspects of student life which
directly relate to the educational process.
Ultimately the full
university faculty has responsibility for the collegial system and
all recommendations em~nating from faculty bodies.
Academic matters:
Faculty bodies have primary responsibility for the following
matters, and their decisions should be implemented except for the
most compelling reasons, clearly stated in writing.
Examples:
-

Admissions requirements
Graduation requirements
Graduation of students
Program Curriculum
Approval of academic programs
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- Policies regarding grading and student grievances associated
with academic work
- Academic personnel policies
- Academic personne~ decisions
- Dismissal of tenured faculty
- Policies (personnel policies)'which may result in dismissal
of tenured faculty
-·Faculty and academic grievances
- Approval of contracts with external organizations which
directly affect academic matters.
- Structure of faculty .and collegial governance bodies
- Appointment of academic officers
- Academic planning
- Issues related to academic freedom
- University policy statements related to the matters listed
above
Activities fundamehtally affecting academic proqrams~·
Good faith consultation with faculty bodies is routine in the
.following matters.
Recommendations coming from faculty bodies are
implemented unless there are compelling reasons for not doing so that
are explained fully through the collegial system.
Examples:
- Structure and organization of academic units (departments,
divisions, co~leges~ and schools)
- Budget priorities
- Building priorities
- Policies.regarding academic administrators (e.g.
job
descriptions, performance reviews)
- Selection of· lower level academic administrators
- Overall policy· regarding academic organization of academic
administration <including libraries)·
- Level and nature of academic support services
- Long range planning for support services related to academic
functions .
- Goals-and' objectives of major ·fund raising efforts
:""_Eounda tion priori tie-s-----. ----=-=-::-.--_---::.-::.:.
.- General policies regarding intercollegiate athletics
-. Policies concerning agreements.with businesses and other
--- entities-which·Jnay affect academic matters
- University policy documents related to these matters.
1

Activities which may affect academic procrrams:
Good faith consultation generally occurs and ordinarily
recommendations from faculty bodies will be followed in the following
matters.
The recof!lmendations emerging from the col.199ia1 process
might not be accepted by university administrators for good cause if
there is not a significant effect on the academic functions of the
university.
I

.•

.-Examples:
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-

Structure of support services
Scholarships polibies
Student non-academic discipline (policy and implementation)
Long range planning not affecting academic matters
Selection of major non-academic administrators
Structure and authority of campus security/police services
Policies concerning disposal of major assets of the
university
- Major public relations campaigns of the university

Activities not normally affecting academic matters:
Consultation does not take place routinely. in the following
matters.
When consultation does occur, the faculty .act more as
advisors or expert assistants than as colleagues. Decision-making or
recommending authority generally is shared substantially with other
groups (e.g, students, staff, the community), and in some cases other
( non-faculty) groups ·may retain primary authority.
Faculty bodies
may feel free to give advice in these matters regardless of whether
formal consultation occurs.
Examples:
- Management and investment of funds of the university and the
foundation
- Implementation of budget priorities and policies
- Selection of contractors and vendors
- Routine operation of and planning for auxiliary enterprises
- Non-academic personnel policies (development and
implementation)
- Staff personnel policies
Selection of staff and lower level non-academic
administrators
- Development and implementation of staff grievance policies
- Alumni and development structures and plans (not including
academic matters)
- Selection of auditors and outside counsel
- Development-and implementation of recreational policies
- Routine operation of intercollegiate athletics
Development of lobbying and legislature efforts.

